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We've got our lovely Page 3 girl
again, and some photos of
courses from long ago, plus a
couple of photos some thought,
or perhaps hoped, had been lost.

Sadly, in the few months since
our last issue, we have once
again lost some very good
mates.
See Page 2

See page 3

Sam tells us about the
potential problems with not
having the correct version of
Internet Explorer as well as a
lot of other useful stuff.

We have the results of our last
survey, plus a new one, and if
you're in the market for an old
Rover, have we got a deal for
you..

See page 4

See page 5

Ted's got some food advise for
potential Stroke sufferers, and
he's got the latest data on
service pensions. There are
some changes coming to
holders of DVA cards, Ted's
got the good oil.

Col Price tell us his story, where
he began his career as a trainee
Radtech in 1966, "remustered" to
become an AEO and had 36
great years in a variety of
different and interesting roles
with the RAAF.

See page 6

See page 7
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Allan George joins us this
issue with a regular general
interest page - Allan's been
scouring the internet for the
best little gems and we've got
the best for you here.

John Laming has written an
excellent book titled "Tall Tails of
the South Pacific". We've read it
and it's a great read. You can read
a little on John's background and a
bit about the book here.

See Page 9

See Page 11

We've got some interesting
photos of a party that was held
in Darwin some years ago.
We'd love to hear the story
behind them.

John McHarg has sent us the
story of the life and death of one
of the RAAF's Boeing 707's.
See page 15

See Page 14

A few of our mates are on the
sick list, we wish them all the
best and a speedy recovery.

We're looking for a few people,
perhaps you can help.
See page 18

See page 17

This is where you have your
say. We look forward to
getting your letters - so please
keep them coming.

If you've got a reunion coming
up, let us know and we'll
publicise it, or if you've been to
one recently, send us some info
and pics and we'll let others
know.

See page 19
See Page 20

We're sorry about the delay in getting this issue onto the streets, we'd
almost finished when the little Toshiba decided to drop dead, and, you
guessed it, our last back up was 6 weeks old.
Being the inquisitive type, we decided to delve into its innards and see if
we could right the wrong, but, as you can see, we couldn't find a 6BL8
anywhere, it was beyond us so it was filed in the big circular bin.
So - down to the shops for a new Toshiba, and then we had to do most of
the RAM all again, rotten job, but now it's finished, and yep....we've taken
some of Sam's good advise and installed the Autosave Backup system
he talks about on Page 4 - and it works a treat.
Index
We get quite a few people asking whether we can make the Index interactive, that is, when you're looking
for something, when you find it in the Index, just click the reference and the link will take you to that site. We
agree, that's a good idea, but one helluva job. We've started on it, and eventually, as we get a bit of spare
time, it will all be done.
Have a look HERE

You can download the full magazine in PDF format HERE.
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IN MEMORANDUM
From Ernie Gimm –
1. The following sad news has been received from Gerry Hemy: It is with sorrow that I
advise members of the passing of Ian Drummond. I was advised by Les Stapleton that
the notice appeared in the paper late last year, but no date of death was listed. Ian’s
funeral was held at the Fremantle Cemetery, on the 24 Dec 09.
2. The passing of yet another Djinnang member, Ian Chalkley. Ian
lived in Meadow Springs over in the West. Ian's funeral was held
at the Simplicity Funerals Chapel in Mandurah WA on Tuesday 22
September.
3. Ned Squires (right) passed away and was buried at the
Karrakatta Cemetery (Perth WA) on the 25th February.
4. Ray (Crumpet) Gray who lived in South Guildord, WA passed
away recently and unfortunately, details are scarce. His Funeral
was held at Karrakatta Cemetery on Friday 26th March 2010.
5. Tracie Hamilton passed away last Friday 2nd April, 2010, whilst on duty in Indonesia.
Tracie was a SIGSOP who, whilst in the RAAF, served at 3TU and various other units.
She later discharged from the RAAF to continue work in the Defence community. She
was in her 40's. Her service will be on Tuesday 13th April at 1PM at Integrity Funeral
Parlour, 18 Tonga Pl, Parkwood, Qld. The service is not private and friends are
welcome.

Stew Bonett advises: “It is with terrible sadness that I have to inform
you of the passing of Barry Ingate. AFC. Barry has been in and out of
hospital the past few months with breathing problems and he passed
away on Thursday afternoon 4 March 2002 and was buried on the 10
March. Barry was one of the original Caribou Loadmasters and did two
tours of Vietnam in 1964 and 1966. He was the loadmaster on Caribou
A4-173 when it crashed on landing on two separate occasions. See
HERE.
Barry was awarded the Air Force Cross by the Queen on the 1st
January, 1966.
So long old mate, you were one of the best and Heaven will be better
off because you will be there.”
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Gary Olsen advises the recent passing of John Howes. John served in No 2 Squadron at
Butterworth as an Armament Fitter. Informal advice is that John’s funeral was held in Nambour,
Qld, on Friday 18th September 2009.

Peter Nelms advises that on Thursday morning 24 December, 2009,
(Christmas Eve) we lost WGCDR Peter McLennan (Retd) in a fatal
accident. Peter was struck by a power boat on the Murray River at
Casey's Bend near Echuca in Victoria at around 9:00 am while
swimming with other family members. His injuries were severe and
although every attempt was made to save his life at the scene and en
route to specialist care they were to prove fatal. He was taken from the
Murray by helicopter to Royal Melbourne Hospital where surgeons were
unable to revive him. His loss is keenly felt and devastating for members
of his family.
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Page 3 Girl.
Our Page 3 girl this issue is the delightful Mal Dicker, who back at Radchool we knew as Mal
Cornwell. Surely that was only a few short years ago - where has the time gone??

Mal is now living on the Gold Coast
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1AD Installation Team.
Malaysia – 1971
These blokes were at Butterworth in 1971. They were the 1 AD Telegraphy Engineering Flight
of Telecommunications Installation and Maintenance Squadron and were the installation team
posted in to build a new Communications Centre at Butterworth.

L-R: Newton Klaebe, Ian Hughes, Norm Ellis, Colin Knowles (the Butterworth RADO ex 1AD)
Brenden (Murf) Isbister, Mick Lawson, Graham (Stretch) Blowes (dec), Mick Armstrong, Col
Knowles RADO HQSC, Paul (J.I.P) Wright RADO TEF TIMS, Al White.
Missing: Flight Sgt Jackson Greer and Flight Sgt Roy Smeaton.
ELECTION RESULTS
When you rearrange the letter:
LIES – LET’S RECOUNT
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2 OCU.
John Scott was going through some old photos and found the one below. He thinks it was
taken either in 1974 or 1975. John’s memory is no better than mot of ours, he’s forgotten a
bunch of names, if you can help and fill in a few of the blanks – he would surely appreciate it.

Back Row L-R: Greg Jones,??, ??, Col Sanders, Steve Bognar, ??, Noel Brumley, John
ScottMiddle Row L-R: ??, John Blair, Terry Thurn, Ron Green, ??, Roy FergusonFront Row
L-R: ??, Lance Warren, Geoff Scmidt, Blue Gilmore, Bob Saxton, ??
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Brooky Girls – 1963

We don’t have any information on this photo, except that it was taken at the Resort back in
1963 – can anyone help??? And where are the girls today???

We don’t know a lot about
this photo either, except it
was taken during the 1958
Begonia Festival in Ballarat
and we think the armed and
ever vigilant lads are trainee
sigs aircrew. Does anyone
know anything about it??
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6 Telsop Course, 1960

Back Row, L-R: Grace Hutchinson, Eve Hayes, Jan Ridgeway, Marilyn Patterson,
Front Row, L-R: Val Berry, Jan Howarth, Marg Cooper

Caru Girls - 1969

We don’t have any names
here either – can anyone
help, and where are the
girls today…
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486 Maintenance Squadron – Radio Section.
Keith Beardsmore sent us this photo, which he says was taken back in 1961 or 1962.
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Standin
ng, L-R: Neil Campb
bell, Barry Brailey,
B
Ke
en McDona
ald, Noel H
Hatfield, Ca
al Sweeneyy, Errol
Brannig
gan, Keith Beardsmo
B
re, Ray Milligan, Jim Ryle, Mickk Warrick.
Seated L-R: Jim or
o Jumbo Hurn,
H
Des Cooney and Trevor?
?

Ke
eith Beardssmore toda
ay (left), fitt
an
nd well at h
his home in
n Brisbane
e.

A woma
an in a gro
ocery store notices a grandfathe
er and his poorly beh
having 3 ye
ear-old gra
andson.
It's obviious to herr that Gram
mps has hiis hands fu
ull with the
e child scre
eaming for lollies in the lolly
candy aisle,
a
same
e for fruit, cereal and
d soft drink
k in their re
espective aisles. Me
eanwhile, Gramps
G
is workiing his wayy around, saying
s
in a controlled
d voice "Ea
asy, Albertt, We won''t be long -- easy,
boy." An
nother outburst, and she hearss Gramps calmly
c
sayy, "It's okayy, Albert, ju
ust a couple more
Minutess and we'll be out of here.
h
Hang
g in here, boy."
b
At the
e checkout, the little terror is th
hrowing
items out of the cart, and Gramps aga
ain in a controlled vo
oice says, ""Albert, Alb
bert, relax buddy,
don't ge
et upset. We'll
W
be ho
ome in five
e minutes; stay cool, Albert." V
Very impres
ssed, the woman
w
goes ou
utside whe
ere Gramps is loadin
ng his groc
ceries and the boy in
nto the carr. "You kno
ow, sir,
it's none of my business,
b
b you we
but
ere amazing in there
e. I don't know how
w you did it. That
whole time, you kept
k
your composure
c
e, and no matter
m
how
w loud and
d disruptive
e he got, you
y just
calmly kept sayin
ng things would
w
be okay.
o
Albe
ert is very Lucky to have you as his gra
andpa."
"Thankss, lady," sa
aid Grampss, but "I'm Albert -- th
he little bug
gger’s nam
me is Steve
e."
G
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Clarry Kitzelmann,
Phil Greggor and
Harry Seymour.
Glenbrook,
August. 1964.

DORMITORY:
When you rearrange the letters:
DIRTY ROOM

H
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Harry Seymour,
Penrith.
August 1964

THE MORSE CODE:
When you rearrange the letters:
HERE COME DOTS

37A Aircraft Plotters Course.

Standing: Rita Darby, Marilyn Perry, Sandy Seckold, Jan Sinclair,
Seated: Ken Farrow,Ron Savage, Jon Edmonds
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Brookvale living area, around 1963.

Brooky drive in – next to the Manly resort. 1963.
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Four mature and well trained RAAF blokes.

Peter Natoli (top - sumpie) and Bob Hodgson (instruments) somewhere near Wagga back in
1970.
A sweet young thing took her seat on opening day of her college class. The young man behind
her tapped her on the shoulder and said, "What are you doing, wearing a football jersey?" She
replied, "Why, I bought it and own it, why shouldn't I wear it?" He said, "You're not supposed to
wear it unless you've made the team." "Oh," she replied sweetly, "Who did I miss?"
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John Donohue (Instruments) (left) and John “Perko” Perkins, (Equipo), somewhere on the Olympic Way.

GEORGE BUSH:
When you rearrange the letters:
HE BUGS GORE

L
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Computers and Stuff.
Sam Houliston.

Microsoft Internet Explorer.
If you’re using Microsoft’s Internet Explorer (MSIE) make sure you have the latest version
installed on your computer. You should be using Version 8. To check, open MSIE, click on the
HELP tab at the top of the page then click “About Internet Explorer”.
You should see the window at right.
If you don’t, if you have an earlier version of
MSIE, your computer is at risk.
The Federal Government has issued a
warning to all computer users that they should
consider using an alternate browser, such as
Firefox, however, if you’ve used MSIE for a
long time and you’re happy with it, make sure
you have the latest version.
See HERE for the Government warning.
If you’re in ANY doubt as to which version you
are using, go to the web site and download
the latest anyway. You can get it HERE. It won’t matter if the version you already have is the
latest.
Clicking the link above will take you
to this site (right). Click on the
“Download
Now” button I’ve
indicated with the red arrow. You
will be asked if you wish to RUN,
SAVE or CANCEL the operation.
Click RUN.
This will install the latest version of
MSIE with all its safeguards and
security fixes and keep your computer safe from all the “wickeds” out there.

A
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Protect Cells in Excel.
We had this tip in an earlier edition of the RAM, but we feel it’s very handy and needs another
run.
For those that grew up using those Dos based spreadsheets such as Lotus 123 or Supercalc,
(where did they go??) one very handy feature that seemed to be missing from Microsoft’s
Excel was the ability to be able to “Protect” individual cells. But, even though Excel does not
have the old “/P” command that
was so handy when using the Dos
programs—it does have that
feature – but it’s not easy to find!!.
By default, all Excel worksheet
cells have locked definitions
associated to them. This function
will take effect only if the
worksheet has been protected,
and it covers all cells in the
protected worksheet or workbook.
If you want to protect only specific
cells, such as those with
formulae, you would first need to
unlock all the cells on the
worksheet, lock the cells that you
want to protect, and protect the
worksheet again. Here’s how to do it!
1.

Select all of the worksheet (hold down the Ctrl key and press the A key) or all of the
working cells in your sheet (hold down the Ctrl, then hilight the Cells).

2.

When the selection has been made, put the curser into the selected area, right-click the
mouse and select Format Cells from the drop-down window.

3.

Click the Protection tab, deselect the Locked check box, and click OK.

4.

Now click the specific cells that you want to protect. You can select them all at once by
holding down the Ctrl button on your keyboard while you click each cell.

5.

Once all cells are selected, right-click the mouse again somewhere in the highlighted
cells, go to Format Cells, click the Protection tab, and this time select the Locked check
box and click OK.

6.

The final stage is to protect the worksheet. Click Tools, go down the menu to Protection,
click Protect Sheet, then click OK. A password is optional here. If you want to
password-protect it, enter a password (you will need to re-enter it to confirm), then click
OK. Don't forget your password because there is no way to retrieve it.

Save your work!!
B
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Converting a PDF to Word.
One big advantage that Word 7 (and other Office 2007 programs) has over previous versions
of Word is the ability to convert documents directly and easily into PDF format, that is,
provided you have the free add-on supplied by Microsoft. (You can get it HERE). However,
what can’t be done easily, without buying specialized software, is convert PDF documents
back to a Word document without losing all the formatting.
You can do a copy and paste with the text then highlight the pics individually and copy and
paste them and put them into a Word doc but you will have lost all the formatting and will have
to reformat your doc – it can be done, but it takes a while.
There really is no easy way to do it.
PDF files are quite different from Word documents and unless you’ve got the full edition of
Acrobat, you cannot edit them. Also, a lot depends on how the PDF was made in the first
place. If the PDF started out as a scanned image imbedded in a Doc file, you can’t do a thing
with it, and if the PDF has security limitations placed by the creator you may not be able to
copy it or even print it.
Some programs that are available (to buy) that will convert “some” PDF documents are:
·
·
·

NitroPDF
Convert PDF to Word
VeryPDF

There are several more, but none are free and they won’t convert everything so depending on
the number of times you would need them, possibly not worth buying.
Converting a PDF to Excel is even more complicated. You can probably get some data from
the PDF but you will never get the underlying formulas so you might as well forget it. Often the
easiest solution, if possible, is to contact the person who sent you the PDF and get them to
send you the original document.
The nicest thing about the future is that it always starts tomorrow.

Shutdown.
Buried deep inside Windows lurks a little-known program called Shutdown.Exe. In Windows
XP it hides in the Windows\Systen32 directory. You can put an Icon onto your Desktop or into
your Quick Launch menu to quickly shut down your system in an orderly way. Here’s how:
1.

Right-click any empty location on your desktop.

2.

Click New, then Shortcut, the Create Shortcut Wizard appears.
C
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3.

In the “Type the Location of the Item” box, type “shutdown -s -t 0”. It's important that
you put spaces before each hyphen, that you have no spaces after each hyphen, and
that you use a zero at the end, not an O.

4.

Click Next.

5.

In the “Type a Name for This Shortcut” box, use a name that will remind you that this
button is for a very quick shut down – such as SHUTDOWN.

6.

Click Finish. You have a new shortcut on your desktop.

7.

Right-click the shortcut and click Properties. Click the “Change Icon” button.

8.

Pick an appropriate icon for the shortcut and double-click it.

9.

Click OK, and your new, quick shut down shortcut appears on the desktop. To test the
new, fast shut down icon, make sure no programs are running, and double-click it.

Help desk.
How often have you rung your internet provider’s "Help Desk" to get some help only to find you
couldn’t understand a word the ‘helper’ was saying – perhaps THIS is why….
My wife, being unhappy with my mood swings, bought me one of these mood rings so she
could monitor my mood. We discovered that, when I am in a good mood, it turns green and,
when I am in a bad mood, it leaves a great big red mark on her forehead.

Key Logger.
Last issue we mentioned the Windows On-screen Keyboard facility, and someone suggested it
would be a good way to get around the danger of Key-board logging when using a computer at
an internet café.
Key-board or Keystroke logging (also called keylogging) is the practice of tracking (or logging)
the keys struck on a keyboard so that the person using the keyboard is unaware that their
actions are being monitored. “Naughty” people sometimes put keylogging software on public
use computers so they can see what you’ve entered, so, if you’ve entered the password to get
into your bank account, you’ve left a trail and the “naughty” person can then hop into your
account and drain it dry.
It was suggested that when you're using a computer you aren't sure is keylogger-free you
could use the on screen keyboard as it would not leave a trail – you would not be using the
keyboard.
Unfortunately, that’s not true!!!!
D
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Windows' On-Screen Keyboard is interpreted as keystrokes, just as though you'd pressed the
keys on a keyboard, so, if there is key logging software on the computer you’re using, all your
information is recorded. The only way to be 100% sure info you enter into a computer at an
Internet Café is not being recorded, is not to do it….
Keyloggers are now so readily available you can never be sure data you enter into a
computer, that is not your own, is not being recorded. You can read more about them and if
you wish, download a FREE keylogger HERE.

Undelete.
If you’ve deleted something that you wish you hadn’t, (and everyone has), what do you do??
Back in the DOS days, when things were a lot simpler, there was a free program called
“Undelete” that worked a treat. You just typed UNDELETE and it found all the deleted files on
your computer that were recoverable, (the list of these files looked like this “_ile.exe”) you just
typed in the first letter of the deleted file (in place of the “_”) that you wished to recover and
“bingo” there is was.
Undelete also worked with Windows 3 (remember that) but when 95 came along, UNDELETE
was shown the door. So, what do you do now?
If the deleted file is still in your Recycle Bin you don’t have a problem, but, if you’ve cleaned
out the Recycle Bin, or if you’ve deleted a photo from the SD card in your camera – what can
you do??

E
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Luckily, there is a great little FREE program out there called
RECUVA which has been developed by Piriform, the same
people who developed those other excellent programs,
CCLEANER and DEFRAGGER.
RECUVA will recover deleted data files, photos, videos, and music from a hard drive, floppy or
an SD card. You can get a FREE copy of the program HERE.

Two men are in a pub. One says to his mate 'My mother-in-law is an angel'.
His mate says, 'You're lucky...Mine's still alive...'

Roboform.
If, like the rest of us, you do your banking, check your Telstra/Optus/AAPT or whatever
accounts, check your road toll account, etc via your computer, you have to remember heaps of
different login names and passwords. You can write them down on a piece of paper and keep
them in a drawer, or you can keep a “secret” file in an out-of-the-way directory on your
computer – surely there has to be a better way.
Well, there is.
RoboForm is an award-winning automated password manager and web-form filler with some
serious Artificial Intelligence. Roboform will remember all your login names and passwords and
will automatically fill in these details for you. This is how it works.
You download Roboform, which you can use for FREE. The Free version will work with up to 6
forms, (you can buy the PRO version for US$29.95 and that will fill in unlimited forms) and
when you install it, it will ask you for a “Master” password. Then, when you are presented with
a login form (for the first time), once you fill in the details Roboform pops up in a window
asking you if you wish Roboform to “save” that information. When you select “YES”, Roboform
remembers that information and next time you log onto that site, Roboform pops up and asks
you whether you wish it to fill the form and log in for you.
The information you save in Roboform is encrypted and is securely stored.
All you have to remember is one master password and when that’s entered, Roboform does
the rest. That means, once you have Roboform on your computer, the one Master Password
will open everything.
You can read more about it HERE.
It works with all major browsers, it does not contain any Adware or Spyware and you can get it
HERE.
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Virus.
There is a new virus going around, called "work." If you receive any sort of "work" at all,
whether via email, Internet or simply handed to you by a colleague ... DO NOT OPEN IT.
This has been circulating around for awhile and those who have been tempted to open "work"
or even look at "work" have found that their social life is deleted and their brain ceases to
function properly.
If you do encounter "work" via email or are faced with any "work" at all, then to purge the virus,
send an email to your boss with the words "I've had enough of your crap ... I'm off to the bar."
The "work" should automatically stop coming your way.
If you receive "work" in paper/document form, simply lift the document and drag the "work" to
your garbage can and deposit there. Put on your hat and coat and skip to the nearest bar with
two friends and order three pints of beer.
After repeating this action 14 times, you will find that "work" will no longer be of any relevance
to you and that "Scooby Doo"

Hard Disk failure.
More than half of all disk drive failures are mechanical in nature—from spindle-bearing wear to
the read/write heads banging into delicate parts. Well, disk drive
makers know this and with the rapid advances in technology
they have been able to build a device into their drives which can
report anticipated and specific failures and give you a chance to
rectify the situation, hopefully before it is too late to retrieve your
data. It’s called SMART, and that stands for Self-Monitoring,
Analysis, and Reporting Technology
In addition to monitoring mechanical things, such as disk platter
RPM, time to spin up, motor current, head seek failures and
sudden shock to the drive chassis, S.M.A.R.T. can report read
and write retry attempts necessary due to defective areas on the disk or head failure or drive
temperature. Many S.M.A.R.T. enabled drives can also report how many times they have been
turned on and off and the number of hours the drive has been on.
This only works if S.M.A.R.T. is enabled in your system BIOS, which it nearly always is on
modern machines, and will check and report any early or permanent signs of disk failure. You
can also monitor your drive’s condition with a S.M.A.R.T. aware disk monitoring program.
There are two ways to do this, one is free and the other costs about US$29. The “freeby”
requires you to do a physical check whenever you ‘think’ there might me something wrong with
your hard drive and as to be expected, the one you buy does it all for you. The freeby is a bit
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like the oil light in cars, it comes on to tell you there’s no oil in the sump and your bearings are
now stuffed, the one you buy is like an oil pressure gauge, it warns you before any damage is
done.
You can get the freeby HERE, and you get the one you buy HERE.
No matter which system you use, as soon as you get a warning, back up your data immediately
and replace the drive.
What to do if it’s too late!!
A failing disk drive is no fun. A failed disk drive is even less so. If
your hard drive does fail, and you haven’t got a back up, it can be
devastating. You can forget useless programs like Norton Disk
Doctor because it does not do enough to spend the time running
it, especially when things go really bad.
When it’s time to recover partitions and data you have to bring out
the big guns. A couple of good ones are:
•

Steve Gibson’s SpinRite 6.0 (http://www.spinrite.com) for finding and fixing or moving bad
data blocks on FAT, NTFS, Linux, Novell, Macintosh, and even TiVo volumes.

•

Ontrack’s Easy Data Recovery (http://www.ontrack.com) for digging deep inside a drive
and extracting recovered data to other media.

•

Symantec’s GHOST (http://www.symantec.com) to “peel” data off a bad drive to a disk
image for replacement onto another drive, or to extract individual data files with Ghost
Explorer.

These aren’t free and they do cost a few bob, but if you’re really desperate, they will do the
job.

Buying a new Computer?
Thinking of buying a new computer?? Well, things have probably changed in the computer
world since you bought your last one. Not so long ago all you had to worry about was is it a
Pentium and did it have enough RAM to do what you wanted it to do. Back then a 50Gig hard
drive and 500 Meg of RAM was usually enough – but now things have changed. There’s all
these new words like Core i3, i5 or i7 processors, clock speed, turbo boost, Atom processors,
Hyper-Threading technology to name just a few. What does it all mean??
Well the good people at Intel have developed a web site for those of us who haven’t got the
faintest idea and you can find it HERE
If you’re thinking of buying a new computer I’d suggest you have a look here first.
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Save All.
In Word 2002 and 2003, when you press the Shift key as you click the File menu, the File menu
displays the very handy Save All and Close All commands. These commands were very handy
when you had more than one document open and you wanted to either save or close all them.
Instead of doing them one at a time, you could just hold down the Shift Key and there was the
command. However, you can hold down the shift key until you’re blue in the face and you won’t
get the save/close all command in Word 2007 – but there is a way of doing it.
To do so, follow these steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Click the Office button.
Click the “Word Options” tab down the bottom
Click Customize in the left-hand column.
Click the drop-down arrow of the Choose Commands From box and select Commands
Not In Ribbon.
Scroll to and click Close All.
Click the Add button.
Scroll to and click Save All.
Click the Add button, then click OK.

You can now access the Save All and Close All commands by clicking their icons in the Quick
Access Toolbar.

Backup.
One way to beat Hard Drive Failure is to regularly Backup your data......if you do that, it doesn't
matter if the computer fails, you will not have lost any data, and sometimes the data is worth
much more than the little box. There are lots of backup programs on the market, Windows has
one, but I find one of the best is Autosave Essentials.
AutoSave Essentials does what it says, it automatically saves (backs up) your essential files by
creating a duplicate copy in the safest place you have specified. Save photos, save videos,
save music, save documents, save emails - in fact save anything that is valuable. If you are the
person responsible for your family’s memories or your company’s
accounts or even general data, it may just save your life.
Your valuable data can be saved locally, on external or remote network
drives even an FTP site, without any hassle or fuss. AutoSave Essentials
works in the background while you are doing other things - automatically.
There are two versions, the Trial Version, which will work for you as an
individual, and the professional version which costs US$39.95.
If you want an excellent backup system, download the Trial Version HERE
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Survey
Last issue we asked whether you would consider advising your child or children to join today’s
RAAF. We didn’t get a lot of responses, only 38, and the result is split pretty well down the
middle, 20 say YES, 18 say NO – so I don’t think you can conclude much from that.

This time we’d like to know which TV channel news you watch. Everyone has a ‘favourite’ news
channel, be it one of the commercial channels or the ABC or SBS.
TV news is a very personnel thing, people tend to watch the same news every night, for a lot of
different reasons.
We’d love to know, please take a few minutes and fill in the Survey which you will find HERE
Remember, these surveys are 100%
anonymous – when you participate in
one we do not get any personal data
from you, not your email address, not
your name, nothing!
This, at left, is what is sent to us when
you click the SUBMIT button.

Adverts from yore.
Here are a few more advertisements from Fred Thomason’s collection of Radio World
magazines. These were all from the war years, and even though the world was at war,
commerce continued on…
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Remem
mber, if yo
ou’re lookin
ng for any old radio equipment,
e
, Fred, who
o did two tterms in th
he RAAF
some time
t
back, has a hug
ge amountt of stuff an
nd his good
d wife has put her fo
oot down, as
a wives
do, and said “Fre
ed, all that stuff has to
t go !!!!” so,
s to keep
p the peace
e, he’s onlyy too willin
ng to sell
it all offf cheap. Iff you want anything, give
g
him a ring, there
e’s a fair ch
hance he w
will have it..
Left, some of
L
F
Fred’s
c
collection
of
o
n
new
valves
s,
m
most
still in
n
t
their
packe
ets
a right,
and
F
Fred
with
o of his
one
A
AVO’s
whic
ch
h
he’s
also
b
been
d
directed
to
s
sell.
He alsso got a Re
evox Stere
eo tape deck, one of the good ones
that wa
as used in radio stations – also
o up for gra
abs.
And, iff you’re a car buff and want to
o get into the
t vintage
e car
game, Fred also
o has a 1954 Rover for sale.. This one
e has
o
95,000
0 miles and
d the moto
or runs as sweet
s
as a nut.
done only
You ca
an contact him on 07
7 5422 0443.

I may be
schizophrrenic,
b
but at leastt I have
each oth
her.
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Not far out of Kilcoy, Queensland, on the
road to Jimna, is a small memorial to the
760 men of the 2/10 Australian Infantry
Battalion who camped on the site in
1942. The memorial is the remaining
chimney portion of a building that was
part of a training camp during World War
II
The Battalion, known as the Adelaide
Rifles, was formed in November 1939
and sailed from Sydney in May 1940 and
served in England during the Battle for
Britain then moved to Egypt early in 1941
in support of the 9th Division.
In March, 1942, after further service in Palestine and Syria, they returned to Australia and
camped in an area above, which is called Sheep Station Creek, and which is not far from the
neat little town of Kilcoy.
In early August of 1942, after enduring a Kilcoy winter, they moved to PNG and were part of the
battle of Milne Bay which was the first defeat of the Japanese land forces in the war. The
remnants of the battalion returned to Australia in March 1943 after losing 237 killed and 319
wounded. The unit was disbanded on 29th January 1946.
This memorial was established by Mrs. Ruth
Pratten and family (owners of the adjacent
property) and residents of Kilcoy as a mark of the
esteem in which the unit was
held. It is maintained by the
Kilcoy RSL.
Whenever you’re in the Kilcoy
region, drop into the RSL (it’s
open Wed, Fri and Sunday) and
the lovely Lyn (right) will serve
you a nice cold beer.

A man goes into a library and asks for a book on suicide.
The librarian says; 'Nick off, you won't bring it back.'
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The Airline Sandwich.
We received the following story from a couple of people (no names, no pack drill), and while it’s
a nice story, it seems it could be just that. It’s not new, it originated back in July 2008, and it
looks like the place names in the story below have been altered from the original to “localise” it,
but still, it’s a good read and the sentiments are fine. So here it is.
I was on the Perth to Sydney flight and put my carry-on in the overhead luggage compartment
and sat down in my assigned seat. It was going to be a long flight. 'I'm glad I have a good book
to read. Perhaps I will get a short snooze,' I thought. Just before take-off, a line of soldiers
came down the aisle and filled all the vacant seats, totally surrounding me. I decided to start a
conversation.
'Where are you headed?' I asked the soldier seated nearest to me.
'Holsworthy. We'll be there for two weeks for special training, and then
we're being deployed to Afghanistan. After flying for about an hour, an
announcement was made that inflight refreshments were available for
purchase. It would be several hours before we reached the east, and I
quickly decided a snack would help pass the time. As I reached for my
wallet, I overheard soldier ask his mate if he planned to buy anything. 'No, that seems like a lot
of money for just a sandwich. Probably wouldn't be worth five bucks. I'll wait till we get to base '
His friend agreed. I looked around at the other soldiers. None were
buying anything.
I walked to the back of the plane and handed the flight attendant a fifty
dollar bill. 'Take a lunch to all those soldiers.' She grabbed my arms
and squeezed tightly. Her eyes wet with tears, she thanked me. 'My
son was a soldier in Iraq ; it's almost like you are doing it for him.'
Picking up several packets of sandwiches, she headed up the aisle to where the soldiers were
seated. She stopped at my seat and asked, 'Which do you like best - beef or chicken?'
'Chicken,' I replied, wondering why she asked. She turned and went to the front of plane,
returning a minute later with a dinner plate from first class. This is your thanks.'
After we finished eating, I went again to the
back of the plane, heading for the toilet. A man
stopped me. 'I saw what you did. I want to be
part of it. Here, take this.' He handed me
twenty-five dollars. Soon after I returned to my
seat, I saw the Flight Captain coming down the
aisle, looking at the aisle numbers as he
walked, I hoped he was not looking for me, but
noticed he was looking at the numbers only on
my side of the plane. When he got to my row he
stopped, smiled, held out his hand, and said, 'I
want to shake your hand.' Quickly unfastening
my seatbelt I stood and took the Captain's hand. With a booming voice he said, 'I was a soldier
and I was a military pilot. Once, someone bought me a lunch. It was an act of kindness I never
forgot.' I was embarrassed when applause was heard from all of the passengers.
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Later I walked to the front of the plane so I could stretch my legs. A man who was seated about
six rows in front of me reached out his hand, wanting to shake mine. He left another twenty-five
dollars in my palm. When we landed I gathered my belongings and started to deplane. Waiting
just outside the aircraft door was a man who stopped me, put something in my shirt pocket,
turned, and walked away without saying a word. Another twenty-five dollars! Upon entering the
terminal, I saw the soldiers gathering for their trip to the base. I walked over to them and
handed them seventy-five dollars. 'It will take you some time to reach the base. It will be about
time for a sandwich. God Bless You.'
Ten young men left that flight feeling the love and respect of their fellow travellers. As I walked
briskly to my car, I whispered a prayer for their safe return. These soldiers were giving their all
for our country. I could only give them a couple of meals. It seemed so little....
A veteran is someone who, at one point in his life, wrote a blank cheque made payable to
"AUSTRALIA ' for an amount of 'up to and including my life.' That is Honour, and there are far
too many people in this country who no longer understand it.'
You can see the original version HERE

In Memoriam
With all the sadness and trauma going on in the world at the moment, it is worth reflecting
on the recent death of a very important person, which almost went unnoticed.
Larry LaPrise, the man who wrote "The Hokey Pokey", died peacefully at age 93.
The most traumatic part for his family was getting him into the coffin.
They put his left leg in.
And then the trouble started.
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Out in the shed with Ted.
Ted McEvoy

Blood Clots/Stroke.
What is a stroke?
A stroke, or cerebrovascular accident (CVA), occurs when blood supply to part of the brain is
disrupted, causing brain cells to die. When blood flow to the brain is impaired, oxygen and
glucose cannot be delivered to the brain.
What causes a stroke?
The blockage of an artery in the brain by a clot (thrombosis) is the most common cause of a
stroke. The part of the brain that is supplied by the clotted blood vessel is then deprived of
blood and oxygen. As a result, the cells of that part of the brain die. Typically, a clot forms in a
small blood vessel within the brain that has been previously narrowed due to a variety of
factors.
Blood clot
Another type of stroke may occur when a blood
clot or a piece of atherosclerotic plaque
(cholesterol and calcium deposits on the wall of
the inside of the heart or artery) breaks loose,
travels through open arteries, and lodges in an
artery of the brain. When this happens, the flow
of oxygen-rich blood to the brain is blocked and
a stroke occurs.
Typical example.
During a BBQ, a friend stumbled and took a little fall - she assured everyone that she was fine
(they offered to call paramedics) she said she had just tripped over a brick because of her new
shoes.
They got her cleaned up and got her a new plate of food. While she appeared a bit shaken up,
she went about enjoying herself the for rest of the evening
Her husband called later telling everyone that his wife had been taken to the hospital - (at 6:00
pm she passed away.) She had suffered a stroke at the BBQ. Had they known how to identify
the signs of a stroke, perhaps she would be with us today. Blood clot
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Recognising a Stroke.
Sometimes symptoms of a stroke are difficult to identify. Unfortunately,
the lack of awareness spells disaster. The stroke victim may suffer severe
brain damage while people nearby fail to recognize the symptoms of a
stroke.
Now doctors say a bystander can recognize a stroke by asking three
simple questions:
STROKE:
S
T
R

Remember the 1st Three Letters.... S.T.R.

* Ask the individual to SMILE.
* Ask the person to TALK and SPEAK A SIMPLE SENTENCE (i.e. It is sunny out today.)
* Ask him or her to RAISE BOTH ARMS.

If he or she has trouble with ANY ONE of these tasks, call the emergency number "000"
immediately and describe the symptoms to the dispatcher.
Doctors say there is now a fourth sign to indicate a person has suffered a stroke, as them to
"Stick out Your Tongue".
If the tongue is 'crooked', if it goes to one side or the other, that is also an indication of a stroke.
A neurologist says that if he can get to a stroke victim within 3 hours he can totally reverse the
effects of a stroke... totally. The biggest problem is getting a stroke recognized, diagnosed, and
then getting the patient medically cared for within 3 hours.
SO!! When in doubt, don't muck about, ring 000.

Do not call!!
Mobile phone numbers have now gone public – this means all mobile phone
numbers are being released to telemarketing companies and you will start to
receive telemarketing calls – nearly always at the most inappropriate time.
If you do not want to be rung, log onto the Federal Gov’t link below and enter
all your phone numbers (to a maximum of 10) online. This will stop calls from
people trying to sell you stuff, but unfortunately, it does not stop calls from
certain public interest organisations such as charities, religious organisations,
educational institutions and political parties.
It may take up to 30 days for telemarketing agencies to recognise your registration and stop
calling your number and if you still receive calls after the 30 days you can lodge a complaint.
To register, click HERE
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Pensions.
If you are in receipt of a DVA pension, with effect from the 20th March, 2010, you will have
noticed an increase in your fortnightly payment. The old and the new figures are below:

Carer’s Allowance.
If you are in receipt of the TPI Special Rate, or if you are aged 16 years or over and have a
disability and/or medical condition and need a lot of care and attention on a daily basis, your
wife or partner might be eligible for the Carer’s Allowance. See HERE to see if your wife or
partner is eligible. The payment rate of Carer Allowance, which is effective from 20 March,
2010, is $106.70 per fortnight. As well as the regular fortnightly payment, on the 1st July each
year, your carer will also receive an annual carer supplement of up to $600 for each person in
their care who qualifies you for Carer Allowance.

Injections.
Attached is a letter from Ken Maguire, a Perth based specialist rheumatologist, who has been
looking after DVA patient’s joint problems for many years. We were recently warned about this
but thought it was referring only to Medicare patients, not ALL DVA Cardholders.
C
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As is obvious from the letter, it's up to us to make the appropriate representation. You can read
the letter HERE

Research has shown that 9 out of 10 men prefer women with big boobs.
The 10th bloke prefers the other 9 blokes.

Changes to DVA Cards.
All Department of Veterans' Affairs (DVA) Repatriation Health Cards (DVA Cards) are due to
expire during 2010. From March 2010, DVA will begin reissuing all cards. As part of this
reissue, there will be some improvements made to the cards.
All eligible veterans, war widows/widowers and dependants will be issued with a new card,
however, it is important to realise that the changes will not reduce or change current eligibility to
hold a DVA Card.
The changes being made to the cards are to:
a.
b.
c.

increase veteran access to services;
improve provider satisfaction; and
tighten the security of the cards.

The magnetic stripe on the cards will soon contain the following information:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Card holder’s full name;
Card holder’s file number;
The card type; and
The Card’s expiry date.

This change is expected to improve provider satisfaction, as this will enable providers to swipe
DVA cards in the same way Medicare or Private Health Fund Cards are currently utilised. By
improving the claiming experience for the providers it increases the likelihood of providers
accepting DVA cards.
All eligible clients living overseas will be issued with a DVA card for the first time. This will
remove the need for veterans to contact DVA to receive a "letter of authority" when receiving
medical treatment within Australia. Entitlement to treatment overseas is limited to veterans that
have an accepted disability/disabilities and DVA funds treatment of those accepted disabilities
only. This process for receiving treatment while overseas will not change.
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All DVA cards will have micro-printing and a DVA registered hologram added as security
features. The micro-printing and hologram are added security features to ensure non entitled
persons cannot reproduce a card.
The reissue of all cards is due to commence in March 2010, this process is expected to take 6
weeks to complete. If you haven’t received a new card by the end of July 2010, contact DVA on
133 254 0r 1800 555 254.
More information can be accessed HERE
Gold Card holders
Holders of a Gold Card (the Repatriation Health Card - For All
Conditions) are entitled to the full range of health care services at
DVA's expense including medical, dental and optical care, within
Australia. They are also entitled to aids and appliances to help them,
for example, to remain in their home.
See: Gold card
White Card holders
Holders of a White Card (the Repatriation Health Card – For Specific
Conditions) are entitled to the full range of health care services at
DVA expense but only in respect of those disabilities or illnesses
accepted as service-related. A White Card may also be issued for
treatment for non-service related cancer, pulmonary tuberculosis,
post-traumatic stress disorder, clinical depressions or severe anxiety
disorders, or the symptoms of unidentifiable conditions (Gulf War
veterans only), without the need to submit claim for payment for a
disability compensation payment.
See: White card
Orange Card holders
Orange Repatriation pharmaceutical benefits cards are issued to
Commonwealth and allied veterans and mariners who:
•
•
•

have qualifying service from World War I or II and
are aged 70 or over and
have been resident in Australia for 10 years or more.

See: Orange card
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VW.
If you’ve got an old VW beetle, and need to change the belt that drives the generator, here’s
how to do it. Click HERE.

Australian Servicemen/women deaths in Vietnam.
Barry Hampson is a serving Major in the Australian Army who has been promoted up through
the ranks.
He is a Military historian based in
Canberra and has set himself the
task of writing a book detailing the
lives and circumstances of the death
of every Australian killed in
Vietnam.
He strikes me as a very straight
down the line sort of bloke and I am
sure that he will achieve what he
has set out to do
I am passing this on with the thought
that you may wish to contribute on behalf of any of your mates who didn’t make it.
Part of it is verbally filling out the profile of what the bloke was like, what were his personal
traits, civvy life etc etc effectively a word picture of the bloke beyond the statistical.
If you are interested, Barry has a website at www.barryhampson.com, his email is
bazz662@bigpond.com and his mobile is 0424 750 943.

Lamb.
Sam Kekovich, ex North Melbourne footballer, has produced his 2010
lamb chop commercial and you can see it HERE – you know it makes
sense!!
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Take your heart for a walk.
Heart Foundation Walking is a network of free community-based walking groups that aims to
increase participation in regular physical activity. Volunteer Walk Organisers lead walking
groups, offering an enjoyable, social and supportive physical
activity option for people within their local community. Aiming to
combat the risk factors associated with cardiovascular disease,
including physical inactivity,
Heart Foundation Walking
has nearly 15,000 registered
walkers across Australia.
Groups cater for a variety of
ages and fitness levels, making it suitable for both
beginners and regular walkers. Groups generally meet
once or twice a week and walk distances that fit in with
the groups abilities and goals.
Mrs Mandy Briagman, Volunteer Walk Organiser, said
the program is the perfect way for people of all ages to enjoy fitness at no cost. I think it is great
that the Heart Foundation is promoting healthy, free exercise. Anyone can do it regardless of
weight, age or physical fitness
Dr Lyn Roberts, Chief Executive Officer of the National Heart Foundation said that walking
plays an important role In preventing and managing chronic disease. “Participating in regular
walks can help you become healthier and reduce your risk of heart disease and stroke by
helping to lower your blood pressure and cholesterol levels,” said Dr Roberts. “Walking in
groups allows you to be social and active at the same time”.
Heart Foundation Walking has the added bonus of helping you to stay motivated by providing
you with regular incentives when you reach milestones such as 25, 50 and 100 walks.
To join or start a group, or for more information about Heart
Foundation Walking call 1300 36 27 87 or visit the web site HERE.
Heart Foundation Walking is funded by the Australian Government
through the Department of Health and Ageing.

Marketing.
The definitive explanation of MARKETING. This will clear up any confusion ...
You're a woman and you see a handsome man at a party.
You go up to him and say, "I'm fantastic in bed."
That's Direct Marketing.
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You're at a party with a bunch of friends and see a handsome man.
One of your friends goes up to him and pointing at you says, "She's fantastic in bed."
That's Advertising.
You see a handsome man at a party.
You go up to him and get his telephone number. The next day you call him and say, "Hi, I'm
fantastic in bed."
That's Telemarketing.
You see a man at a party, you straighten your dress. You walk up to him
and pour him a drink.
You say, "May I," and reach up to straighten his tie, brushing your breast
lightly against his arm... And then you say, "By the way, I'm fantastic in
bed."
That's Public Relations.
You're at a party and see a handsome man.
He walks up to you and says, I hear you're fantastic in bed."
That's Brand Recognition.
You're at a party and see a handsome man.
He fancies you, but you talk him into going home with your friend.
That's a Sales Representation.
Your friend can't satisfy him so she calls you.
That's Technical Support.
You're on your way to a party when you realize that there could be handsome men in all these
houses you're passing. So you climb onto the roof of one situated towards the centre and shout
at the top of your lungs, "I'm fantastic in bed!"
That's Junk Mail.
There - I hope you now have a complete understanding of Marketing.

C130A.
What a sad ending for a grand old lady..

A conscience is what hurts when all your other parts feel so good.
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Early Days of the U2.
The base is what is now known as Area 51. Back about the time this was happening it
was Watertown. The old air taxi was a C54/118, Douglas DC4 Skymaster, or what
was commonly called the “oil leaker”. It flew
back and forth to Nellis AFB in Vegas.
If you've ever worked on aircraft, or are
interested in aircraft, these pictures of the
early U-2 aircraft should be interesting to
you. You will need PowerPoint.
Click HERE

DFRB/DFRDB.
What your Labor Government can do for you.
Remember what Kevin 07 said about ex-service personnel before the last
election?? Well this appears to be the final instalment of fairness and any
recognition of the "unique nature of military service"
Recently a retired Colonel Palmer, who was an ex-RAEME, wrote to
Lindsay Tanner, the minister for Finance and De-regulation, concerning the irregularities with
DFRB/DFRD. Colonel Palmer is currently employed at a major University so we can assume
his letter would have been well put together.
This is the response he got from the MINISTER
There is a very good website dedicated to Military Superannuation, if it affects you, you should
have a look, you can find it HERE.

E-Bay
Does anyone know how to cancel a bid on E-Bay? I put in a bid for
a "Mickey Mouse Outfit" and now it seems I am only six minutes
away from owning the Collingwood Football Club!

Global Warming
Recently there was a huge rally to protest against Global Warming – there were some very
angry people – click HERE.
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A visitor’s guide to driving in Western Australia
For those who live on the right hand side of Australia, and who have never had the thrill of
driving in our vast State, please take note!!!
Like you, we drive right hand drive cars and drive on the left hand side of the road.
However, over here we have an unwritten road code, therefore, it is suggested that you discard
your official copy so diligently obtained and studied prior to your visit. The following rules apply
to the WA roads, not in any particular order of importance.
1.

The correct overtaking lane is the left hand lane. The right hand lane is reserved for
sightseeing, making mobile phone calls, and looking for street signs. If someone behind
you puts on their high beam when you are in the right hand lane, they do not want to
overtake, but, in fact, are trying to give you more light in
which to read your street directory. We in the west are so
considerate like that.

2.

Tunnels are a big novelty here, despite probably being
commonplace where you come from. As a result, you are
expected to reduce speed considerably on entering our
very own tunnel so you have more time to appreciate the
engineering and architecture of this magnificent structure, which is far better than
anything in your hometown.

3.

In WA, it is illegal to use a hand held mobile phone while you are driving. Please do not
let that stop you, your call is important to us. However, we all recognise the inherent
danger in using these devices while driving, so it is
recommended that whilst using a mobile, please
move to the right lane (you should be there already)
and reduce speed to ensure you can still respond in
a timely manner to any change in road conditions.

4.

Roundabouts are something we have never really got used to. To avoid any confusion,
please do not indicate at all, as any indication is confusing. Should you not be to sure
who has right of way, feel free to stop in the middle of the roundabout to give way to your
left. This is also a great gesture of courtesy, and should anyone toot their horn, it is in
appreciation of your courtesy. Likewise, a vertical finger is a wave of “welcome to Perth”.

5.

On many of our country roads there are overtaking lanes to allow drivers to overtake
slower vehicles on sections where it would otherwise be difficult or impossible to do so.
You should be mindful of the fact that speed is our biggest killer and you therefore have
a moral obligation to drive at least 20kph below the speed limit on the single lane
sections, and accelerate to whatever speed is necessary to prohibit those reckless
drivers in our midst from overtaking. They are a danger to the community at large and
who knows how many lives you will save by such a small contribution as this.
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6.

Traffic lights are a modern method of regulating the flow of traffic but have the effect of
causing vehicles to travel in packs. Therefore, the appropriate method to reduce this
effect is to wait until the vehicle in front
of you is a reasonable distance from
you before you move away from the
lights. Ten car lengths or more is
considered appropriate. Do not
accelerate quickly away from the
lights, as this will make you stand out
as a tourist.

7.

Merging of two lanes into one has its
dangers. The obvious way to reduce
these dangers is to reduce your speed
prior to attempting a merging manoeuvre. While you may be used to merging one for
one, this simply does not work here and you should try to stay as close to the car in front
to ensure you don’t lose your place in the queue.

8.

If all the above rules are too confusing, remember that when all else fails, drive in the
right hand lane and be totally oblivious to anything that may be happening around you. It
is not as easy as it sounds but with some practice you’ll find yourself driving like a local
in no time.

Follow these simple rules and you are ensured of a pleasant stay in our beautiful state without
standing out from the crowd as just another tourist. Enjoy your stay
Got a rat problem – click HERE for a solution

Roll Models.
These days kids don’t seem to have the same sort of Roll Models that we had. When we were
kids, the boys roll models were clean living upright wholesome citizens that always put Queen
and country first and always helped old ladies cross the road. The girls
had roll models that were movie stars who could cook, always wore
clothes and crocheted small rugs. Not today, these days Roll Models
have bits of metals sticking through parts of their bodies that were meant
to be metal free, and either play golf or nick hand-bags off old ladies.
Do you remember who your roll model was when you were a kid??
Someone has invented a Roll Model inquisitator which is supposed to be
fail safe. It always comes up with the right answer. Take the small maths
quiz following and it will reveal who was your roll model when you were
young and fancy free.
1.
2.

Pick your favourite number between 1-9
Multiply that number by 3.
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Add 3 to that number
Then again Multiply by 3
You'll get a 2 digit number....
Add the digits together.

Now, remembering the final number, click HERE and the name opposite your answer was your
roll model – never fails.
After starting a new diet, I altered my drive to work to avoid passing my favourite bakery. I
accidentally drove past the bakery this morning and as I approached, there in the window were
a host of goodies. I felt this was no accident, so I prayed, "Lord, it's up to you, if you want me to
have any of those delicious goodies, create a parking place for me directly in front of the
bakery." And sure enough, on the eighth time around the block, there it was!

"God is good!"
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My Story – Colin John Price.
I was born in Penrith, NSW, on the 12th of May in 1946. My father was still serving as a pilot
with the RAF and was stationed at nearby Camden. He was a Spitfire pilot in the Battle of
Britain and had come to Australia with the two RAF Spitfire
squadrons that had been sent to Darwin following the
Japanese overrunning of Singapore.
My father met and married my mother (right), who was
from the west coast of Tasmania, while he was stationed
in Australia.
Following the end of the war my father went back to
England to discharge and got a job flying passenger and
cargo aircraft out of Copenhagen in Denmark. My mother and I followed shortly by sea to
England and then to Copenhagen where we lived for four years before the cold got too much
for my mother and we all headed back to Australia. We initially moved to Melbourne where my
mother’s family was. I was then about five years old and I went to a boarding school there for a
short period while my parents sorted everything out.
Shortly afterwards, we moved to the
northern beaches of Sydney when my
father was flying with Qantas
(Constellations and B707 mainly). I
was about seven years old at this time
and spent all my school years living
around Whale Beach and Avalon
Beach. I was an only child up until
about ten years of age when the first
of my two sisters were born followed
by the second and last sibling about
two years later. Life for me on the
northern beaches in those days was full of adventure, lots of swimming and surfing. It was
more of a bushy city weekender area then as opposed to the more crowded Gucci lot that are
there now. Mostly happy days in my childhood though not a stunning student at school but
loved the beach and was addicted to surfing, which I still do with a passion.
My parents tried their best to shape me by having me take lessons in
tennis, swimming, extra maths and English tuition etc. but although some
of it stuck, it was mostly wasted on my independent, adventurous spirit. So
once I got the dreaded Leaving Certificate behind me I was sick of studying
and school so decided to take up a seagoing cadetship in the Merchant
Marine. This was a huge adventure for a wide-eyed 17 year old and I learnt
an awful lot about ships, the sea, navigating, different cultures (we sailed
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mostly to Japan and sometimes to Hong Kong, Taiwan and the Philippines). I also learnt a lot
about myself and other human beings.
After about two years (1963-64) of chugging around the oceans and visiting an array of exotic
ports in south-east Asia I could not envisage myself doing this for the rest of my life. What
about my social life, what about meeting someone and getting married etc.?
So, after two years at sea which left an
amazing imprint on my ‘experience base’ I cut
short my cadetship and went back home for a
while to sort out what direction I would next
take with my life’s journey. After some months
of surfing and doing odd-jobs for some money
(gardening, builder’s labourer etc.), I decided
to join the RAAF where I would get good
technical training, regular wages and
opportunities to progress.
So at 19 years of age and on the tenth day of
August 1965 I went down to the Sydney
Recruiting Centre (in York street just down from Wynyard bus station in those days), took the
oath and was at the very beginning of what turned out to be an amazing 36 year career taking
me through to the 11th day of November 2001 when I retired as the RAAF’s most senior Wing
Commander navigator/air electronics officer.
I have been thinking of my career in the RAAF leading up to writing this article and I think it
would be much easier to give a lot of detail if I had not served for such a long period. There is
just so much that happened over this period that a lot of what I have to say will be more of a
general nature than specific incidents; however, don’t despair there will be some humorous
incidents sprinkled about. It is a bit like a single sunflower and its detail compared to a large
field of sunflowers with each of those thousands of sunflowers having its own shape, colouring
and character. So it is for me with a very long period of service compared to a single or shorter
enlistment period.
Besides that I am now 63 years of age and have probably forgotten as much as I can
remember!
My first move with the RAAF followed the issuing of train tickets to
go from Central Railway station in Sydney through Spencer Street
station in Melbourne to Adelaide where I undertook my recruit
training at No.1 Recruit Training Unit. I bonded with the guys on
my course very well and remember clearly my first experience of
getting to know guys from country and city and from all the
different states.
I got to be very familiar with how to make my bed in what
appeared to me to be a particularly fastidious process (who can
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forget those blue and white bedspreads (counterpanes??) with the RAAF crest). I learnt tips
and tricks on how to spit polish my boots and shoes. I wrestled with the SLR rifle and got very
good at cleaning, stripping and reassembling that weapon.
Before we knew it, we were graduating out of 1RTU and on our respective ways to our next
phase of training which, for me, was the RAAF School of Radio at RAAF Laverton, VIC. (Oct
65) Here I was on pool (known as a ‘poolie’) for a few weeks of doing all sorts of odd jobs
waiting for my Radio Mechanic course to start. My room was at the bottom front corner of a
large red brick building and each room held four people (or was it two, not sure now ?). Radio
School in those days seemed to have hundreds upon hundreds of trainees and staff, to a
newcomer it all seemed massive.

Col Price, Peter Kensett and Trevor
Benneworth, on a pleasant Sunday
afternoon in Geelong.

Tony Maddock, Col Price and Wayne Ison,
taking a break from Grob and Grob in the
snow in Tassie.

Mostly I got to know a great bunch of fellow trainees at Rad School, some of whom I often
ended up in some out-there adventure with – well it was the 60’s.
The Airmen’s Club was dangerously close to the block where my room was and consequently
it was hard to avoid regular forays into that den of danger. Again I was amazed at the range of
backgrounds many of my fellow trainees had. There were quite a few savvy bushies often from
outback Queensland, there were young kids straight out of school, there were uni dropouts
(often in the RAAF to avoid the Army draft for Vietnam), there were city types, beach types
(like me) but overall I found we all bonded very well and were constantly finding it hard to keep
out of trouble.
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At Port Arthur in Tassie, on a break, Phil
Hazel, Tony Maddock and Col Price.

Somewhere in Tassie, Col Price, Wayne
Ison, and Phil Hazel.

So after my stint at No.1 Transmitting Station (Jul-Oct 66) I went back to the School of Radio
to undertake my Radio Technician training but fate was to exercise its hidden influence on my
future once again. Not long before completing my Technician training, I applied for aircrew
training as an air electronics officer and, after much paperwork, many interviews, more
medicals and some major ragging by my mates at RadSchool, I was accepted for cadet
aircrew training.
Aircrew training as an air electronics officer was conducted over a twelve month period at the
School of Radio (Jan67-Apr68) including a couple of months at the School of Air Navigation at
East Sale near Gippsland Victoria. Having been airmen we were carefully watched by the
instructors, who were mostly ex- airmen
aircrew (sergeant signallers etc.)
anyway and had flown such aircraft as
the long-nosed Lincoln and P2E
Neptunes.
About a third of the twelve man course
were ex-radtechs and we were taught
more radio and radar theory (breezed
those ones through), how to behave in
the officers’ mess, how aircraft flew,
safety in flight, survival (land and sea),
aircraft weapons, meteorology, Morse
code (for HF air communications) and
lots of it! Our airborne training was Cadets' Mess at Laverton - learning to drink beer
primarily for airmanship instruction and all over again.
also for communications training in
Morse code and voice sorties flying on modified Dakota aircraft. These aircraft had huge racks
with giant HF transmitters and receivers bolted into them, would have been very ugly in a
prang!
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Air electronics officers (AEOs), as an aircrew branch, had grown out of the previous NCO
aircrew signaller category. As the Cold War deepened, the west became more concerned over
the growing threat and reach of the Soviet submarine force and as a consequence the RAAF
and Navy began to significantly beef up its anti-submarine warfare (ASW) and maritime
capabilities.
Maritime aircraft at this stage (late 60s) were crewed by all officer crews (never did find out
why, but who’s complaining??) and after graduating, AEOs were posted to one of the RAAF’s
two maritime patrol squadrons being No. 10 Squadron operating the new Lockheed Neptune
SP-2H aircraft out of RAAF Base Townsville and No. 11 Squadron operating the older Neptune
P-2V aircraft out of RAAF Base Edinburgh near Adelaide in South Australia.
So after having been licked into shape as a cadet, I graduated in April 1968 with the rank of
Pilot Officer and was posted to No. 10 Squadron at RAAF Base Townsville in north
Queensland. Here, after several weeks of
what was called “conversion training,” I was
allocated to a crew of two pilots, two flight
engineers (these survived as NCOs), three
navigators and five AEOs. On this aircraft we
operated the radar (big, thumping APS-20E
monster), the HF radios (good old 618-T
transmitter/receivers), the electronic support
measures (ESM) which were basically radio
scanners and recorders (snoopy and warning
stuff), the Jezebel system (will explain later),
the Julie system (later), visual lookouts and
the ordnance positions where we managed
the launching of all the stores (sonobuoys,
Dining In night, Officers Mess,
sea markers, small explosive charges and
RAAF Townsville. 1969
usually the cooking of meals (flights were
often up to 10-11 hours in length so there was a galley with fridge, hotboxes for prepared meals
and frypans for cooking up bacon and eggs, curries, etc. All this was done on a rotation basis
with two sleeping bunks in the very cramped rear of the aircraft.
The SP-2H was a complex mix of systems
which was difficult to keep all in working and
serviceable status. However, it was a good
crew aircraft to fly in and you got to know
people’s strengths and weaknesses very
quickly as so much co-dependence was
necessary to successfully complete our
missions.
There was no pressurisation and no cooling
except for altitude so conditions were very
cramped and basic. There were two whopping
big 18 cylinder reciprocating engines along
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with two Westinghouse outboard jet engines used for low level flying and for take-off. The bomb
bay could take torpedoes and mines.
I mentioned the Jezebel system earlier. This was used to detect the noise patterns made by
submarines and ships. The information transmitted from the sonobuoys in the water was
displayed aurally through headset audio and visually on a smelly paper chart which had heat
pens constantly being fed with signals which in turn got burnt into a pattern on the paper roll.
Sonobuoys were electronic devices in the form of aluminium tubes with rotor vanes which were
dropped into the ocean. They then deployed long hydrophones into the sea and transmitted
everything heard by the hydrophones back to the aircraft receivers. The AEOs task was to
interpret the patterns as either surface or sub-surface, engine, propeller, generators, nuclear or
conventional noise. It took many hours of ground training and familiarity with the huge range of
different patterns to become proficient on dear old Jezebel.

HMAS OXLEY on exercise with us (we did a lot of this!)
The other devious underwater detection system was Julie. This was an active system (Jezebel
was totally passive) and using sonobuoys after the target had been localised to a small area
with Jezebel or a visual sighting of a submarine snorkel or mast then small explosive charges
were dropped near the sonobuoys to obtain sound echoes off the submarine’s hull and then
bring the localisation phase down to a torpedo or depth charge attack solution.
Again the information was presented visually by pens burning onto a moving paper chart
(probably carcinogenic) and aurally with headset audio.
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Life in Townsville outside of flying was a lot of fun for a young and single bloke. Lots of parties,
lots of nurses, teachers and tourists. I met (and later
married) the love of my life at a Townsville party. I
have been blessed with 38 years in a happy
marriage to my beautiful wife Maureen.
Unfortunately many other RAAF marriages did not
fare so well; service life does put many strains on a
relationship.
L-R: “Bushy” Kavanagh, now deceased, me
and Maureen (future bride) at annual Officers’
Mess ball.

US Navy P3 Orion top
and bottom, 10SQN
SP2H second from top
and a Japanese P2J
on a RIMPAC
Exercise, Hawaii.
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In Townsville I travelled out to nearby cattle stations, went sailing in my very small boat over to
Magnetic Island regularly. Some of us owned trail bikes (motorised type!) and that kept us in
trouble with regular broken limbs from hitting big rocks and falling down big holes etc. However,
life in the RAAF, I learnt, was about moving on from posting to posting and after five great
years with No. 10 Squadron in Townsville, I was posted to the School of Air Navigation (Jan73Jan78) as an instructor on the HS-748 aircraft (noisy whine of the high pitched APU, constant
oil leaks, typical British aircraft!, circuit breakers that needed a manual to work out what they
were for).
In Sydney and on the way to
East Sale on posting I married
the love of my life Maureen, the
girl I had met in Townsville, and
in East Sale we moved into our
first married quarter. My life in
the RAAF continued to be
enjoyable and challenging as I
learnt new skills and learnt to
be a reasonably competent
instructor. Our two children,
one boy and one girl, were both
born at the Gippsland District
Hospital and we enjoyed our
life very much in the relatively
small township of Sale.
At work station on the HS-748 aircraft, SAN, East Sale and
below survived to tell the tale

Remember
my
reference
earlier to the sunflowers well
this is where I think it will be about the right spot in “This is
My Life” to move from discussing the individual sunflowers to
discussing and admiring the field of sunflowers. What the hell
is he talking about?? I hear some say. Well there are many
great years left to cover in my RAAF career but there are
also many staff postings (desk jobs) and few flying postings
so the pace will pick up and the level of detail will decrease
(thank goodness I hear).

We spent five years in East Sale. It was a good period in that
I did not have extended periods away while we raised our
young family for those important first few years. Enjoyed
instructing and learning a lot more about advanced radars
and electronic warfare. By this stage I was a seasoned Flight
Lieutenant and was starting to seriously consider whether I
would stay on in the RAAF for a long career or go back into
civilian life for the stability and overall better situation for my
young family. I enjoyed the challenge of learning what was
effectively a new job every few years in the RAAF when I got
posted and I enjoyed the camaraderie, the pay in those days
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for aircrew was quite good and I found it hard to reconcile jumping out into an uncertain
employment market with very narrow and mostly military skills, training and qualifications. This
uncertainty would occur every five years or so but as time went on I reconciled myself to
focusing on my family as much as possible outside of work and try to give them a happy and
secure home life.
So, after East Sale we went to Canberra for the first time when
somebody must have pulled my name out of a hat to take up
the position of Aide-de-Camp to the then Chief of the Air Staff
(CAS) Air Marshal Sir James Rowland (1978-1980). This job
was more a broadening of my experience base than anything
and involved a wide range of secretarial, briefing and program
scheduling duties. I remember having to organise a visit by the
then Chief of the Indonesian Air Force, Air Marshal Shashadi
Tadjadi and in amongst the myriad of dinners and
presentations one evening we had a nice meal in the revolving
restaurant at the top of the Australia Square building in
Sydney.
Well at the end it came to the business of paying for the meal
and yours truly was expected to take care of that (using CAS’s
credit card – he would just sign). Anyway some senior officer in
the Indonesian party had this briefcase actually padlocked to
his wrist all night and eventually opened it while we were
arranging payment of the bill.

All done up as ADC to CAS
(lots of rope, no horse)

The briefcase was literally jammed with bundles of US $100 notes and they wanted to
contribute to payment of the meal. Being hosts we discretely talked them out of that but it was
an eye opener to see how a different culture approached the payment of a dinner bill and, more
interestingly, would have one of their senior officers track around with so much cash padlocked
to his wrist!
Air Marshal Rowland retired from the RAAF during my period as ADC and went on to take up
the position of Governor of NSW. The following CAS was Air Marshal Sir Neville McNamara
and I completed a total of about two years as ADC for both the CASs. One of the ‘perks’ of
doing a good job working for the CAS is that you get asked what job you would like to go to and
I elected to go back to a flying unit. By this time 10 Squadron had moved from Townsville to
Edinburgh after the SP-2H had been retired and they were re-equipping with the new P-3C
Orion aircraft. I decided I did not want to get involved with all the teething problems of a new
aircraft and the squadron bedding down into a new base, so I elected to go to No. 11 Squadron
at RAAF Base Edinburgh (Jan80-Jul83).
We were allocated a relatively new, though basic (weren’t they all!) married quarter in the
suburb of Munno Para which was a sort of satellite new suburb to the north of the base beyond
the crime centre of Elizabeth and next to the railroad track going out towards Gawler. There
was a grouping of RAAF married quarters amongst the next generation of locals in the grips of
life on the dole (many were people who either never had a job or had been laid off from work at
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the GM Holden factory nearby). The local school had been set up to be an example for the SA
Education Department of how good facilities and good teachers would improve the lives of that
generation of kids. Well the RAAF kids (including our two) managed to thrive in this
environment and they and the parents were a close community with the common aim of not
having our kids ‘corrupted’ by the locals, sad but true.

11 Squadron aircrew personnel in 1981 (with USN and RAN exchange officers)

Flying in the P-3B Orion with No. 11 Squadron was a whole new ball game. This aircraft
(converted civilian Electra) had four huge turboprop engines which verged on making the
aircraft overpowered and could fly faster and further than the old Neptune. Accordingly crews
were away from home a lot as we participated in exercises as far afield as Hawaii (Rimpac
series of exercises with the US), England (Fincastle ASW competition), deployments to
Butterworth in Malaysia (tracking Soviet nuclear submarines that were going from the Soviet
Far East base at Vladivostok through the Malacca Straits to the Arabian Gulf).
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So for the first time in our married life Mum and the kids had to get on with life a lot of the time
without me being there. It was not easy at times but there was a lot of support within the RAAF
community and we quickly found out where our true friends were.

A memorial ‘Flight Cover’ collector’s envelope on the occasion of 11SQN going to RAF St.
Mawgan, UK in 1980 for the Fincastle ASW Competition

The crew ‘selected’ for
the Fincastle
competition with their
trusty steed.
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After about a year of flying in a crew with No. 11 Squadron I was promoted to Squadron Leader
and took over the position of Squadron Senior AEO. Now I had about forty AEOs to manage
and I quickly had to hone a whole new set of people management skills. There were many
marital and other personal problems to be dealt with along with the more direct challenges of
ensuring their operational skills were kept to as high a standard as possible. There were many
hours spent not only for crews in flights away to other locations but also many hours were spent
in the simulators and trainers.

Full crew (plus a few hangers-on) on trip to Vancouver Island, Canada.
(CJP 2nd from right)
While I always felt we were quite competent and professional compared to maritime crews of
other nations, it was not until I finished my flying days and had the advantage of hindsight and
experience that I realised that we worked hard and played hard to earn the respect of those
other nations in the maritime game. We were pretty damn good!
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After another two and a half years as Senior AEO at No. 11 Squadron, yep you guessed it,
another posting. This time we were off to Headquarters Operational Command (HQOC) at
Glenbrook
in
the
Blue
Mountains where I took up the
staff position titled MOPS 2
(Maritime Operations) (Jul83Jan86).
11 Sqn Exec Officers
I am trying to get onto a hill to
have a look at the sunflower
field rather than the individual
flowers! - it was a long career
with many postings and a lot of
detail, so from now shorter is
better. This was mainly the end
of my flying days as staff jobs,
though many were interesting
and challenging, did not include
much flying at all. The MOPS
job was mostly to do with individual tasking of aircraft, the scheduling of exercise programs and
the coordinating
of intelligence. It
was
quite
demanding
at
times with some
‘on
the
spot’
decision-making
required
but
overall I found it a
satisfying job.
Next move was
back to Canberra
where I did a
short stint out at
RAAF Fairbairn
as an ‘External
Studies’
staff
member of the
RAAF
Staff
College.
This
basically involved
giving guidance
and
correcting
staff papers written by officers out in the field as part of their promotion requirements, not that
interesting really and as I was to find out I was only marking time before being promoted to
M
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Wing Commander (01Jul86) and moving into Russell Offices in Canberra to be Operations
Requirements - Maritime (OR-MAR – another quaint acronym) (Jul86-Jul89).
This was a demanding but interesting job involving the assessment and justification for
proposed aircraft modified, modernised and replacement aircraft systems for the maritime
aircraft squadrons. This included the increasing need for more sophisticated trainers and
simulators for 92 Wing (Oh yes, organisational change was forever upon us and the two
maritime squadrons came under the umbrella of 92 Wing which in turn came under HQMPG
(Headquarters Maritime Patrol Group) – lots more bureaucracy was upon us.
The main project I managed to complete was the detailed specifications for the next generation
maritime patrol aircraft and this turned out to be the AP-3C which was a total refit of the existing
airframes with vastly improved sensor systems, radars, radio systems, on-board computer
systems, station displays, cockpit displays and weapons (improved Harpoon air-to-surface
missiles and torpedoes).
After a couple of years in the OR-MAR
position I was kept in Canberra which
suited my wife and gave some extra
stability for the children, their friends and
their schooling. My next job was still in
Russell Offices but this time it was within
the dark and mysterious world of
intelligence. The job was titled Military
Estimates Staff – Air Force MES-AF for
the period Jul 89-Nov 90. I was ‘above ground’ (I was to experience ‘below ground’ later) in a
building surrounded by a barbed wire and electrified fence (to keep us in I later thought!). Here I
worked with civilian intelligence types and a wide range of uniformed personnel from all three
services providing forecasts and trends based on intelligence provided to us. It was more
interesting than it sounds.
Time came for me to emerge from this strange world
and I was offered the opportunity to be posted to an
overseas exchange position with the US Navy (Nov
90-Sep 93) at Naval Air Station Moffett Field (right) in
California (US Navy fly the P3-C Orion aircraft). This
proved to be a difficult decision as we were by this
stage happily dug-in with our own home in Canberra,
the children were happy and doing well at their
schools. By this stage I am a very senior Wing
Commander and there did not appear to be a
promotion in the air to Group Captain. So after a lot of
discussion with the family we packed up and moved
over to California for three great years. We decided it
would be best for the children to spend their last
couple of school years at boarding schools in Australia (this was the hardest decision of all, but
their education was always very important to us). Education at this stage in California would
have been totally foreign to our children and could have been disastrous. As it turned out they
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both did very well and were able to visit us during all their school holidays which worked out
well for us all.
The exchange position was fascinating. I was on the staff of a US Navy Admiral who was titled
Commander Patrol Wings Pacific (COMPATWINGSPAC) and his area of responsibility
included deployments and bases in Japan, Hawaii, Alaska, Guam and the Middle East. My
position was the Training and Readiness Officer and after three persistent years was able to
produce the Training and Readiness Manual for the Pacific Fleet Patrol Squadrons. We lived in
a nice area close to Stanford University and were only about an hour’s drive south of San
Francisco city. We had a huge hand-me-down Ford LTD station wagon with something like a 6
litre engine – very unacceptable today, and a tiny little Honda Civic. The US Navy were
workaholics but we managed to get some leave and head up into the snowfields at Lake Tahoe
and down to San Diego and Tijuana, Mexico when the kids were on school holidays. Great
experiences for us all.
At the end of this tour, the Cold War was just over and many US military bases were being
eyed off by Washington for budgetary
cuts and shut downs. Moffett Field
was one of the bases to be shut down
so COMPATWINGSPAC and his six
squadrons of P-3C aircraft (along with
the Price family!) all picked up sticks
and moved to another US Navy base
in Hawaii called Barber’s Point (right).
My tour of duty was extended by
about six months to assist with the
move across to Hawaii and the
settling into the new area for the next
RAAF exchange officer. Not much
time for surfing though unfortunately as this was a busy time getting ready for moving back
home and preparing for the next RAAF replacement for the exchange position. Great for the
family though as we managed to score a nice rental apartment in downtown Honolulu from
where they explored the delights of that part of Honolulu along with daily visits to the beach. I
meanwhile was on the road daily for the one hour trip to and from Barber’s Point and lots of
work.
We had expected to move back to Canberra from Hawaii but this was not to be and it was back
to Edinburgh in SA instead. I was posted to the staff of the Commander Maritime Patrol Group
as Staff Officer Policy and Planning (Sep 93-Jan 96). Here I developed plans for the
introduction of new aircraft systems and their associated training programs. An amount of
bureaucratic policy documentation had become necessary and I wrote quite a few of these
documents basically putting down in writing what we did and were supposed to do. A bit of a
lonely job and not all that interesting but it did have to be done – can’t be all beer and skittles!
From Edinburgh we finally got back to Canberra and to the home that had been rented for the
years we were in the US and SA. I went to senior officers’ school being the Joint Services Staff
College for a full-on six months (Jan-Jul96) of academia and a bit of travelling. The course, with
wives, hopped onto a luxurious (not) Herc for a trip to various bases around Australia with a
O
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second Herc trip (just in case our crushed knees had heeled) to Christmas Island and several
spots in Indonesia. Never having been on service trips away with wives before it was a lot of
fun and unfortunately I think my wife still needs to be convinced that whenever I went away
flying all I did was have a good time wining and dining – too late now, it’s easier to acquiesce
on this one!
Armed with all my newfound joint service knowledge I was posted back into Russell Offices to a
position (Staff Officer 1 – Joint Plans Air !!) (Jul96-Jul98) located ‘below ground’ (in the bunker)
where I worked in the newly formed Joint Strategic Command with a mix of Army, Navy, Air
Force and civilian personnel. Mostly these jobs were about assessing intelligence and
operational information at a national level, assessing military implications and responses to
events in our region and developing any proposed plans of action. There was a lot of
‘politicking’ here between the services and some government departments which I had not
experienced before. This was certainly not my style but at the same time there were many
opportunities to firmly express the RAAF’s position in many of these circumstances and I
enjoyed that aspect.
So my long and illustrious career was fast coming to an inevitable end. I had been a Wing
Commander for a very long time and, as such, became somewhat of a specialist with a wide
depth of experience. Perhaps due to my depth of experience I think I had adopted an amount of
obstinacy when I knew I was correct on various matters. Often this did not endear me to my
superiors and perhaps contributed to my extended time in the Wing Commander rank.
Anyway I could always sleep straight at night!

Me as Escort Squadron
Commander to HM Queen
Elizabeth II during her visit to
Adelaide.
October 1981
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“And the boys are having a
barby later Your Maj, you can
come if you want,
bring your own drinks….”
“Gee thanks Col,
I’ll just get out of this clobber
and I’ll be right there….”
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My final posting was back onto a Base and it was to the then RAAF Air Power Studies Centre
at RAAF Base Fairbairn (Jul98-Nov01). Here I spent the last three years of my service life
developing the strategic doctrine for the RAAF. Lots of consulting, thinking and writing,
somehow I had slipped into the clutches of academia but in its own way it
was satisfying and allowed me to give back some of my experience to the
RAAF which had given me a lot in so many different ways.
Time came for me to get ready for retirement in November 2001 after a
challenging yet satisfying 36 year career in the RAAF. I was continually
learning different things. I was in a proud and professional organisation
with well-trained and committed personnel (mostly). I had been to many
interesting parts of the world and will always be proud of the RAAF and
my service in it. What I will remember, perhaps the most, are the great people I served with and
particularly those in the early days at the School of Radio, they were very special days.
So I waded through the unfamiliar territory of complicated retirement finances and pension
options to set us up as best as possible for the future. We decided to move up to the Gold
Coast (we are both beach lovers and I still have the love and passion for long board surfing)
and bought a modest home close to the beach in 2002. We lead a busy yet contented and
uncomplicated life here. Maureen, my dear wife, loves to cycle down to the beach, walk the
local esplanade and helps out doing charity work at the local school. I am kept busy surfing
nearly every morning, doing maintenance on the house and reading now and then. We are also
both keen Yoga practitioners these
days.
We now lead a modest and happy
lifestyle up here but would not be
anywhere else at this stage of our
journey. We are also grandparents with
two grandsons to our son in Sydney and
two more grandsons to our daughter
who is currently living in New York (she
is married to an Aussie merchant
banker working on Wall Street). Our
spirit of adventure continues unabated
and every second year we try to do an
overseas trip somewhere and enjoy
doing it as backpackers (helps cut down
on the costs and we meet many more
nice people this way as well).
So ends my input of “My Story” for the RAM. I hope you have enjoyed the journey with me and
hopefully I was able to look at the ‘field of sunflowers’ most of the time.
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My final posting was back onto a Base and it was to the then RAAF Air Power Studies Centre
at RAAF Base Fairbairn (Jul98-Nov01). Here I spent the last three years of my service life
developing the strategic doctrine for the RAAF. Lots of consulting, thinking and writing,
somehow I had slipped into the clutches of academia but in its own way it
was satisfying and allowed me to give back some of my experience to the
RAAF which had given me a lot in so many different ways.
Time came for me to get ready for retirement in November 2001 after a
challenging yet satisfying 36 year career in the RAAF. I was continually
learning different things. I was in a proud and professional organisation
with well-trained and committed personnel (mostly). I had been to many
interesting parts of the world and will always be proud of the RAAF and
my service in it. What I will remember, perhaps the most, are the great people I served with and
particularly those in the early days at the School of Radio, they were very special days.
So I waded through the unfamiliar territory of complicated retirement finances and pension
options to set us up as best as possible for the future. We decided to move up to the Gold
Coast (we are both beach lovers and I still have the love and passion for long board surfing)
and bought a modest home close to the beach in 2002. We lead a busy yet contented and
uncomplicated life here. Maureen, my dear wife, loves to cycle down to the beach, walk the
local esplanade and helps out doing charity work at the local school. I am kept busy surfing
nearly every morning, doing maintenance on the house and reading now and then. We are also
both keen Yoga practitioners these
days.
We now lead a modest and happy
lifestyle up here but would not be
anywhere else at this stage of our
journey. We are also grandparents with
two grandsons to our son in Sydney and
two more grandsons to our daughter
who is currently living in New York (she
is married to an Aussie merchant banker
working on Wall Street). Our spirit of
adventure continues unabated and
every second year we try to do an
overseas trip somewhere and enjoy
doing it as backpackers (helps cut down
on the costs and we meet many more
nice people this way as well).
So ends my input of “My Story” for the RAM. I hope you have enjoyed the journey with me and
hopefully I was able to look at the ‘field of sunflowers’ most of the time.
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Ex-Service superannuation.
Once again, Victorian Senator Steve Fielding, leader of the Family First
Party, has taken up the baton on behalf of Ex-Service men and women’s
superannuation issues. He is to be thanked for his assistance.
You can read his letter to the Minister HERE

Airman’s Ball.
Back in the late 1960’s, believe it or not, people used to have balls – the dancing type that is.
These balls were organised by a group or an organisation or a committee and would usually be
an annual event. They would be held on either a Friday or Saturday night, in a hall or large
room, and people would spend hours decorating the hall or room with streamers and balloons
and bunting and other coloured stuff. Table and chairs would be set up at one end of the hall or
room and people would actually sit at these tables and talk to each other.
These balls were the social event on the calendar and as attendance numbers were limited by
the size of the hall or room, getting a ticket to the “Ball” was a much sought after occurrence.
And, as funny as it may seem, the blokes usually bought the tickets and then asked a girl
whether she would accompany him. Those going would spend most of the day getting ready,
the girls would either buy or make a new dress and spend some time at the hair dresser, the
blokes would have the suit at the dry cleaners, get a hair cut and make sure the car was clean.
Then, on the night, once everyone
was all dolled up, a strange ritual
would take place. The bloke
would get into his car and drive to
where the girl lived, usually
present her with a small flower,
then walk her out to his car, open
the car door for her to get in and
escort her to the ball – and all this
happened at the unearthly early
hour of somewhere around
7.30pm.
Then, at the hall or large room,
someone would inspect the attendee couple’s tickets and allow them entrance and someone
else would escort them to a table where the boy would pull back the chair to allow the girl to sit.
And, as DJ’s had not yet been invented, the group or organisation or committee that organised
the Ball would engage a live band to produce music and the boys would ask the girls whether
they would like to dance and couples would actually hold each other while on the dance floor.
A
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Strange goings on indeed!!
These strange events were reported to have occurred at RAAF Richmond back in the late
1960’s. Here’s proof (the photos are reprints from slides and not the best quality, and we hope
we don’t get anyone into trouble………)

Dallas Priester and Sue

Erin and Graham (Blue) Silk

B
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Rod Nedwich and partner.

Kev Trimmer and Sue

C
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Marie and Trev Benneworth.

Bill Johnston (Deceased) and
partner.
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Robin and Dick Salter

Jim Cameron and Anne
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Robyn and John Boyne

Terry (Dollar) Geary and Chris
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Ken White and partner

Peter DeJonge and Anne
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12th man – John Broughton.

A Priest was about to finish his tour of duty, and was leaving his Mission in the jungle where he
has spent years teaching the natives when he realizes that the one thing he never taught them
was how to speak English. So he takes the chief for a walk in the forest.
He points to a tree and says to the chief, 'This is a tree.' The chief looks at the tree and grunts,
'Tree.' The Priest is pleased with the response. They walk a little further and he points to a rock
and says, 'This is a rock. 'Hearing this, the chief looks and grunts, 'Rock.' The Priest was really
getting enthusiastic about the results when he hears a rustling in the bushes. As they peek over
the top, he sees a couple of natives in the midst of heavy sexual activity. The Priest is really
flustered and quickly responds, 'Man riding a bike.'
The chief looks at the couple briefly, pulls out his blowgun and kills them. The Priest goes
ballistic and yells at the chief that he has spent years teaching the tribe how to be civilized and
be kind to each other, so how could he kill these people in cold blood that way?
The chief replied, 'My bike.'

H
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Who said size matters?
Ian Greenacre
Medic becomes first woman in Royal Navy to be awarded the Military Cross after tending
to soldier under Taliban fire.
She stands precisely 5ft tall in her everyday shoes and her smile is disarmingly sweet. Kate
Nesbitt doesn't immediately fit the image of fearless military hero, not off the battlefield at least.
But there are probably few people a critically injured soldier would rather meet in the chaos of a
desert gunfight than this 21-year-old blonde in full flight.
And the sight of her sprinting through
an Afghan war zone under heavy
machine gun fire is almost certainly
one that Lance Corporal John List will
remember for the rest of a life which
he now owes to her astonishing
display of courage.
Kate, a medical assistant serving as
an Able Seaman with the Royal Navy,
raced 70 yards to the stricken soldier's
side as he nearly choked to death
from a gunshot wound to the mouth.
She cut open a temporary airway and
treated him for 45 minutes as rockets
whizzed overhead and bullets thudded
into the ground nearby.
Late in November 2009, her 'inspirational' bravery was rewarded at Buckingham Palace when
she became the Navy's first woman to be invested with the Military Cross.
Then, with a few modest words, she underlined the remarkable spirit of loyalty that bonds
Britain's servicemen and women on the front line. 'I promised my
friends and comrades I'd be their medic,' she said. 'I promised I'd be
there if they ever needed me. They needed me that day - so when the
call came, that's just what I did.'
Medical Assistant Kate Nesbitt
receives the Military Cross from the
Prince of Wales during investitures at
Buckingham Palace in London

I

Kate, from Whitleigh,
Plymouth, stepped into
the history books as only
the second woman to be
awarded the MC, one of
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Britain's highest gallantry awards, as well as becoming the only female MC Wren. Presenting
her award, the Prince of Wales bowed to what he called her 'extraordinary' heroism.
Her citation read: 'Under fire and under pressure her commitment and courage were
inspirational and made the difference between life and death.'
Kate Nesbitt becomes first women in Royal Navy to be awarded the
Military Cross. She works at Derriford Hospital in Plymouth and was
attached as a medic to 1st Battalion The Rifles on duty in the Marjah
district of Helmand when her unit came under fire from a Taliban ambush.
'I heard "man down, man down'' on the radio and I knew I was needed,'
she said. 'I got the location details and just sprinted. When I first saw him,
I didn't think he was going to make it. A round had gone through his top
lip, ruptured his jaw and come out of his neck. He was struggling to
breathe and choking on his own blood. Bullets were whizzing around my
head and shoulders and hitting the ground all around us. The Taliban
knew they'd got someone and they were targeting us.'

L/Cpl John List

Lance Corporal List (above), who is also 21 and from Devon, was airlifted to hospital. Back in
the battle zone, Kate still had his blood on her face in a photograph taken before she moved on
to her next casualty. Back in the UK and having
made a good recovery, Lance Corporal List said of
the incident: 'I felt the impact go through my jaw, and
the next thing I knew I was on my back. I thought
that was it. Then Kate appeared from nowhere,
reassuring me everything would be OK. Kate says to
be called a hero is too much. I say it could never be
enough.'
Kate comes from a Naval family - her father Clive
Nesbitt served in the Royal Marines for 22 years, her
MA Nesbitt among the Charlie
brother Dan is on HMS Ocean, and her other brother
Company 1 Rifles and the Afghan
Lee is undergoing medical training with the Royal
National Army as they leave Helmand Marines. Her father revealed she had not told him
with injured L/Cpl John List.
exactly what she did, to stop him worrying. Mr
Nesbitt said: 'I was totally surprised when I found out
about it from the authorities. She'd completely played it down and only mentioned it in passing.'
Yesterday at the palace she held her medal for the cameras and declared: 'It was the biggest
shock when I got the news. But being here today made it all seem real. It has been so special.
When I looked over and saw my mum and dad in the audience, it was the proudest day of my
life.'
Also honoured for his bravery was Lance Corporal Colin Spooner, who carried on giving orders
after receiving 48 shrapnel wounds when a mortar round landed behind him in Afghanistan.
The 22 year old from Selby, North Yorkshire, refused to be carried back to his transport, fearing
that the burden would put his men at risk, and instead insisted on walking.
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Yesterday he said he would do the same again, and despite constant pain and difficulty
standing for long periods, he hopes to return to Afghanistan.

Pommy Yachts.
The British Armed Forces are running Exercise TRANSGLOBE, involving the Royal Navy,
Army and the RAF, each sailing a Challenge 67ft steel-hulled yacht around the world over a 12
month period. The aim of this Training Exercise, which began in June 2009, and which is the
largest ever undertaken by the British MOD, is to develop the personal qualities essential for
members of the UK's modern fighting forces. The year-long voyage is broken up into 13
separate stages or ‘legs’, each of which has a different skipper and crew. Some of the crew are
very experienced sailors, whilst some are rank novices; very few have completed anything like
the 5 week non-stop ocean passages that most legs comprise.
The 3 yachts are:
Adventure of Hornet (Navy), Challenger of Hornet (Army) and Discoverer of Hornet (Air Force),
all are Challenge 67 foot yachts that were manufactured in the early 1990s for Chay Blyth’s
British Steel Challenge and BT Global Challenge ocean racing events. The UK Ministry of
Defence acquired four of the Challenge 67 yachts to enable the Services to undertake ocean
voyages.
See inside the yachts HERE
During each leg, the crew members sleep in cabins of 3, with a canvas sling each for a bunk
and a single small drawer to contain all their gear and personal items. Watch systems vary
considerably with each crew, but a normal routine might be 4 hours on watch and 4 hours off
watch - for the whole passage.
As part of the round the world challenge, the three yachts were entered
in the recent 2009 Sydney Hobart and are seen below at Constitution
Dock, Hobart, on the 3rd January, 2010. The Rolex Sydney Hobart is
the sixth race in the thirteen “leg” Exercise.
The Discoverer of Hornet (Air Force) finished 58th in the
Sydney/Hobart, with a time of 4 days, 8 hours and 43 minutes, beating
the Adventure of Hornet (Navy) which finished 65th in 4 days, 13 hours and Challenge of
Hornet (Army) which finished 79th in 4 days, 15 hours and 33 mins – as you would expect!!!
The quickest boat in the recent Sydney Hobart was Alfa Romeo which completed the race in 2
days, 9 hours and 2 minutes, the slowest was Polaris of Belmont which completed the race in 5
days, 7 hours and 38 mins.
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Heard on the BBC.
Interviewer:
Contestant:

“Oscar Wilde, Adolf Hitler and Jeffrey Archer have all written books about their
experiences in what: - Prison, or the Conservative Party?”
“The Conservative Party”.

Interviewer:
Contestant:
Interviewer:
Contestant:

“Which is the largest Spanish-speaking country in the world?”
Barcelona.
I was really after the name of a country.
I'm sorry, I don't know the names of any countries in Spain .
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Alllan Geor
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The RA
AAF’s airb
borne workkhorse, the
e C-130 Hercules,
H
has ju
ust exceed
ded 20,00
00 flying hours supporting
Australlian and Coalition tro
oops in the
e Middle Ea
ast. This
significcant milesttone was reached
r
du
uring a mission to
soldiers wounded
aero-m
medically evacuate
e
A
Australian
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in an Im
mprovised Explosive Device strrike late last week.
Pilot off the C-130
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Glen Foster
F
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Foster said. (The what???? – tb)
o the RAA
AF’s C-130
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nd crews
Three of
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b
deployed to the Middle Ea
ast since February
F
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heir C-130H
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C
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7 Squadro
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E
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008, 37 Sq
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d
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three aircraft
a
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Moral to this story, if you
u’re a pilo
ot and you
u want flying hours – get possted to a transport
squadron……..
FINE. This is the word wom
men use to
o end an arrgument wh
hen they fe
eel they are
e right and you need
to shutt up. Neverr use "fine" to describe
e how a wo
oman looks
s - this will cause
c
you tto have one
e of those
arguments.

Hoo
over Da
am Brid
dge.
Creeping closer inch by incch, 900 fee
et above th
he mighty Colorado
C
R
River,
the ttwo sides of
o a $160
million
n bridge at the Hoove
er Dam slo
owly take shape.
s
The
e bridge will
w carry a new sectio
on of US
Route 93 past the bottleneck of the
e old road which can
n be seen twisting a
and winding
g around
d
itself.
and accross the dam
When ccomplete, it will
provide a new link between
ada and
the statess of Neva
Arizona. In
n an incred
dible feat
of enginee
ering, the road will
be suppo
orted on the two
massive concrete arches
t
rock
which jut out of the
face.
The arche
es are made up of
53 individ
dual sectio
ons each
24 feet long whic
ch have
been cast on-site and are
ed into place using
being lifte
an imprrovised high-wire
h
crane
strung
between
temporaryy steel pylo
ons.
The arrches will eventually measure more than
n 1,000 fee
et across. At the moment, the structure
looks like a trad
ditional susspension bridge.
b
Butt once the
e arches are complete, the sus
spending
cabless on each side
s
will be
e removed
d. Extra vertical colum
mns will then be insta
alled on th
he arches
to carry the road. The bridge has become
b
kn
nown as th
he Hooverr Dam byp
pass, altho
ough it is
officiallly called the Mike O'Callaghan
O
n- Pat Tillm
man Memo
orial Bridge, after a former gov
vernor of
Nevad
da and an American Football player
p
from
m Arizona who
w joined the US A
Army and was
w killed
in Afghanistan. Work on the
t
bridge
e started in
n 2005 and should finish
f
in 2
2010. An estimated
e
17,000
0 cars and trucks willl cross it evvery day.
am was sttarted in 19
931 and ussed enoug
gh concrete
e to build a road from
m New Yorrk to San
The da
Franciisco, a straight line distance of
o 4,125 klm. The sttretch of water
w
it cre
eated, Lak
ke Mead,
which is the larg
gest man made
m
rese
ervoir in the
e USA, is 180klms lo
ong and to
ook six yea
ars to fill.
The orriginal road
d was open
ned at the same time
e as the fam
mous dam in 1936.
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The top of the white
w
band of rock in
n Lake Me
ead is the old waterline prior to the drou
ught and
development in th
he Las Veg
gas area. It
I is over 100 feet above the cu
urrent wate
er level.
You ca
an see morre photos HERE
H
and HERE

As lon
ng as you participate,
p
, it doesn't matter if you
y win or lose, until you lose... then it ma
atters!!
.

The USS REAGA
R
AN.
When the
t Bridge pipes 'Ma
an the Rail'' there is a lot of rail to
t man on this monster, the tottal area
“on top” is around 4½ acres.
ement is about
Herr displace
100
0,000
to
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with
h
full
com
mplement.
Herr top spe
eed excee
eds 30
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ots, and sh
he is powe
ered by
two
o nuclear reactors
r
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erate for more than 20
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ars without refuelling
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e is expected to ope
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the US flee
et for abo
out 50
ars. She carries morre than
yea
80 combat aircraft
a
an
nd her
ee arresting cable
es can
thre
stop a 28 tonne aircraft
a
goin
ng 240kph
h in less tha
an 120 me
etres.
Specs..
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

es above the
t waterlin
ne.
Towers 20 storie
330 metres
m
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ng; nearly as long as
a theQ1 building
b
on
n the
Gold Coast is hiigh.
Flight deck cove
ers 4½ acrres (1.8ha).
4 bronze prope
ellers, each
h 6½ metres in diam
meter, weig
ghing
30,00
00 kgs.
2 rudd
ders, each 29 by 22 feet
f
and weighing
w
50
0 tons.
4 hig
gh speed aircraft elevators,
e
each ove
er 4,000 ssq ft
capaccity.
Home
e to about 6,000
6
Navy personne
el.
Carrie
es enough food and supplies
s
to
o operate fo
or 90 dayss.
18,15
50 meals se
erved dailyy.
Distilla
ation plants provide
e 400,000 gallons of
o fresh wa
ater from sea water daily,
enoug
gh for 2,00
00 homes.
Nearlyy 30,000 light fixturess and 1,32
25 miles of cable and wiring 1,4
400 telepho
ones.
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12.
13.
14.

14,000 pillowcases and 28,000 sheets.
Costs the Navy approximately $250,000 per day for pier side operation.
Costs the Navy approximately $25 million per day for underway operations (Sailor's
salaries included).

A politician is a fellow who will lay down your life for his country.

Melbourne.
This is worth looking at, just sit back and enjoy and then if you wish, take a closer look at some
of the icons in Melbourne. http://www.melbourne.com/

Lamb.
Sam Kekovich, ex North Melbourne footballer, has produced his
2010 lamb chop commercial and you can see it HERE – you
know it makes sense!!

A group of 40 year old mates discussed where they should meet for dinner. Finally it was
agreed that they should meet at the Ocean View restaurant because the waitresses there had
low cut blouses and were young and very pretty.
10 years later at 50 years of age, the group once again discussed where they should meet for
dinner. Finally it was agreed that they should meet at the Ocean View restaurant because the
food there was very good and the wine selection was also good.
10 years later at 60 years of age, the group once again discussed where they should meet for
dinner. Finally it was agreed that they should meet at the Ocean View restaurant because they
could eat there in peace and quiet and the restaurant had a beautiful view of the ocean.
10 years later, at 70 years of age, the group once again discussed where they should meet for
dinner. Finally it was agreed that they should meet at the Ocean View restaurant because the
restaurant was wheel chair accessible and they even had an elevator.
10 years later, at 80 years of age, the group once again discussed where they should meet for
dinner. Finally it was agreed that they should meet at the Ocean View restaurant because they
had never been there before.
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Wobbly boot.
Here’s another example of a bloke who’s had 20 or 30 too many. See HERE.

Rat Problem.
Got a rat problem – click HERE for a solution (Turn your sound up!!)
After having dug to a depth of 10 feet last year, Melbourne archaeologists found traces of
copper wire dating back 100 years and came to the conclusion that their ancestors already
had a telephone network more than 100 years ago.
Not to be outdone by the Victorians, in the weeks that followed, a Sydney archaeologist dug to
a depth of 20 feet, and shortly after, a story published in the Sydney Morning Herald read:
"New South Wales archaeologists, finding traces of 130-year-old copper wire, have concluded
that their ancestors already had an advanced high-tech communications network 30 years
earlier than the Victorians".
One week later, the Courier Mail in Brisbane, reported the following: "After digging as deep as
30 feet in his pasture near Beenleigh, John Brown, a self-taught archaeologist, reported that
he found absolutely sweet F.A. John has therefore concluded that 130 years ago, Queensland
had already gone wireless."
Kinda makes you proud to be a Queenslander!

Edwards AFB.
In 2009, Edwards Air Force Base in the US had an open day. If you want to see a bunch of
aircraft photos, click HERE.

Double O Pidgeon.
You have to watch this; the animation is excellent! Click HERE. Sound up!!

Vietnam.
Click HERE to see a bunch of still photos of Vung Tau
and Saigon, taken back in 1969. Sure to bring back a
heap of memories for some.
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Water Skiing.
Want to go water skiing, but don’t have a boat. Well, if you’re in the earth moving business
that’s not a problem. See HERE.

Ferrari
The new Ferrari is a wonderful car – and has some specific advantages, see HERE

Washing Machines.
Now, when it comes to selling washing machines, our TV commercials are
usually pretty tame, you see video of pretty housewives washing the kids
footy gear or of a retailer with heaps of white machines all lined up on parade
or details of how machine A uses a cup less water than machine B etc. But
not the Danes – they do it just a little bit differently. See HERE

Bunker Buster.
I suppose if you were under about 6 feet of reinforced concrete during a bombing raid you
would think you were pretty safe – well, think again!!. The latest bunker busters will hunt you
out and really spoil your day. See HERE. (You'll need Quicktime player to watch this file, you
can get it for free HERE)

The alpha male in any group is he who takes the barbecue tongs from the hands
of the host and blithely begins turning the snags.

Little Brother.
If you've got a little brother, a dirty great big black dog and a laser pointer - HERE's how to
have a bit of fun.

Genius.
Every now and then you run across a real life, genuine, tru blu, genius. Here's one such
person. Makes you proud to be a human.........
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Terrorist – what Terrorist??
One thing you can always be sure of is, “There will always be conspiracy theories”.
Take the moon landing in 1969, there are many many people who can PROVE beyond any
reasonable doubt that it never took place and that the whole thing
was concocted in a Hollywood studio. There are thousands of people
who say the Holocaust never took place and who can prove the
whole thing was a PR exercise designed to make the Yanks look
good after the war. There are even people who say that man made
Global Warming doesn’t exist – can you believe that??
Another conspiracy that has been doing the rounds for some time
concerns the devastation and tragedy that occurred in the World
Trade Centre – now known as 9/11, and the Iraq and Afghanistan
conflicts that followed.
Recently a 90 minute documentary was released which says that the whole thing was
planned and executed by neo-conservatives in the White House for reasons which will
benefit the US.
Is it true or is it just another theory - make up your own mind.
Watch it HERE

Whether it's the opening of Parliament, or the launch of a new art gallery,
there is no Australian event that cannot be improved by a sausage sizzle

Dear John.
This is probably the best response to a "Dear John" letter I have ever seen - see HERE.

Colour Test.
This is pretty neat! It's one of those things we're supposed to do every now and then to
remove the cholesterol around our brain and try to slow up the inevitability of Alzheimer's
Disease. Click on the link below and follow the directions! It's harder than it seems, as it
should be! A brain waker-upper for today!
Have fun! Click here to start
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Fancy Flying.
This might look funny and a lot of people would probably laugh at it, but it is actually 4
minutes of very, very good flying. See HERE.

AN Stuff.
Most readers will be aware of the US Joint Electronic Technical Designator System used
since WWII to identify military electronic equipment used by the USCANZUKUS defence
forces (Australia, Canada, New Zealand United Kingdom and USA) now other forces. Some
will be familiar with the fit of the RAAF Caribou avionics as delivered from Canada:
AN/ARC 51 BX (UHF),
AN/ARC 73 (VHF),
AN/ARC 102 (HF),
AN/ARC 44 (VHF FM) - replaced by AN/ARC 54 in late 69,
AN/ARN 21C (TACAN) - replaced by the AN/ARN 52 in the early 70s,
VOR was ARN 30D, ILS AN/ARN 31 and the Marker Beacon receiver was the
AN/ARN 58,
AN/APX 44 IFF, and
AN/ARN 59 Radio Compass.
There has been much mention of the
AN/CPN 4 in the RAM – (see HERE) - note
from the link to the designators that C has
changed from air transportable to crypto –
although I’m not sure how you would have
air lifted an AN/CPN 4 before a C17 came
along?
Of course Australia has used this designator
over many years and there have been some
variations of them as well.
In early 1995 I arranged a farewell dinner for
three long serving radio engineers who were retiring. AIRCRDE Nev Middleton, GPCAPT
Denis Street and GPCAT Jim Downing.
Nev and Denis were both graduates of 11 Radio Apprentice Course (Frognall in 1957-1959)
followed by a final year (1960) at Ballart to complete as Engineering Diploma Course
(forerunner to Engineering Cadet Squadron Frognall). Nev and Denis were in the 1st
apprentice group to be commissioned from Ballart and in the last course at Ballart with Radio
School moving to Laverton in 1961. Jim Downing was an RAF retread.
I did up an invitation which I sent to many of the retiring officers’ colleagues requesting their
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presence at
AN/PI55-UP.
It turned out that many managed to decipher the code as it was a very popular night at RAAF
Fairbairn and there were many brown and green bottes consumed as I recall.
I also know of the same equipment, with designator AN/PI55-UP, being listed on the cargo
manifest for a deployment or bivouac as the cover story for an esky/fridge etc. Where there is
a will there is a way.

Industrial design knows of no article more useful than the plastic milk crate.
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Chile
ean Earrthqua
ake.
The reccent 8.8 magnitude
m
earthquake, which occurred off the ccoast of Chile
C
on th
he 27th
Februarry 27, 201
10, caused
d considerrable dama
age to buildings and
d infrastru
ucture. It killed
k
in
excess of 400 peo
ople and displaced
d
m
more
than a million. You
Y can re
ead some very
v
good info on
the qua
ake HERE.
It also caused
c
a lo
ot of expen
nsive dama
age to som
me vital airccraft bits…….
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And Rod Faux says, The all important question
is; “who has the keys???”

Peter Holmes from Tassie sent us this, he reckons it has to be the best video of 2009 –he
doesn’t know how it possibly could have been shot but he believes the cameraman isfrom
France.
Have a look HERE

Earth is the insane asylum for the universe.

Transistors.
Once upon a time, really not all that long ago, people used vacuum tubes in place
of integrated circuits. Vacuum tubes came in many forms and were used as
diodes, amplifiers, and/or switches.
A diode allows electricity to flow in one direction but not the other. Solid state
diodes (crystal diodes) were made in the late 1800's, even before vacuum tubes
were popular. When I was a young bloke, I made a crystal set with some old
radio parts and a diode that I bought. It didn't even need a battery, and it worked.
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Triodes and other multi –ode vacuum tube variations are not as simple as diodes. They work,
more or less, like a relay or an amplifier. They take a small input and produce a large output.
More specifically, a small change in the input voltage will make a large change in the output
voltage. This makes them useful for switching, for use in computers and electric controllers,
and in amplifiers, and in radio transmitters and stereos. As long as you have enough of them
you can do lots of things.
In 1947, some people at Bell Labs in the US made a transistor.
This was pretty impressive, because it was the first transistor ever
made. It did the job of a vacuum tube, but it was smaller, took a lot
less electricity to operate, and would eventually be a lot less
expensive to make. Finally, they could make a desk-sized
computer: Since then, transistors have been made smaller and
faster, packed together into integrated circuits, to the point that my
new lap top computer has a CPU which has 731 million transistors
in a single chip. It has 1136 wires coming from the chip to the rest of the computer.
Last year, a group of researchers from Korea, U.S., and Germany built the world’s first
functional molecular transistor - a transistor made of a single molecule – see HERE. This new
molecular transistor was actually built, "wired," and tested. Back in 2004, Dr Werner Hofer, from
the University of Liverpool’s Surface Science department proved that a single molecule could
power electric circuits (see HERE), but now it’s been done.
That’s pretty impressive stuff and although molecular computers are still some distance in the
future, they do look possible, and might even be practical.
God must love stupid people; He made so many.

Microsoft’s Genuine Advantage.
Microsoft Genuine Advantage programs are Microsoft’s way of determining whether or not the
copy of the software you are using is genuine.
When you purchase Microsoft software, you have 30 days in which you
must validate the program and you do this by entering the 25 character
product key that comes with the software into the activation form and
then sending this via the internet off to Microsoft. What you probably
don’t realise is you also send off the individual computer ID code
associated with your computer to Microsoft as well. All this info goes
into Microsoft’s data base where they can match that piece of software,
through the product key, (which is really a serial number) with your
computer’s ID so when you try and install that software on your mate’s
computer Mr Gates knows it’s already on your computer so he won’t
allow you to give it to your mate. This stops piracy.
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All very well, BUT!!!!
Every time you log onto the internet, Mr Gates now knows that their Windows 7 software, with a
product key like SDE3W WR34R C2DR3 2G3SA 3PSWA is on your computer which has a
code like 102.32.123.1. If Bill, for some reason, took a severe disliking to you, he could just
shut down your computer by limiting the functionality of your version of Windows.
We wonder what will happen when Chinese or Korean or Russian hackers (or anyone) figure
out how to shut down Windows 7 computers using the Genuine Advantage "feature" of
Windows. It seems like it should be fairly easy to write a trojan to do this. All they would have to
do is figure out how to redirect Windows Genuine Advantage traffic that you send to Microsoft
to activate your software, to their own servers, they could shut down every Windows 7 system
in the entire universe.
Scarey isn’t it?? …..

Consciousness: That annoying time between sleeps.
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John Laming.
John was a pilot with the RAAF from 1951 to 1969 and has recently written
a book on his RAAF flying experiences with No 10 Squadron at Townsville
(flying the GAF Long Nose Lincoln MR31) and with 34 Sqn VIP as well as
other flying postings.
(I recently bought the book and I can heartily recommend it – tb)
The 420 page book, of 32 chapters, includes many photos of his civilian
flying career flying Boeing 737's with Air Nauru in the South Pacific.

In 1947, when he was 15 years old, his family migrated from the United Kingdom to Australia.
His first job was with the Sydney Morning Herald Flying Services at Camden Airport from 1948
to 1951, where he was a general dogs-body. One of the tasks involved throwing out
newspapers from Lockheed Hudsons and a Douglas DC-3 on newspaper delivery flights to
outback New South Wales. In 1951 he joined the RAAF as a trainee pilot where he flew a wide
variety of types inducing Mustangs, Vampires, Lincolns, Convairs, Viscounts, Dakotas, and the
HS748 and spent time as flying instructor at Uranquinty, NSW and Townsville.
School Teacher Arrested
A public school teacher was arrested today at John F. Kennedy International Airport as he
attempted to board a flight while in possession of a ruler, a protractor, a compass, a slide-rule
and a calculator. At a morning press conference, the Attorney General said he believes the
man is a member of the notorious Al-Gebra movement. He did not identify the man, who has
been charged by the FBI with carrying weapons of math instruction. 'Al-Gebra is a problem for
us', the Attorney General said. 'They derive solutions by means and extremes, and sometimes
go off on tangents in search of absolute values.' They use secret code names like 'X' and 'Y'
and refer to themselves as 'unknowns', but we have determined that they belong to a common
denominator of the axis of medieval with coordinates in every country. As the Greek
philanderer Isosceles used to say, 'There are 3 sides to every triangle'. When asked to
comment on the arrest, President Obama said, 'If God had wanted us to have better weapons
of math instruction, he would have given us more fingers and toes.' White House aides told
reporters they could not recall a more intelligent or profound statement by the President. It is
believed that the Nobel Prize for Physics will follow----
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His wide experience also led to a tour as an aircraft accident investigator with the RAAF’s
Directorate ot flying safety. In 1962, Right Lieutenant Laming was awarded the Air Force Cross
for his services as a Captain, Qualitied Flying Instructor and Instrument Rating Examiner with
10 Squadron flying mostly Lincoln Mk 31 maritime patrol aircraft. After 18 years in the RAAF,
he left in 1989 and joined DCA Head Office in Melbourne as an Airways Surveyor. Shortly after
that he moved to the Flying Unit at MeIbourne/Essendon Flying DC-3s and F27s on airways
calibration duties.
In 1975 he moved on to the commercial aviation world and joined Air Nauru, initially flying the
F28 and then the 737-200 on routes throughout the South Pacific. The photo below shows
Nauru as it was in 1988, looking east south-east. The airport has a single 5,700ft runway,
12/30, and is served by a VOR/DME and an NDB. The photo shows the view on short final for
runway 12, note the T-VASIS and the lack of over-run stopways.

After 13 years in the tropics, 1980, he left Air Nauru and want to England to fly for Paramount
Airways on 737s covering Europe and Middle Eastern routes. When Paramount Airways want
out of business, he moved to Hapag-Lloyd where he flew various types of 737s based in
Hamburg and operating Europe-wide, to North Africa and to the Middle East.
In 1992 he had no choice but to retire due to the age 60 rule in Europe, and thus returned to
Melbourne. There he engaged in General Aviation charter and instructor flying, and also 737
flight simulator work plus consultancy on aircraft accident investigation. With more than 23,500
flying hours, John holds a current ATPL, CASA Delegation for instrument rating tests on the
Boeing 737 simulator, and a current Grade 1 instructor rating. He is also an accomplished
author with many published articles on a variety of aviation subjects to his name.
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The book is called "Tall Tails of The South Pacific," the spelling of "tails" in the title is
deliberate. The book is available on the internet publishing website www.lulu.com. Just follow
the various links leading to Books - then Biographies and Memoires and another link called
Search by Title or Author. It costs $20 USD plus postage which is around $6. We ordered it
and it cost us in Ozzy dollars $31.67 delivered.
There is another link to order the book HERE and you can read the Preface of the book HERE
Below are some photos from John’s Scrap-book.

SMH Flying Services
Hudson VH-SMK in 1949
with John, then aged 17,
under the wing. This
aircraft crashed on 1
January 1950.

The RAAF’s Convair 440
of 34 Sqn and a Winjeel at
Canberra 1965.
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Hudson VH-SML Camden NSW, Sydney Morning Herald Flying Services. 1949.

Convair 440 at Canberra airport in 1964 with Sir Robert Menzies going aboard.
John was the pilot in command.
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Below is a review of the book
Tall Tails of the South Pacific,
by Captain John Laming, AFC
Reviewed by Macarthur Job, OAM
This highly readable anthology by John Laming reflects his colourful life experiences from
schoolboy years in England during WW2, to those of a senior airline pilot, operating Boeing
737s throughout the islands of the Pacific Ocean.
Laming’s name is well known to Australian readers
(and indeed to some overseas) as the author of
numerous entertaining and instructive aviation
magazine articles. Within the aviation industry itself,
he is also known today as a simulator instructor par
excellence, with a wealth of experience as an
international jet pilot, and as a former RAAF pilot and
flying instructor on heavy aircraft. He is a fount of that
good old-fashioned flying wisdom which, in less
politically correct times, was universally known as
“airmanship”.
Brought up by relatives in a Kentish village while his
father was serving in WW2, he has vivid memories of
British and German aircraft wheeling overhead as
they fought out the Battle of Britain, and of
accompanying his uncle at various times on
Volunteer Air Observer Corps duties in south-eastern
England’s lush countryside. These experiences
doubtless did much to stimulate a passion for a
lifetime involvement with flying.
Migrating to Australia as a teenager after the war, his
first job on leaving school was with Herald Flying
Services at Camden Airport, southwest of Sydney. A
subsidiary of the Sydney Morning Herald newspaper where his father was now a journalist, the
company’s function was daily to fly bundles of newspapers to various centres in the State in
their ex-RAAF DC-3s and Lockheed Hudsons, dropping them from the air at low level.
The young Laming’s duties included basic maintenance, laying flares along the runway for early
morning take-offs in the dark, loading and dispatching aircraft, and other general jobs, including
occasional flights. But it was enough to fan the flames of his interest into a burning desire to
become a pilot.
Three years later, when he could afford it, he began flying training at Sydney’s Banktown
Airport in ex-RAAF Tiger Moths. Several months afterwards, real opportunity knocked when the
RAAF began recruiting new aircrew. To his great joy, he was accepted for pilot training. It
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marked the beginning of a long, and fascinating flying career covering many categories of
aircraft – from high performance fighters to heavy bombers, VIP transports, and airline jets.
Tall Tails of the South Pacific offers a highly entertaining cross-section of those varied
experiences, often with under-stated humour and a keen understanding of the frailties and
quirks of human nature. It also provides a behind-the-scenes look at the diverse human
processes and difficulties that despite all, enable the armed services and the airlines to operate
seeming efficiently.
For all interested in aircraft and flying, it is a book not to be missed.

And Speaking of Lincolns……
Kev Rosser sent us this photo, he says “This photo is 43 years old! When Phil Murphy and I
arrived at Amberley in 1967, this Lincoln was parked over the other side of the base from the
buildings. Phil and I went over there one weekend and crawled through it. I now regret not
taking photos of the inside of the aircraft.
Years later I heard that the aircraft had been buried because it was radio active! It apparently
had flown through the radio
active cloud raised by at
least one of the Maralinga
atomic bomb, tests. I
wonder if this is a furphy!
however,
the
aircraft
certainly isn't there any
more!
Ps: I shouldn't have, but I
have been talking to
Wayne Smith and he
reminded me of the time when we made a bomb utilising among other things, an oxygen
cylinder, Canberra starting cartridges, an aluminium cigar tube and Susie's cheese grater!

A married couple were on holiday in Jamaica. They were touring around the market-place
looking at the goods and such, when they passed a small sandal shop. From inside they heard
the shopkeeper with a Jamaican accent say, 'You foreigners! Come in. Come into my humble
shop.' So the married couple walked in.
The Jamaican said to them, 'I 'ave some special sandals I tink you would be interested in. Dey
makes you wild at sex. 'Well, the wife was really interested in buying the sandals after what the
man claimed, but her husband felt he really didn't need them, being the Sex God that he was.
The husband asked the man, 'How could sandals make you a sex freak? 'The Jamaican
replied, 'Just try dem on Mon.
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'Well, the husband, after some badgering from his wife, finally gave in and tried them on. As
soon as he slipped them onto his feet, he got this wild look in his eyes, something his wife
hadn't seen for ages!! In the blink of an eye, the husband grabbed the Jamaican, bent him over
the table, yanked down his pants, ripped down his own pants, and grabbed a firm hold of the
Jamaican's thighs. The Jamaican began screaming: 'Hey mon, you got dem on de wrong feet!'
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Volunteers Abroad.
Ted McEvoy
For a few weeks in Feb/March 2010 I was involved in some volunteer English "teaching" at a
private college in Da Nang, Viet Nam (below). I stayed in my own comfortable room within the
college which provided me with meals although I did prefer to get out at night for some “variety
and fresh air” (and if you
believe that, you’ll believe
anything – tb).
At first I was a bit
concerned as I had never
previously taught English.
It's a l-o-n-g time since I
was introduced into the
mysterious world of the
English syntax. Who could
ever forget the joys of
adjectives, past participles,
possessive
pronouns,
conjunctions, et al.
It proved to be not a
problem. My main role was
to speak to the students as a native English speaker so that they can improve their
“pronounciation”. Even Banana-benders would be able to be understood, eh!!
The Vietnamese teachers are full bottle on the complexities of the English language and put me
to shame in regards to what I've forgotten - sigh...!!!
My students belonged to
two main groups: young
kids from 6-10 years of
age and young adult uni
students in the 18-24 year
group. They are a joy to
teach as they are all very
keen to learn. You do not
necessarily need to know
any Vietnamese but it
does help if you know a
few basic words and
phrases.
Da Nang is Viet Nam's
third largest city. It is
ideally located mid-way
between Saigon and Hanoi. The city is close to the beach with the wide Han River bisecting the
A
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city. The weather is very temperate with cooling afternoon sea breezes. Normal day time temps
were usually a comfortable 28 degrees. A very nice place to work.
If you have considered doing some volunteer work in Viet Nam, I would highly recommend you
think about something similar. I have a good friend in Perth, Mr Le Quang Vinh, who has many
educational contacts within the country. I have also met with an organisation called Global
Volunteer Network who place volunteers within different countries including Viet Nam. They are
doing some great work with disabled kids and those who have been affected by the dreadful
"Agent Orange". This site, however, requires an up-front payment for accommodation, food etc.
You can get further information on their website at www.volunteer.org.nz/vietnam.
If anyone would like some further info, please get in touch.
Regards - Ted McEvoy

The young bloke said to his girlfriend, "We're going to have a great time tonight, I’ve got three
tickets to the movies."The young girl said, "Why do we need three tickets?""They're for your
father, mother, and kid sister!"

A solution at last.
Rod Faux
Here is a possible solution to all the controversy over fullbody scanners at airports. Have a booth that you can
step into that will not X-ray you, but will detonate any
explosive device you may have on you. It would-be a
win-win for everyone, and there would be none of this
crap about racial profiling and this method would
eliminate a long and expensive trial. Justice would be
quick and swift. Case Closed!
This is so simple that it is brilliant. I can see it now: you
are in the airport terminal and you hear a muffled
explosion.
Shortly thereafter, an announcement comes over the PA system, "Attention standby
passengers, we now have an extra seat available on flight number..."
The gay king didn't care to read whole books but he had a great fondness for pages.
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Vung
g Tau.
If you were posted to Vu
ung Tau, in Vietnam
m, during the 60’s//70’s, you would de
efinitely
rememb
ber the Pe
eter Badcoe Club at Back Beac
ch. This was
w the R&
&C centre for
f the Ausstralian
Army an
nd was putt to good use
u by everyone that worked on
n the Vung
gers airportt.
It w
was built by
b the Ausstralian
Armyy enginee
ers back in the
late 60’s, and used to lo
ook like
the p
photo at left.
Whe
en the “w
war” ended
d it all
passsed to the local Vietn
namese
peop
ple, and if you’ve
e been
backk recently you would
d have
noticced som
me consid
derable
chan
nges.
It no
ow looks like the photos
below – but then, it hass been
….
40 yyears………
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Mobile phones.
It seems that every now and then some bright spark comes up with the notion that mobile
phones can and do cause brain cancer. These “Chicken Little” people never put science in their
argument but always rely on emotional rhetoric. Let’s look at the facts.
Mobile phones in Australia used to operate on both analogue and digital systems. Back in
1981, Telecom Australia (as Telstra used to be called) launched the MTS (007)
mobile phone system. These first phones were too large to carry around so were
installed in vehicles and apart from being very heavy, they were very expensive to
buy (about $5,000 in 1980 money) and were very expensive to operate. In 1987,
Telecom launched Australia's first cellular network based on the USA AMPS
(Advanced Mobile Phone System) - an analogue or 1G standard. Handheld mobile
phones, known as 'the Brick' (right) were sold for $4,250 each. This network
launched in Sydney in February 87 and in Melbourne in May. It was extended over
time into other capitals and major cities and then country areas and it formed the
basis for the early expansion of mobile phone use across the nation. It used
frequencies in the range 825-890 megahertz. Within this range of frequencies, there
were 666 channels for receiving and 666 for transmitting. Analogue technology such as AMPS
is referred to as first generation technology.
The digital Global System for Mobile Telecommunications (GSM), which has been in use in
Australia since 1993, uses the frequencies 890-960 megahertz. Within this range of
frequencies, there are 124 channels for receiving and 124 for transmitting. The
digital system has the advantage that each channel can handle up to eight calls
simultaneously. In the early 1990s, the Australian government passed legislation
ruling that GSM would take over from AMPS in the year 2000. However, because
GSM has a much smaller range than AMPS, it is difficult for this system to
provide adequate mobile phone coverage in country areas. Telstra upgraded its
AMPS network to another digital technology called “Code Division Multiple
Access” or CDMA for short. CDMA uses the same frequencies as AMPS and can
provide the same coverage to country areas but it offers the
benefits of digital technology. GSM and CDMA are both
referred to as second generation – digital technology.
In 2003, the third generation (3G) network was launched in Australia.
Unlike previous systems, 3G allows voice, data and video transmission and
operates around the 2,100 megahertz frequency band. Another change,
important for those in remote areas, has been the launch of more
telecommunications satellites allowing mobile phone coverage in areas
beyond the reach of other networks. Base stations have been replaced by
'low Earth Orbit' satellites (LEOs) which circle the Earth low enough to
receive the low powered transmission from the mobile phone. The LEO
then re-transmits the message just like a base station.
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So, mobile phones used to transmit/receive on 825-890Mhz, then changed to 890-960Mhz,
then changed again to the 2Ghz band. But, what a lot of people
won’t accept is, they just don't put out enough radiation to cause
brain cancer. There is just not enough energy transmitted by the
devices to alter the chemical bonds in cells and it has been proven
beyond doubt that the transmitted radiation is in an area of the
spectrum that isn't capable of rearranging the chemical bonds of
biological systems unless intensely focused (which they're not).
Furthermore, there has been no increase in brain cancer since
before the age of mobile phones and today there are more than 20
million mobile phones in Australia, one for every man, woman and
child. If they were even a minor cause of brain cancer, we'd see it in the statistics.
However, mobile phones can and do cause death. That happens when you talk or text or
browse when you should be driving.

A very tired nurse walks into a bank, totally exhausted after an 18-hour shift. She prepares to
write a cheque, she pulls a rectal thermometer out of her purse and tries to write with it. When
she realizes her mistake, she looks at the flabbergasted teller and without missing a beat, she
says: 'Well, that's great....that's just great....some bum's got my pen!'

G.E.’s Big One.
Back in the late 1980’s, when Boeing started developing
their next generation wide body B-777 aircraft, they
decided they would move away from the traditional multi
engine design and instead go for a more economical
twin engine airframe. At that time there was no engine
big enough or powerful enough anywhere in the world
that was capable of powering the proposed 300 plus
tonne aircraft, so one had to be designed and built.
Three companies, General Electric, Pratt and Whitney,
and Rolls-Royce,
all began development of an engine with a minimum
77,000 pounds of thrust. (As a comparison, the engine of
a Qantas B747-400 develops 58,000 pounds of thrust).
The first Boeing 777 flew commercially in May 1995 with
Pratt and Whitney engines. In November of 1995, British
Airways took delivery of their first B777, this time
powered by GE engines and in March 1996, Thai
Airways took delivery of their first aircraft, this time
powered by Rolls Royce engines.
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The aircraft proved to be a commercial success and airlines soon demanded longer versions of
the airframe capable of extended range so Boeing started looking for a still more powerful
engine. Both GE and Rolls Royce proposed beefed up versions of their earlier engines but in
the end, Boeing settled on the GE90 engine, which was capable of producing in excess of
100,000 pounds of thrust.
In November 2005, the first long range stretched version B777-200LR set a record for the
longest non-stop flight of a passenger airliner by flying 11,664 nautical miles (21,602km)
eastward from Hong Kong to London. The flight lasted for 22 hours and 42 minutes.
Click HERE to see an interesting video on development and testing of the GE engine.

An Irishman goes into the confessional box after years of being away from the Church. There's
a fully equipped bar with Guinness on tap. On the other wall is a dazzling array of the finest
cigars and chocolates. Then the priest comes in. "Father, forgive me, for it's been a very long
time since I've been to confession, but I must first admit that the confessional box is much more
inviting than it used to be." The priest replies: "Get out. You're on my side."

VHF??
We believe this is a VHF set – but haven’t a
clue in which aircraft it was used – can anyone
help. You can see a bigger photo of it HERE.

A cynical old digger dies. Being pure of heart and clean of mind he is instantly transported to
the Pearly Gates. St Peter looks through his per's file and grants the digger access to heaven.
"One question" says the Digger, " no bloody WOD’s up here is there?" "No" replies St Peter,
"You're right" "Good" Says the Digger, I'm not coming in if there is" "No mate, Jobs right,
Enjoy"
For three days the Digger is literally in heaven, free Rum, hot and cold running water. No
guards, heaven every day.......... until he spots a figure in the distance!!!!!!! Immaculately
pressed strides, the light glistening off his beautiful polished brass, three rows of ribbons, steely
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gaze surveying all around him. Cane clamped under his highly muscled left arm, and horror of
horrors, on that arm a large crown.
The digger races back to St Peter and bails him up; Hey Mate", you told me there were no
Warrant officers up here" "Yeah that's right, there's none" "Oh yeah then who's the bloke then
in the 1A’s?" asks the Digger. "No mate that's not a Warrant officer, that’s God, he just thinks
he's a Warrant Officer................................"
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Spitfire BL628.
The following article was sent to us by Kevin Arditto (right), an Ex RAAF
maintenance bloke who now lives down near Avalon airport in Victoria. After
the RAAF, Kevin was an engineer with Australian Airlines and after leaving
Australian Airlines (now Qantas) in 1994, he became involved in aircraft
restoration. He was a major contributor in the restoration of the Spitfire.

He says: “This photo of the first post-restoration flight, was taken at Ardmore Airport, which is
just south of Auckland in New Zealand on the 29th Sept 2009. The aircraft is a Mark Vb Spitfire,
RAF number BL628. It never served in Australia but was operated mainly by Canadians, one
of who flew 99 missions over Holland and France and lived to tell the tale
This particular aircraft was delivered from Castle Bromwich in January 1942 and was initially
allocated to No. 410 Squadron RCAF at Gravesend. It became the personal aircraft of George
"Scotty" Murray (right) who named it Marion after
his girlfriend. It subsequently served briefly with
No. 308 Squadron 31st Fighter Group USAAF in
Aug 1942, then Nos. 167 and 610 Squadrons.
As the Mark V version became obsolescent,
BL628 was converted to a "hooked Spitfire", but
without folding wings, and assigned to the Royal
Navy who managed to damage it in a hard
landing to the extent that it was not repaired. The
war ended and it was put up for disposal and the
fuselage minus tail and engine was bought by a
farmer in Devon for his kids to play in.
There it was found in a derelict state some thirty years later by two blokes from Australia in
about 1977. It was acquired and was brought back to Australia where it was painstakingly
rebuilt using components scrounged from various scrap-yards in the UK. The UK Spitfire
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restoration movement had known about it for years but did nothing about it. Of course they
howled blue murder when these two Aussies whipped it out from under their noses...
In the process, the aircraft went back to the UK in 1991 for a short period, then back to
Australia, where it received a new pair of wings built on the Isle Of Wight, UK. More recently
the aircraft was transferred to Avspecs Ltd in Auckland, New Zealand for final assembly.
Avspecs had become known to us and they were well set up for specialised Spitfire work. The
UK built wings were completed in NZ, plus the fitting out. The engine and prop work had been
done in Australia prior to shipping the aircraft over the Tasman.
As the years ticked over, it finally became apparent that the partnership would not be able to
throw the extra manpower at it in a time frame that would produce a timely roll-out. About the
same time an up-and-running P-51D Mustang from West Australia
became available and a deal was done. I think it would be fair to call the
result a win-win. The aircraft was disassembled and shipped to its new
owners, the Rod Lewis Collection (right) in San Antonio, Texas, where it
is now flying.
The success of Marion's restoration brings up the number of airworthy
Spitfires Mk. V in the world to seven. At this year's Oshkosh Air Show it
won the EAA "Best Fighter" Award. Not quite "Grand Champion", but still acceptable. A lot of
"We wuz robbed" feelings at the end of the award ceremony... It would take a purge of the
EAA Judges for a non-US aircraft restored outside the US to walk away with a "Lindy" (as the
Grand Champion Trophy is called...).
The project certainly caused frustration at times, but the end result was very satisfying. A real
ANZAC project in the end. BL628 has set the standard for all future Spitfire projects. Looking
back, it was good to have been part of the achievement.
You can see more photos of the aircraft
HERE
A Greek and a Scotsman were sitting in a
Starbuck's cafe discussing who had the
superior culture. Over triple lattes the Greek
guy says, 'Well, we Greeks built
the Parthenon,' arching his eyebrows. The
Scotsman then replies, 'Well... it was the
Scots that discovered the Summer and
Winter Solstices.’ The Greek retorts, 'We
Greeks
gave
birth
to
advanced
mathematics.’ The Scotsman, nodding in
agreement, says, 'Scots were the ones who built the first timepieces and calendars.’ And so on
until the Greek comes up with what he thinks will end the discussion. With a flourish of finality
he says, 'The Greeks were the ones who invented sex!' The Scotsman replies, 'Aye, that is
true, but it was we Scots who introduced it to the women.
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The History of the Spitfire Development.
In mid 1934 the Air Ministry released its requirement for an eight-gunned fighter to replace all
the other fighters in service. It would reach over 275 mph and have an excellent rate of climb.
The pilot would be seated in an enclosed cockpit which would house radio equipment and an
oxygen supply that would enable the aircraft to fly at amazing heights. If it took too long for the
aircraft to evolve, then the top speed would have to be at least 300 mph, or even 350 mph.
In July 1934 Reginald Mitchell (right) announced that he had been
working on a new fighter design incorporating both the Schneider
trophy winning aircraft and the type 224, another design that
Mitchell had been working on. By chance this design had an
enclosed cockpit, retractable undercarriage, and did away with the
gull-wings. This new aircraft was
designed to house the new Rolls
Royce PV12 engine, later to be
known as the Merlin. Mitchell
claimed that his aircraft would fly by
early 1935 and reach 265 mph. The
Air Ministry turned these designs
away because they required eight
guns whereas Mitchell's aircraft only
held four guns. Fitting these guns
posed a major problem because for a wing to hold eight guns it
would have to be thicker, similar to the new Hawker Hurricane aircraft; but this meant
increasing the aircraft's drag.
On 6th November 1934, Vickers gave the go ahead for the construction of a company-funded
prototype, the type 300. In December that year, the Air Ministry reviewed the design and
allocated £10,000 for what they designated the F37/34. The wooden mock-up of the, as yet,
unnamed aircraft followed in April 1935 and was viewed by the Air Ministry staff who said to
Mitchell that his fighter would perform as well as any other fighter for the 1940's that they had
seen, but it needed to have eight guns. It was discovered that by building an elliptical wing, the
aerodynamic qualities of the aircraft were improved and it allowed eight guns to be fitted in the
wings, four in each.
The thin wings, small head-on fuselage section and extra attention to streamlining all came
together to produce a most elegant and fast fighter aircraft. It was
hoped that the prototype would fly in October 1935, but it was the
competing Hurricane that flew first. The unpainted Supermarine
Type F37/34 did not fly until March 1936. The pilot, Mutt
Summers, flew the aircraft, still unnamed but now registered as
K5054, around the airfield checking the flaps and flying
characteristics of the plane. The undercarriage was not retracted
during this maiden flight. After only a few minutes K5054 landed
and Summers announced to the anxious spectators that all was
fine and that he did not want anything touched.
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After this historic first flight, Mutt Summers made three or four more test flights. The aircraft was
then returned to the workshops to be repainted high-gloss blue/grey. On the 27th March 1936
test pilot Jeffrey Quill flew K5054 to set accurate performance figures of 335 mph at 17,000
feet. This proved disappointing compared to Mitchell's estimated 350 mph. Supermarine had
already been working on a new propeller with modified tips.
This was fitted later on 27th March and Quill took the aircraft
up again this time achieving 348 mph. This satisfied Mitchell
and so the aircraft went to Martlesham Heath (near Ipswich)
for RAF trials on the 26th May 1936, flown by Mutt
Summers.
Only seven days later on 3rd June 1936, before any test
reports had reached the Air Ministry, the Royal Air Force
placed a production order for 310 Supermarine Spitfires.
But from where did the name "Spitfire" originate? During the designing and building stages of
the type 224, Supermarine were dreaming up names for the finished aircraft. At that time Sir
Robert McClean, the chairman of Vickers (Aviation) Ltd., decided that the name should suggest
something venomous and because Supermarine began with an S he decided that so too
should the fighter's name. Out of a host of probable names, such as the Shrike and the Shrew,
came the name Spitfire and although Mitchell was not too impressed with this, the Air Ministry
and Sir Robert both agreed on the name.
Just after a year since the prototype, K5054, flew and when large orders for the Spitfire were
coming in, R.J. Mitchell died after a long fight to beat his cancer. His assistant, Mr. Joseph
Smith, took control of the design office at Supermarine and continued to design all the future
Spitfire marks including the work on the Supermarine Spiteful aircraft that incorporated a large
amount of the original Spitfire design.
On the 4th August 1938, only one year before the Second World War,
the first production Mk I Spitfire, K9789, was delivered to 19 Sqn
Royal Air Force at Duxford. Within twelve days the second aircraft
was delivered and by May 1939 the squadron had a full complement
of sixteen Spitfires and was fully operational.
The first aircraft was fitted with the Marlin II engine which produced
990 HP at 12,000ft. It had a wing span of 37ft, 8in, was 29ft, 11in long
and had an AUW of 5,200 pounds. (A Cessna 182 has an AUW of
3,100 pounds).
The final cost of the spitfire prototype, totalled £20,765 ($41,530). This bill was paid by the Air
Ministry paying £12,478 and Rolls Royce paying £7,500, so it can be said that Supermarine
built the aircraft at a final cost of only £787.
The end for K5054 came at the Royal Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough on the 4th of
September 1939 when the aircraft nosed over on landing and, whilst the fuselage was left
intact, the cockpit was crushed.
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The pilot died of injuries caused by the mast, mounted atop the fuselage
behind the pilot, being pushed down through the fuselage and pulling the
Sutton seat harness back with such a force that he bent the back of the seat
on impact with it. As a result, a modification was made to the run of the cable
that anchored the harness to the rear of the fuselage. Rather ironically the
accident that destroyed the prototype occurred one day after war was
declared on Germany.
On the first day of World War Two the RAF had some 182 Spitfires in
service, 150 of which were fully serviceable and ready for action. But it was
not to prove its worth against the enemy until the 16th October 1939 when aircraft from both
602 and 603 Royal Auxiliary Air Force Squadrons were scrambled to meet a number of
attacking Ju 88's that were attempting to sink the naval
ships off Rosyth. The three Mk 1 Spits from 603 Sqn all
claimed to have hit and sent down enemy aircraft that
subsequently crashed into the sea off Scotland's east
coast.
Events such as those mentioned above were rare and it
wasn't until May 1940 that the Spitfire could really show
its true colours, by which time the development of the
Spitfire was well on the way. In April 1939 an order was
placed for 1,000 new Mk II Spitfires to be built at the
Castle Bromwich aircraft factory, which today is the main
factory for Jaguar cars. The first production Mk II was flown to Boscombe Down in June 1940.
The main differences between the Mk I and Mk II were small. Apart from the new Merlin XII
engine, which ran on 100 octane fuel, the only other difference was a Coffman cartridge starter
that replaced the older electric unit.
Rolls Royce were now developing a two-stage supercharger that gave 1,240 hp to the new
Merlin XX engine, and Supermarine placed the new powerful engine into the spitfire airframe
and the Mk III was born. Because of production problems this new aircraft was not produced in
great quantities, but the plane went on to become the base for the Spitfire Mk IV.
On the 4th December 1939 Supermarine produced their specification for the Mk IV, the main
characteristics being an aircraft, powered by the new Griffon engine, capable of reaching 420
mph and able to climb to 15,000 ft in only 4½ minutes. Endurance was also increased by half
an hour. With modifications carried out on the Mk III airframe, the only major changes to be
done to the new Spitfire were to design new engine mountings and add an additional fuel tank
in the fuselage. After seeing the results of the wind tunnel tests at Farnborough, the Air Ministry
announced its plans to introduce the Mk IV into the RAF by the end of 1941. The RAF
requested that the new spitfire carried either 6 X 20 mm cannons, 2 X 20 mm cannons and 8 X
.303 Browning machine guns or 12 X .303 Brownings. Supermarine elected to go for the six
cannon requirement and it was planned to have the aircraft airworthy by August 1941. This was
rather over ambitious and the first Mk IV did not fly until 27th November 1941.
Running almost parallel to the designing of the Mk IV was the designing of the Mk V, which
remains probably the most loved of all the Spitfire marks. The Mk V saw the return of the Merlin
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engine and in fact went on to use five different Merlin engines, these
being the Merlin 45, 46, 50 or 50A and the LF Mk V used the Merlin 50M
or 55M.
From the results of the trials of a Mk I carrying the new Merlin engine the
Air Ministry realised that this new Spitfire was going to be an outstanding
success, and ordered production of the new fighter immediately. In
March 1941 Castle Bromwich started to build the new Mk V and re-engine the older Mk I
aircraft, bringing them up to Mk V specification.
There were to be four major variants of the Mk V, these being the Mk VA, Mk VB, Mk VC and
the LF Mk V, a Spitfire with the wingtips squared off to improve the handling characteristics at
low altitude. The Mk V Spitfire, favourite of the famous Douglas Bader, had a top speed of 369
mph and could reach 35,000 feet in 15 minutes.
The differences between the VA, VB, VC were mainly in the weaponry and wing design. The
Mk VA carried 8 X .303 Browning machine guns and with a change of wing the Mk VB carried 4
X .303 Brownings and 2 X 20 mm Hispano cannons. The VC was fitted with a universal wing
that could accept either the VA or VB weapons fit.
In September 1940 when the Woolston and Itchen plants were heavily bombed, production of
the Spitfire was dispersed around the country, although the majority of the new factory plants
were sighted in the Hampshire area. Car showrooms and even hotels were used for building
parts of the aircraft. There were three main assembly points in central Hampshire, Chattis Hill
near Stockbridge, Worthy Down near Winchester and High Post. The arrangement for building
and assembling the Spitfire was a good one for tactical reasons, however this made keeping
track of where the spare parts were made, and for which mark of aircraft, difficult.
The need for reconnaissance aircraft was seen in the early stages of the war, and quite early in
its development the Spitfire was to be fitted with cameras. The first to be fitted up was the
Spitfire Mk IV, and from then on all photo-recce
Spitfires were to have the prefix of PR before the Mk,
i.e. the Spitfire IV became the PR Mk IV. With the
engines and cameras uprated came two new marks
of Spitfire, the PR Mk VI and the PR Mk VII. Both of
these new aircraft were short lived in this role and the
aircraft went on to become, again, the base of
another later generation Spitfire. All photo-recce
Spitfires were unarmed to allow a greater fuel load and therefore better the endurance, allowing
the PR Spits to fly deep into enemy territory.
On 4th August 1942 L1004, a former Mk IA which had been converted to a Mk VA, flew to the
Heston aircraft workshops to be fitted with a new Merlin 32 engine, the DeHaviland four bladed
propeller, two cameras and four 0.303 Browning machine guns. L1004 was to become the first
armed PR Spitfire, the PR Mk XIII, and it was the answer to all the low-level photographic
problems.
Having found that squaring off the wing tips improved the low level flying capability of the
Spitfire, work was started to improve the high altitude characteristics. The wing tips of a Mk VI
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were extended and made more pointed, the cabin was pressurised and with various other small
changes the aircraft became the HF Mk VI. In December 1941 a supercharger was fitted to the
engine and it became the Spitfire F/HF Mk VII.
A feature that linked these latest marks of Spitfire was the 27 litre Merlin 61 series of engine.
The Merlin 61 engine went into an uprated Mk VC fuselage and became the Mk VIII. Delivery of
the Mk VIII began in April 1943 and the first examples built were to be HF Mk VIIIs. A small
number of Mk VIII Spitfires were to be converted to two seat trainer aircraft. This was another
private venture by Supermarine and was never accepted by the Royal Air Force, however the
Irish Air Corps were to later purchase the aircraft.
First built in 1933, and when production ceased in 1950, a total of almost 150,000 Merlin
engines had been delivered.
The Mk IX Spitfire was also an adaptation of the Mk V, and used the Merlin 61 engine with a
four bladed propeller. The early Mk IX aircraft were delivered in June 1942 to 64 Squadron
based at Hornchurch. Timing could not have been better because the Germans had just
developed the Focke-wulf 190 fighter, and it
was at least 30 mph faster than the RAF's Mk
V Spitfires. The Merlin 61 gave the Mk IX an
increase of 70 mph over the top speed of the
older Mk V. It was soon found that the Fw 190
operated best between 14,000 and 20,000 ft, a
height that the Spitfire Mk IX did not handle at
its best. So the HF and LF series was adopted
by the Mk IX. The HF Mk IX carried a Merlin 61
or 63 engine whilst its LF sister aircraft carried
a Merlin 66. Within months of entering service the Mk IX replaced almost all the serving Mk V
Spitfires and became the new workhorse of most fighter squadrons.
There is not much known about the Spitfire Mk X, except that it was a photo-recce aircraft with
a pressurised cabin. It is thought that only sixteen PR Mk X Spitfires were ever built. The arrival
of the PR Mk XI saw the return of the Merlin 60 series of engines. There were some 470 PR Mk
XIs built, but life for this Spitfire was short and soon it was replaced by an updated model.
On the 8th August 1942 the first Griffon 61 engined Spitfire took to the air. It had a top speed of
over 450 mph and could reach 30,000 ft in less than eight minutes. This new Spitfire, the Mk
XII, was to take on a fighter role and fifty were ordered to be built by the end of that year. This
was an impossible task and the first production aircraft was not to fly until October. Only five of
the fifty ordered were ready by the end of 1942 and only 100 Mk XIIs were ever built.
When some early Mk IX Spitfires were fitted with cameras the "specialised" airframe was
designated the PR Mk XIII, although this mark was short lived and replaced by the PR Mk XIV.
This newest Spitfire was also powered by the Griffon engine and used a new five bladed
propeller. The first operational Mk XIV was delivered to the RAF on the 20th December 1943; it
was so successful that 400 aircraft were ordered in February 1944. It was not too long before
the RAF wanted to fit the aircraft with cameras and so the PR Mk XIV emerged. The pilot’s
vision was soon aided by Supermarine fitting the Spitfire with a "tear drop all-round-view"
canopy. The Mk XIV was soon sent out to the Far East, but did not see any action there
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because the hostilities ended before the units were operationally ready. Over 950 Mk XIV
Spitfires were built, and the airframe went on to become the sophisticated Mk XVIII.
The Royal Navy had been operating the early Spitfire marks from their aircraft carriers, but had
taken a liking to the RAF's Mk V range of aircraft. The Navy
had been calling their aircraft Seafires and had used the name
Seafire Mk I, II, and III for their different models. The Air
Ministry agreed that the Navy should have the use of the
Griffon engined machines but would not allow them to name it
the Seafire Mk IV. Ordering parts was already confusing
enough and so to make life easier for the stores boys the Navy
Spitfire became the Mk XV, although it was always referred to
as a Seafire. The prototype was rolled out of the Hursley Park
Experimental Hangar in November 1943.
In June 1940 the American engine company Packard started to build their own variant of the
Rolls Royce Merlin engine. This American built engine was primarily for use in the P-51
Mustang, but in early 1944 the engine was placed in a Spitfire and the aircraft was named the
Mk XVI. Production began in October 1944 and the aircraft entered service the very next month
with the Coltishall Wing. They used the Spitfire as a fighter/bomber on attacks on the German
V-2 rocket sites.
In order to bring their Mk XV Seafires up to specification with the RAF Spitfires the Navy
requested that they have the new "tear drop" canopies fitted. Again the Ministry agreed and
work was started by Westland Aircraft in Yeovil. The prototype Navy plane, the new Mk XVII,
was air tested at Boscombe Down and was so successful that the remaining Seafire Mk XVs
yet to be built were to have the conversion included.
As mentioned earlier, the Mk XIV was so successful that a sophisticated version, known as the
"Super Spitfire", was built. The "tear drop" canopy was used again and with a Griffon engine, a
modified fuselage and wing shape, the Spitfire Mk XVIII was introduced. This aircraft was
capable of over 470 mph, and production started in March 1945.
The Spitfire designated the Mk XIX was a long ranged, Griffon engined PR version of which
225 were built. Two of these aircraft are still airworthy and form part of the Royal Air Force
Battle of Britain Memorial Flight.
The war was now drawing to an end and Spitfire production was slowing down, however as far
back as 1943, plans were afoot to put a two-stage supercharger on the Griffon engine. This
range of Spitfires were to be the Mk XX. Information on this mark is also scarce and again it is
thought that not many were produced.
March 1944 saw the prototype Mk XXI take to the air with a Griffon 61 engine. It was capable of
giving over 2,000 hp and the aircraft was taken on as a high altitude air superiority fighter with a
forecasted speed of over 470 mph. Sadly the prototype could only reach 450 mph and so the
aircraft proved to be a disappointment. At the end of World War Two only 120 Mk XXI Spitfires
had been built, all with the return of the older style cockpit and canopy.
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From January 1946 four RAF squadrons operated the Mk XXIs, the last example being retired
from service in August 1947. At this time the Air Ministry declared that as from the Mk XX, all
Spitfire marks would change from roman numerals to arabic and so the Mk XXI became the Mk
21.
Between March 1945 and February 1946 a batch of F Mk 22 Spitfires were delivered to the
RAF. The F.22 saw the return, again, of the
"tear drop" canopy, but it was virtually the same
aircraft as the F Mk 21. The new Mk 22 had
severe vibration problems and a much modified
tail fin was introduced. Many Mk 22 Spitfires
were used by the Auxiliary Air Force but were
phased out and replaced by the new Vampire
and Meteor jet fighters.
In early 1944 Supermarine and the RAF at Farnborough were discussing incorporating the
revised high speed wing with the "Super Spitfire". The prototype F Mk 21, PP139, was used to
test the wing and the aircraft was named the prototype F Mk 23 Spitfire. However the aircraft
was also called the "Valient". This aircraft was another failure for Supermarine and so work
started on the Spitfire F Mk 24, the last Mk of Spitfire to be built.
This last Spitfire was a fully fledged ground attack aircraft that used the short barrelled Hispano
Mk 5 guns. First delivery of the F.24 took place at South Marston on the 13th April 1946. Only
80 Squadron, based in Germany, operated the F.24 and took them with them to Hong Kong.
They remained at Kai-Tak airport, Hong Kong from July 1949 to January 1952. It is said in
Hong Kong that the Spitfires remained there and were bulldozed into the sea when the runway
was lengthened by reclaiming land from the sea.
On the 20th February 1948, almost twelve years from the prototype's first flight, the last
production Spitfire, VN496, an F Mk 24, left the production line. Some 22,500 Spitfires were
built and now only a few dozen are kept in flying condition.
The content of this page is © The Spitfire Society 1999.

Arguing with your Boss is like wrestling with a pig in mud.
After a while you realise that while you are getting dirty, the pig is actually enjoying it.
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Darwin.
John Morley recently stumbled across these old pics of the Hut 29 boys, taken around 1967/8.
Some will recognize the insignia on the floor from the 11 mile Transmitter station.
He thinks that the occasion was a buck’s night for Val Robinson. (It must have been one hulluva party,
wish I was there…..tb)
Can anyone provide a few names???. I think we definitely need to name names…….
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The Life and Death of VH – EAG, aka A20-627.
John McHarg,
Prior being transferred to the RAAF register
in March 1979 as A20-627, a B707-338C
flew in Qantas livery as VH-EAG. She
clocked up a lot of history in her 40 year life
after leaving the production line in April
1968, going onto the Qantas register as VHEAG, City of Hobart .
Planning Notice XP.098/68 dated 9th May
1968 covered the delivery flight under the
command of Fred Fox.
On the 11th June 1968, with Dave Harden in command, she was the first B707 to land at
Tullamarine, operating local promotional flights before the Terminal was commissioned.
She flew her first commercial service on the 23rd June 1968, when she departed Sydney at
0800 for Brisbane, Auckland and Sydney.
She was renamed “Alice Springs” in February 1974, and later that year she’d operate 2
Cyclone Tracey relief flights with 271 and 226 evacuees on board. Not bad. What was the
all Economy config? 172 seats fitted, 169 saleable?
Hostie’s Announcements over an aircraft’s PA…..
As you exit the plane, make sure to gather all of your belongings. Anything left behind will
be distributed evenly among the flight attendants. Please do not leave children or
spouses......except for that gentleman over there."
She’d go on to operate the last B707 service through Brisbane (QF 95/96 Sydney,
Brisbane, Port Moresby, Brisbane, Sydney on 2nd Feb 1979), and an Antarctica Flight
(Adelaide/Adelaide later the same month) and then the last B707 service to Christchurch
NZ (Mar 79) And on the 25th March 1979, with Captains Phil Oakley (Pilot in Command)
and Geoff Molloy on board, she’d operate the last scheduled Qantas B707 service. Fittingly,
it would be to Auckland, which hosted her maiden scheduled service on the 23rd of June
1968
In her last two flights in Qantas livery,
she operated QF16 Sydney/MEL with
104 pax stranded by the ATC Strike on
26th March 1979. She returned to
Sydney as QF16P with 4 pax on
board, also casualties of the ATC
Strike. They were BA staff. 4 days later
she was removed from the Qantas
Register.
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14,498 landings had been recorded. Happily, she had the same number of takeoffs.
She was repainted in transitional livery pending her transfer to the RAAF as A20-627. This
aircraft and 3 other ex QF airframes were later converted to dual role tanker/transports for
the RAAF by Israeli Aircraft Industries and Hawker de Havilland.
I last flew on her, from Learmonth to Pearce in
1999 on the flight deck with about 150 thirsty
members of the Pilbara Regiment keeping the
Cabin Crew busy in the all Economy cabin.
She’d been fitted with rear looking CCTV
cameras, mounted under the fuselage on the
centreline, and this provided a strange
perspective of the takeoff.
It was a Sunday and Pearce Tower and
Approach were unmanned. Based on the
forecast supplied at Learmonth the crew had set up for a left handed circuit at Pearce, with
a final approach towards the north for RWY 36R. We were setting up to join what we
thought was the downwind leg of the circuit, probably about 5nm north west of the airfield,
at about 3,000ft, when the crew noticed that the smoke from a couple of scrub fires in the
area indicated a pretty strong wind contrary to that which had been forecast. The crew
decided to attempt an approach on the reciprocal RWY from their present position and
there was about 5” of purposeful activity as checklists were completed, the aircraft slowed,
flaps and gear extended, and mandatory radio broadcasts made advising of the change of
plan. After a pretty steep approach we landed without incident.
In case of a ditching into the water, your seat cushions can be used for flotation; and, in the
event of an emergency water landing, please paddle to shore and take them with our
compliments.
As the RAAF 707’s and I approached our use by dates, whenever one was scheduled
through Pearce, I’d excuse
myself on some pretext or
another, take a ground to air
radio, borrow a company car
and head for the upwind
threshold. I’d let the Tower
staff know where I’d be and
they’d advise the crew when
clearing the aircraft to land.
I’d park about 70m away
from the RWY centreline, just
off the runway strip and wait.
There was never a problem
spotting the airplane. The
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purple/brown smudge was always a giveaway, even at 10nm. She seemed to arrive with a
rush, accompanied by the usual high pitched compressor noise, and even on a trailing
throttle, the noise was appalling. Now and again a gloved hand would wave quickly through
the captain’s window and then she’d be gone, pitching up in the flare, rudder flicking as the
pilot corrected the drift, and there’d be the usual puff of blue smoke as the main gear
touched the runway.
I’d return to the office to good natured jokes about ancient airframes and Ops Managers,
and for a while all was well with the world. She and her 3 ex Qantas sisters, and the two
non Qantas aircraft, were much loved old airplanes when the last was finally retired last
year I think, pending delivery of the new A330 platform.
The last 707, the one thousand and eleventh including variants, rolled off the Renton
production line in 1991 after a production run of about 35 years.
After a real crusher of a landing, the hostie came on with, "Ladies and Gentlemen, please
remain in your seats until Captain Crash and the Crew have brought the aircraft to a
screeching halt against the gate. And, once the tire smoke has cleared and the warning
bells are silenced, we'll open the door and you can pick your way through the wreckage to
the terminal”.
In 1952, Bill Allen, then Boeing’s CEO, “bet the farm” on the aircraft’s commercial and
military appeal, going into production with a very skinny order book. The 367-80 prototype,
so named to throw Douglas off the scent, and later simply referred to as the Dash 80 and
now parked in the Smithsonian, first flew in 1954, with Boeing’s
test pilot, Tex Johnson (left) in command. Johnson, who
preferred “Tex” to his birth name, Alvin, for obvious reasons,
used to buy a new pair of hand tooled leather boots at the
beginning of each new airplane’s test flying program, and so it
was with the Dash 80.
On the 7th August 1955, Bill Allen was hosting a party of Airline
CEO’s, all identified as prospective customers, on the corporate boat on Lake Washington,
while they watched the power boat races and waited for the Dash 80’s flypast. Johnson
approached the lake at about 400’ AGL, and 400 knots. Allen beamed at his guests. Abeam
the boat the aircraft suddenly pitched steeply nose up as Johnson began the first of two
unauthorised barrel rolls.
A barrel roll is a coordinated manoeuvre done on a parabola. The aircraft is first placed in a shallow dive to
gain airspeed then as the nose is brought up through the horizon left aileron and left rudder are applied
smoothly, coordinated back pressure is maintained until inverted then released slightly, as the plane
continues to roll and the nose drops through the horizon aileron and rudder are slowly brought back to the
neutral position, back pressure is applied slightly to bring the nose back to the horizon. Done correctly the
whole manoeuvre is kept in positive G. The control inputs are constant feed and released smoothly
throughout this manoeuvre performed about a fixed point on the horizon.

History doesn’t record Bill Allen’s comments, nor the content of his interview with Johnson
the following day, although Johnson in his commentary on the grainy old video footage,
infers Allen was more philosophical than others have suggested.
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Johnson sounds and looks like Jimmy Stewart. You can see the YouTube video HERE
In an interesting corollary to this story, test pilot John Cashman who flew the bugs out of the
B777, was told by the then Boeing CEO, just prior his first flight in the type “No barrel
rolls…” The only other large
commercial aircraft known to
have been barrel rolled was
the Concorde, many times,
during its test program.
Johnson
maintained
throughout, that the barrel
roll, (as distinct from an
aileron roll), had allowed him
to keep the airplane in
positive
G
conditions
throughout the manoeuvre,
and there was never any
question of interrupting the
fuel delivery to the engines.
Gutsy call!!
The test flying program was uneventful apart from an incident where all the MLG brakes
failed, causing the aircraft to leave the runway on one occasion, and another where the port
landing gear collapsed.
I’ve been a 707 “groupie” for a long time. I suppose it’s part nostalgia and part a simple
admiration for a marvellous machine. Like many of you I had my first Qantas flight on the
type, and the 707 was the innocent victim of my first (manual) loadsheet and trimchart. It
was also the first aircraft I loaded without adult supervision. I had a couple of sessions as
the second pilot, in the right hand seat of the RAAF’s full motion 707 simulator which didn’t
help either.
The 707, and I suppose the DC8 too, went into service without any power boost to the
elevators and ailerons, i.e. the effort you
put in from the flight deck translated
directly to the output at the other end of
the linkages. Only the rudder had assisted
controls, for the yaw damper I expect. The
stick loads were very very heavy and you
learnt pretty quickly to toggle the trim
back and forward to ease the strain. I’m
amazed that the crews didn’t have
forearms like Popeye. The type, with its
35 degree wing sweep also introduced
crews to the problems of “Dutch Roll” that
D
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beset the test aircraft before the installation of the yaw damper. The spectre of Dutch Roll
stalked all pilots making the transition from straight winged aircraft, like the Constellation,
and all the “Commercials” from the Douglas stables, to the 35 degree wing sweep on the
707.
During a Braniff pre-acceptance flight, the crew deliberately disabled the yaw damper to
demonstrate Dutch Roll to several junior pilots. The trainee pilots corrective actions quickly
exacerbated the incipient roll, to the point where 3 engines were torn off the wing, and the
brand new airplane crash landed in a river bed north of Seattle, killing 4 of the 8 crew.
Tex Johnson in his autobiography describes another incident, where he was “paxing” on a
commercial flight, and where the crew didn’t seem to be able to the correct a persistent
tendency to slip into Dutch roll. After several passengers became airsick, he asked to be
allowed access to the cockpit, where he found the crew unable to understand, let alone
correct the stability problem. The Captain at this point was too airsick to stay in the cockpit.
Johnson, suspecting that the yaw damper had been rigged incorrectly, uncoupled the
Autopilot, and with a couple of control inputs returned the aircraft to normal flight.
After and aircraft took off and reached a comfortable cruising altitude, the captain made an
announcement over the intercom, "Ladies and gentlemen, this is your captain speaking.
Welcome to Flight Number 293, nonstop from New York to Los Angeles The weather ahead is
good and, therefore, we should have a smooth and uneventful flight. Now sit back and relax...
OH, MY GOD!" Silence followed, and after a few minutes, the captain came back on the
intercom and said, "Ladies and Gentlemen, I am so sorry if I scared you earlier. While I was
talking to you, the flight attendant accidentally spilled a cup of hot coffee in my lap. You should
see the front of my pants!" A passenger down the back yelled, "That's nothing. You should see
the back of mine!"
If anyone doubts the contribution these old Boeings made to commercial and military
aviation as we know it today, a book called “Wide Body – the Triumph of the 747” by Clive
Irving is worth a read. It acknowledges the pioneering role of the 707 in introducing into civil
aircraft many of the gadgets we take for granted today – podded
engines, plug doors, yaw dampers, variable incidence horizontal
stabilizers and Kreuger flaps are just a few that spring to mind.
They rightly deserve to be included with the
Wright Flyer and the DC3 as artefacts that
changed our world.
Sad to see her go and that something that
probably took about 6 weeks and a lot of love to build, later serving 2
masters well for about 35 years can be reduced to aluminium confetti in
60 minutes. The giant claw looks like it’s escaped from the set of a Transformers movie. I
wish it would return there.
What a sad ending for a beautiful old aircraft!!
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HIGHAM Gary Douglas.
"Sir" Gary Douglas Higham a “Knight of
the Realm” with a handlebar mustache.
Gary Douglas Higham, A123509, is not your average wannabe. He claims to be a Knight of the
Realm who served in Vietnam and was a Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) Pilot. If questioned
about his Knighthood, he may flash a piece of paper but won’t let you read it.
Higham is a member of the Caboolture, Queensland, Returned Services League (RSL) Sub
Branch. We are reliably advised that when
he enters an RSL Club and when he
braces the bar, he insists that the RSL staff
refer to him as “Sir Gary”, and insisted on
being entered into the Bribie Island RSL
data base as “Sir Gary”
The photograph of Higham (right) is very
recent, taken on Remembrance Day, 11th
November 2009.
According to Gary Higham he was the last
Mirage Pilot and a Mirage test Pilot and he
crashed
a
Helicopter
resulting
in
disabilities. None of those claims are true
and we are reliably advised that his only
Department of Veterans Affairs accepted
disability is for deafness.
Higham is well adorned with a raffish
handle bar moustache that any British
Wing Commander would be proud of.
However, stylish hair around the top lip is
insufficient qualification to wear RAAF Pilot
Wings.
Notice in the photo that “Sir Gary” wears
no accoutrements indicative of his Knighthood, but he does wear Vietnam Medals, Pilot Wings
and other medals. His medal rack when compared to his actual RAAF service is sufficient to
damn him as a wannabe. These are the Medals he is wearing:
•
•
•
•
•

Australian Active Service Medal
Vietnam Medal
Australian Service Medal post 1975
Defence Force Service Medal
Australian Defence Medal
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•
•

UN Medals: UNEF II
Vietnam Campaign Medal
RAAF Pilots Wings

The only medal of this lot he would be entitled to wear is the Australian Defence Medal, which
is awarded to recognise Australian Defence Force Regular and Reserve personnel who have
demonstrated their commitment and contribution to the nation by serving for an initial
enlistment period or four years service whichever is the lesser.
Higham was born on the 5 April 1958, so in 1972 when Australian involvement in the Vietnam
War had ceased, Higham was fourteen years old. On 8th January 1974 he joined the RAAF as
a sixteen year old Apprentice Electrical Mechanic and was
posted to Wagga Wagga in New South Wales to complete his
training.
After completing his Apprenticeship we believe he remained in
the RAAF until 1982. Most of his time was spent at Amberely
RAAF Base in Queensland. (Anyone remember this bloke?? –
tb). In 1982 he had attained the rank of Leading Aircraftsman
(LAC). Because of legal time restrictions we have no details of
his actual date of discharge, however we have an entry on a
document dated 5 March 1982 showing him to hold the rank
LAC and we are reliably advised that he was discharged in
1982.
Having attained that rank, it is hardly likely he is entitled to
wear Pilots Wings or ever flew an aircraft.
Higham has no Military or personal history that could possibly lead to an Imperial Knighthood,
and although we have no positive evidence to prove that point, it is self evident that he is a
fraud and a wannabe because he is wearing medals from the Vietnam War and other Defence
medals to which he has no entitlement.
Ladies and gentlemen, if you wish to smoke, the smoking section on this airplane is on the wing
and if you can light 'em, you can smoke 'em.
Higham never at any stage served in the Vietnam War. During his RAAF service he was never
a Pilot, never served overseas and he is not an Imperial Knight. Higham has been cavorting
around the Caboolture, Queensland area for years sporting various racks of fake medals,
without any interference from law enforcement agencies, who with some coaxing from local Ex
Service Organisations could easily charge Higham under the Defence Act 1903, with at least
three offences:
1. Impersonating a veteran.
2. Wearing medals he has no right to wear, and,
3. Impersonating a person who is entitled to wear medals.
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The veteran community is diminished when it is infiltrated by idiots like Higham and we urge all
veterans to keep watch and let law authorities know when a fake is detected. If law authorities
fail to take action let us know and we will do their job for them.
We'd like to thank you folks for flying with us today. And, the next time you get the insane urge
to go blasting through the skies in a pressurized metal tube, we hope you'll think of us.
Some advice to Higham. Get the medals and
the wings off, shave off your moustache,
grow up and stop making a nuisance of
yourself.
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Climate change – the other argument.
In order that we remain impartial and provide both sides of the argument, we have been asked
to print the following article from Barry Jones which appears on the ABC page “The Drum,
Unleashed”, though in all honesty, we must say a issue that was once considered a threat to
the very existence of all humanity is now a bit of a ho hum..
**********
The curious piece Kill the IPCC (The Drum - Unleashed, 8 December
2009) by Professor Bob Carter of the James Cook University illustrates
how easy it is for climate sceptics to obtain media coverage, and those
with a science background have no need to go through the tedious
process of researching, writing and submitting papers for peer-review.
Publications by climate change denialists/sceptics mostly fall into two
categories, knockabout polemic (mostly ad hominem) and objectors to a
particular point of detail. The publications are rarely published in refereed
journals, which suggests sharply alternative explanations - one, that the material is not credible,
testable or evidence-based, or, two, that there is a conspiracy by a scientific Mafia to suppress
dissent. (Denialists are strongly drawn to the second alternative).
Prof. Carter's central theme can be summarised as 'Scientists are corrupt but lobbyists are
pure'.
He wrote: I grimace at the thought [of the Copenhagen Summit] because the study of climate
change, under the aegis of "dangerous global warming caused by human carbon dioxide
emissions," has long since been captured by the small group of well connected, well networked
and well funded atmospheric scientists and computer modellers who advise the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), and whose nearly every utterance
confirms their ignorance of the true course of climate history and change on our planet - a topic
that is the domain of geologists, not meteorologists and computer jockeys.
Naturally, I would turn to geologists for advice on brain surgery, dentistry, accounting or
religion, but in the field of climate science I lean towards meteorologists. Geologists such as
Prof. Ian Plimer are used to working in eras which last for millions of
years - and the period of human civilisation since the great Ice Age
may well seem inconsequential, and the life expectancy of people now
living a mere blip.
Scientists are not immune from vanity, and some have been
encouraged by being told: 'The most important scientific factor in the
climate change debate happens to be your area of expertise.
Everyone else has it wrong. You are the only one who has it right'.
A mantra vigorously pursued by Prof. Carter and propagated by
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Andrew Bolt (right) in the Herald-Sun and on the ABC's The Insiders is that the hottest year in
modern meteorological records was 1998 and that the decade since has been a period of
cooling. Hence, it is asserted - the 'global warming' hypothesis is discredited, and with it the
concept of 'anthropogenic climate change'.
It is true that the Hadley Climate Centre in the UK isolated the calendar year 1998 as the
hottest on record for aggregate atmospheric temperature. On the other hand, the Goddard
Institute of Space Studies (GISS) at NASA asserts that 2005 was even warmer, with an
average global surface temperature of 14.77 degrees C, with the 1998 figure being 14.71
degrees C. A tropical El Niño contributed 0.2 degrees in 1998, but 2005 had no Niño effect.
However, the fourteen year period 1995-2008 included thirteen of the hottest years on record,
the exception being 1996. The fundamental question is, 'Which factor is more significant? A
spike on a chart representing a single year, or a longer trend line over a decade or more?'
The chart below is from the Hadley Centre.

There have been anomalous single years before. It seems that 1934 was the hottest year in the
history of the continental United States, but not globally. However, even in the United States
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the temperature variation that put 1934 in first position (0.1 degree C) is within the margin of
error. Historically, 1877 and 1878 were unusually warm years.
Both the Hadley Centre and GISS calculate 2008 to have been cooler than 2007, by margins of
0.072 and 0.13 of a degree C respectively - but the impact of a strong cooling La Niña cycle
has to be taken into account.
Globally, 2007 tied with 1998 - but 2007 was a year of low El Niño activity and solar activity was
in a low part of the cycle. This means that the 2007 result is far more likely to be anthropogenic.
On global warming/climate change there has been an unprecedented convergence of
observation and theorising in a variety of disciplines, including zoology, botany, physics,
chemistry, oceanography, glaciology, polar science, geology, epidemiology, population health,
ecology.
Oddly, dissidents rarely refer to observed phenomena
(disappearance of Arctic ice, thinning of Greenland's glaciers,
fractures at the edge of the West Antarctic ice shelf, thawing of
Siberian tundra, changes in bird migration, early flowering of
plants) - and there is generally no analysis of risk either.
(Professor Carter (right) is no exception. His attack on the IPCC
never mentions observed phenomena.)
The principle of Occam's Razor suggests that it is reasonable to
begin by assuming a common (or highly related) cause. The dichotomy is between observed
phenomena and ideological conviction (or vested interest).
There has been an odd refusal by climate change deniers/ sceptics to examine risk - or even
use the word. An 80 per cent chance that a particular horse will win a race or that a company's
share value will increase would be regarded with great optimism - but an airline which
advertised: 'You have an 80 per cent chance of surviving this flight' would be smartly out of
business.
Dick Cheney, George W. Bush's Vice President, argued that where
national security was involved (especially with terrorism) even a 1 per
cent risk had to be acted on. This approach was not adopted with
respect to climate change and the IPCC's warnings of a 90 per cent
probability of human intervention in climate change (which had strong
national security implications) drew no response.
Are the climate sceptics so confident of their position that they think
there is 0 per cent chance of anthropogenic climate change?
It is puzzling - but has hardly been remarked on - that the Montreal
Protocol (1989) for the reduction or phasing out of hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), used as
refrigerants and aerosol propellants, to combat the growing depletion of the ozone layer,
especially the gaping hole over and near Antarctica, in the Antarctic region, was accepted
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internationally, speedily, without demur, because there was no lobbying campaign to challenge
the 'ozone hole' science.
Vested interests - the chemical giants - were happy to take up the challenge of finding new
solutions and creating new products. To state the blindingly obvious, the sheer volume of
HCFCs released into the atmosphere was tiny - an infinitesimal percentage of the generation of
greenhouse gases, notably CO² and methane, and yet there was consensus that the HCFCs
were damaging the upper atmosphere, a telling illustration of how human activity can change
the global environment.
There has been much significant, and discreditable,
cherry picking of evidence - using the Hadley Centre
(right) material selectively is a striking example.
Sceptics gratefully use Hadley's '1998 the hottest year'
argument but refuse to qualify it by adding Hadley's
explanation that it is an anomaly.
he ur is still out
li ate chan e is an o en issue .
Contrarians achieved a major success with the US
media in the climate change debate (as they did with
creationism v. evolution) in ensuring, in the interest of
'fairness', or 'balance', that for every spokesman who argued the climate change position, a
denier had to be given equal time. This created the illusion that a 90/10 (or even 95/5) division
of expert opinion was more like a 50/50 division, and that the question was still an open one.
Other issues on which there is disagreement among scientists - or historians (but more in the
90/10 range than 50/50) include:
I -AIDS (whether it is transmitted by virus)
he olocaust
original dispossession
S o in and lun cancer
luoridation
volution
he
e of the arth.
Does the denial of the Holocaust by David Irving, an accomplished, if eccentric, historian, mean
that it is an o en uestion the ur is still out
There is overwhelming scientific consensus on many issues involved in climate change/ global
warming but there are some areas of denial or scepticism on specific points of detail. A
distinction can be made between sceptics who are open to persuasion, contrarians who object
on some points of detail, and denialists, who act on ideological conviction, and may not be
open to proof.
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The attack on 'consensus' was a standard technique used by the tobacco industry to challenge
linkages between smoking and lung cancer, always pointing to anomalies (e.g. the nonsmoking nun who dies of lung cancer) and ignoring mainstream evidence.
This is a wilful and gross mis-reading the history and philosophy of science, and distortion of
scientific method. (Galileo's name is often invoked as evidence that the consensus position is
generally wrong.) This approach is not scepticism but cynicism: its aim is not to ascertain truth
but to promote confusion. The argument seems to be that if there is 0 per cent support for a
proposition it should be rejected for lack of evidence, but if there is 100 per cent support, it
should be rejected because consensus is dangerous.
In reality, the IPCC has taken an extremely conservative position, seeking consensus at all
costs.
There is confusion between 'convergence' and 'consensus'. Often the 'consensus' rule is used
to block action, for example in the 'Climate Change' stream at the Australia 2020 Summit,
because it is taken to require unanimity, and a small determined minority can block the views of
a large majority.
'Climate-gate', the selective use of stolen e-mails from the University of East Anglia, some of
which indicate an all too human (and all too common) frustration with the experimental process,
received global attention as a
desperate
attempt
to
undermine the fundamental
findings of climate science. It
was an extreme example of
'cherry picking'. The Guardian
reported that 'the e-mails had
first been uploaded to a
sceptic
website
from
a
computer in Russia'. The main
lesson to be learnt is that email users ought to be careful
in what they write: a hacker
may be poised to steal and
publish them. Today, Google has 31,200,000 citations for 'Climate-gate', most of them from
partisans furious that the 'revelations' have not been taken seriously.
A repeated argument by climate change sceptics is that protagonists of anthropogenic climate
change are essentially religious zealots for a 'green religion' while common sense is reflected in
the thinking of courageous dissidents who argue against the mainstream. It is an inversion of
reality.
One of the false assertions is that scientists who take the mainstream position are rewarded,
while dissenters are punished (similar to Galileo and the Inquisition). In the past decade in the
United States and Australia the contrary was true.
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The proposition from Fourier, Tyndall and Arrhenius onwards that human activity can affect
climate is the Galileo/ Harvey/ Newton/ Darwin/ Pasteur/ Einstein insight. The denialist position
is closer to the Inquisition, asserting 'it just can't be so' and that proponents are part of a 'lazy
[or over-zealous?] consensus'.

Heaven and Earth by Ian Plimer
Michael Ashley
The Australian May 09, 2009

ONE of the peculiar things about being an astronomer is that you
receive, from time to time, monographs on topics such as "a new theory
of the electric universe", or "Einstein was wrong",
or "the moon landings were a hoax".
The writings are always earnest, often involve
conspiracy theories and are scientifically
worthless.
One such document that arrived last week was Ian Plimer's Heaven and
Earth. What makes this case unusual is that Plimer is a professor -- of
mining geology -- at the University of Adelaide. If the subject were
anything less serious than the future habitability of the planet Earth, I
wouldn't go to the trouble of writing this review.
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Plimer sets out to refute the scientific consensus that human emissions of CO2 have changed
the climate. He states in his acknowledgments that the book evolved from a dinner in London
with three young lawyers who believed the consensus. As Plimer writes: "Although these three
had more than adequate intellectual material to destroy the popular paradigm, they had neither
the scientific knowledge nor the scientific training to pull it apart stitch by stitch. This was done
at dinner."
This is a remarkable claim. If Plimer is right and he is able to show that the work of literally
thousands of oceanographers, solar physicists, biologists, atmospheric scientists, geologists,
and snow and ice researchers during the past 100 years is fundamentally flawed, then it would
rank as one of the greatest discoveries of the century and would almost certainly earn him a
Nobel prize. This is the scale of Plimer's claim.
Before reading any further, I examined Plimer's publication list on the University of Adelaide
website to see what he has published in refereed journals. There are a scant 17 such papers
since 1994, two as first author with the titles "Manganoan garnet rocks associated with the
Broken Hill Pb-Zn-Ag orebody" and "Kasolite from the British Empire Mine".
Absolutely nothing on climate science.
(To be fair, there is also a book called “A Short History of Planet Earth” – tb)
Now, before I am accused of attacking the man and not the argument, let me
point out that scientists regard peer-reviewed journal publications as fundamental for advancing
science. They allow ideas to be exchanged, tested, improved on and, quite frequently,
discarded. If Plimer can do what he claims, and can prove that human emissions of CO2 have
no effect on the climate, then he owes it to the scientific community and, in fact, humanity, to
publish his arguments in a refereed journal.
Perhaps we will find a stitch-by-stitch demolition of climate science in his book, as promised?
No such luck. The arguments that Plimer advances in the 503 pages and 2311 footnotes in
Heaven and Earth are nonsense. The book is largely a collection of contrarian ideas and
conspiracy theories that are rife in the blogosphere. The writing is rambling and repetitive; the
arguments flawed and illogical.
He recycles a graph, without attribution, from Martin Durkin's Great Global Warming Swindle
documentary, neglecting even to make the changes
that Durkin made following an outcry over the fact
that the past two decades of temperature
measurements had been mysteriously deleted.
Plimer claims that scientists such as himself, who
do not agree with the consensus, are labelled
deniers, "yet their scientific doubts are not
addressed". Nothing could be further from the truth.
All of Plimer's arguments have been addressed ad
nauseam by patient climate scientists on websites
or in the literature.
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To appreciate the errors in Plimer's book you don't have to be a climate scientist. For example,
take the measurement of the global average CO2 concentration in the atmosphere. This is
obviously important, so scientists measure it with great care at many locations across the
world.
Precision measurements have been made daily since 1958 at Mauna Loa Observatory in
Hawaii, a mountain-top site with a clear airflow unaffected by local pollution. The data is in
excellent agreement with ice cores from several sites in Antarctica and Greenland. Thousands
of scientific papers have been written on the topic, hundreds of scientists are involved from
many independent research groups.
Plimer, however, writes that a simple home experiment indoors can show that in a week, CO2
can vary by 75 parts per million by volume, equal to about 40 years' worth of change at the
present rate. He thinks this "rings alarm bells" on the veracity of the Mauna Loa data, which
shows a smoothly rising concentration.
While it is undoubtedly true that if you measure CO2 in
your home it could vary by large amounts from day to
day -- depending, for example, on whether you have
the windows open or closed, or how many people are
in the house at the time -- this is not the right way to
measure a global average. That's why scientists go to
mountain-tops or Antarctica or to the isolated Cape
Grimm (right) on the Tasmanian coast rather than
measuring CO2 in their living rooms.
Incredible as it may seem, this quality of argument is
typical of the book. While the text is annotated profusely with footnotes and refers to papers in
the top journals, thus giving it the veneer of scholarship, it is often the case that the cited
articles do not support the text. Plimer repeatedly veers off to the climate sceptic's journal of
choice, the bottom-tier Energy and Environment, to advance all manner of absurd theories: for
example, that CO2 concentrations actually have fallen since 1942.
Plimer believes "global warming" occurring on Mars, Triton, Jupiter and Pluto proves human
emissions of CO2 don't affect Earth's climate. He believes that once CO2 levels reached
200ppmv (about half of today's value) the CO2 had absorbed almost all the infrared energy it
could, and further increases will not have much effect. He believes global warming does not
lead to biological stress. He believes volcanoes emit significant quantities of
chlorofluorocarbons. He believes the sun formed on the collapsed
core of a supernova. All these ideas are so wrong as to be
laughable: they do not offer an "alternative scientific perspective".
Plimer probably didn't expect an astronomer to review his book. I
couldn't help noticing on page120 an almost word-for-word
reproduction of the abstract from a well-known loony paper entitled
"The Sun is a plasma diffuser that sorts atoms by mass". This paper
argues that the sun isn't composed of 98 per cent hydrogen and
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helium, as astronomers have confirmed through a century of observation and theory, but is
instead similar in composition to a meteorite.
It is hard to understate the depth of scientific ignorance that the inclusion of this information
demonstrates. It is comparable to a biologist claiming that plants obtain energy from magnetism
rather than photosynthesis.
Plimer has done an enormous disservice to science, and the dedicated scientists who are
trying to understand climate and the influence of humans, by publishing this book. It is not
"merely" atmospheric scientists that would have to be wrong for Plimer to be right. It would
require a rewriting of biology, geology, physics, oceanography, astronomy and statistics.
Plimer's book deserves to languish on the shelves along with similar pseudo-science such as
the writings of Immanuel Velikovsky and Erich von Daniken.
Michael Ashley is professor of astrophysics at the University of NSW.

Perhaps the answer???

However: Since we were given the above article, we have received a tonne of material which
pushes the directly opposite belief. One of these was a reference to a film called “The Great
Climate Change Swindle. It’s worth a look, then, make up your own minds.
See the film HERE
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Sick Parade.
If you know someone who is a bit crook,
let us know so we can give them a shout out..
Last issue we had the sad news that Daphne Harcourt, wife of ex RAF Butterworth bod Dick
Harcourt, had been diagnosed with cancer. Unfortunately, the news this issue is not good. We
heard from Dick recently and he told us – “Each time we saw a Doctor or Consultant the news
got worse and worse. First it was a benign growth, then a cancerous one, then incurable and
inoperable and finally the statement that Daphne has only about six months. She has bowel
cancer which has spread to her liver and glands.
They
offered
aggressive
chemotherapy but with no
guarantees at all. She has
offered to take part in any trials of
new drugs etc. but they say her
condition is too advanced, so that
door was shut. Christmas, New
Year and the bad weather further
delayed things and she only
started early January at Kings
Mill on the Chemo they have
offered. In consequence we
didn't have much of a Christmas
to celebrate! Our Daughter and
Son in Law came over for
Christmas day and we went to
them the day after Boxing Day,
then both came here again along
with our Son and Daughter in
Law for a couple of days. We
wanted
to get round the rest of
Daphne and young son Robbie at Alan Cheah Seng Khim,
the
family
before she started
Penang, in 1965 – in happier (and warmer??) times.
Chemo, but the weather put paid
to that and now she has started we have to keep her away from any potential colds and flu as
she will become quite vulnerable.
So for the time being we will have to stay somewhat isolated. Even my going shopping is a bit
of a nightmare as I have to make certain that I don't catch anything that I may accidentally pass
on to her. Daphne is a fighter, and as her Chemo doctor has said there is a chance that she
may get eighteen months or two years, but a cure is out of the question. He was very blunt and
honest and we do very much appreciate and thank him for that. She is also being looked after
by some of those wonderful Macmillan Nurses.
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Life for me has changed of course with cooking, washing
and ironing and housework as well as looking after
Daphne, which makes me appreciate all the more just
what she has been doing for me for the past forty eight
years whilst holding down various jobs for a good many of
those years.
I've had to give up all my RAF activities, though I will
remain in touch with the Butterworth Association. This year
the Association is having a three week Reunion touring
Malaysia, ending up at Penang with a planned visit to
RMAF Butterworth. The Reunion is later in June though I
won't be going of course. Please keep me notified of the
RadSchool Newsletters as I do enjoy reading them when I
can”.

Dick, RAF Butterworth. 1966.

Dick, please pass on our best wishes to Daphne, from all of us down here, we hope that
perhaps the docs just might be able to pull a rabbit out of the hat for you both.

What is the difference between Bird Flu and Swine Flu?
For bird flu you need tweetment and for swine flu you need oinkment.
Sorry Rupe!

Recently we spoke with Herb Currie, an old ex Radtech who spent a million years in the
RAAF, and who now lives on Queensland’s Sunshine Coast. Herb was recently diagnosed
with prostate cancer and was admitted to the Brisbane Wesley Hospital for an operation to
remove all the nasty bits. Unfortunately, when the doctors were snooping around inside him
they ruptured a major blood vessel which caused them a heap of grief as they had to chisel
away some of Herb's diaphragm bone to get to the offending vessel. This changed their priority
somewhat as their full attention was diverted to fixing that important circuitry and they were
unable to fix the initial problem. They sewed Herb back up, put him back in the ward and gave
him heaps of TLC and eventually allowed him to go home.
But, because of the damage that was done, they were now not able to go back in to remove the
nasty bits so Herb is forced to endure chemo therapy to attempt to cure the cancer.
We wish you well mate - and hope to hear good news in the not too distant future.
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Wh
here are
a they now?
n ?
Ken Sm
mith got in touch,
t
he says
s
Hi, I'm looking fo
or a Keith
h Barry Carmichaell, RAAF No A2183
32, who may
m
have been
b
a
er of the Ra
adschool association
a
n, he was stationed in Ballaratt around 1950 and was
w the
membe
best man at my brothers wedding. As my brrother and
d his wife are celeb
brating the
eir 60th
anniverrsary this year
y
they want
w
to kno
ow if Keith is
i still arou
und.
Though
ht you may have som
me knowled
dge or conttact information for him. Regard
ds
Sorry Kenn, we don’t have
h
any info on Keith, buut someone will
w – if anyonne can help hhere, please get
g in touch…
…..tb

osser got in
n touch, he
e says he wants som
me help to
o find a losst friend. “H
His name is
i Mike
Kev Ro
Eaton (wife,
(
Chrisstine) and he contacted me mid
d last yearr from Pertth region WA.
W We sp
poke by
phone and
a
also e-mailed
e
each other,, however, since the
en due to a combina
ation of ele
ectronic
organiser failure and
a compu
uter malfun
nction I los
st his phone number and now that
t
I have
e at last
retrieve
ed his e-ma
ail, it’s not active. Mike was a Groundie and finishe
ed his care
eer as a W/Off
W
at
Radsch
hool probab
bly around
d 1987. He
e was a go
ood bloke and
a I woulld like to find him as I have
very few
w contacts in WA”
Can anyyone help?
??

*********
Good
d Advis
se.
An officcer should be comelyy, spritely and
a above all else, co
onfident in
n
his own
n dress and bearing. He should
d, where possible,
p
e a smalll
eat
piece of
o meat each mornin
ng with mo
olasses and beans. He should
d
air himsself graceffully when under fire
e and neve
er place himself in a
position
n of difficulty when being
b
shott at. He sh
hould eat his mealss
comforttably and ahead of his soldiers, for it is
s he whom
m is more
e
importa
ant tactically on the ba
attlefield and therefo
ore he who should be
e
well nou
urished. His
H hair sho
ould be we
ell groome
ed and if possible he
e
should adorn
a
a moustache or
o similar fa
acial adorn
nment.
When speaking
s
to
o his soldie
ers he shou
uld appearr unnerved
d and alooff
and give direction
n without in
n any way involving himself
h
personally in
n
A
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the execution of arduous or unofficer like duties. He should smoke thin panatelas except when
in the company of ladies where he should take only a small gin mixed with lemon tea. He
should be an ardent and erudite gentleman arid woo the ladies both in the formal environment
and in the bedroom where he should excel himself beyond the ordinary soldier with his virulent
love making prowess.
These I say to you are the qualities of an officer that set him apart from the lay
person and the common soldier.
LT GEN Hubert Worthington
Commander In Chief
5th Royal Indian Mountain Division Bombay
12th December 1907
We’ve heard it said that this is a creed that has been practiced by Pete DeJonge for many, many years - tb
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Your say!
F-111 Model.
Daryll Macklin, who is a well-known (read: infamous) framie and EngAero, is the Manager,
Amberley Operations of the successful Rosebank Engineering organisation. Rosebank is
manufacturing models of the F111 in their Melbourne plant, using computer controlled
machines.

The commemorative F-111 models are designed to align with the F-111 retirement activities
planned for later this year and are machined from aluminium, anodized a battle grey colour with
appropriate painted areas for the radome and canopy/windshield.

A
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They are approximately 30CM long with other dimensions proportional. The price will be $220
(incl GST) plus freight which is dependent on location and will be quoted at the time but would
not be more than $20 if in Australia.
If you would like one, you must pay for the item up front. Further details can be obtained from
Daryll by emailing him HERE.

We heard from Vicki Wieringa who writes:, I have just heard about your magazine and read in
Vol 29, on page 19 that you wished to know my whereabouts. My maiden name was Vicki
Sewell and I was on 136RTC graduating as a RadTech A in October 1981, (and who the staff here
at the magazine voted unanimously as the best looking person
on that course – tb). I was posted to 482 Squadron at
Amberley and worked in the Avionics building
repairing/testing F111 avionics equipment from
1981-1986. I was promoted to Corporal in March
1986 and then in January 1987 I obtained an
exchange posting to Support Command, Melbourne
to be with my husband. I worked as a Logistics
Assessor for the F111.
When my husband was posted to Williamtown in
1989, I opted not to sign on again and discharged
after nine years in the RAAF. I was the second
female through Radschool. I believe the first was Nereida Benson (not sure if I have the correct
spelling of her Christian name) a few years earlier. I think she went to Edinburgh. Monica
Hemmingway was the third female (141RTC). It was a terrible tragedy when she was killed on
her motorcycle just before her graduation.
After my discharge, I joined the RAAF Reserve, No 26 Squadron at Williamtown (1989 – 1991).
This was useful as part-time work while I looked for a permanent job. During my time in the
Reserve I completed courses on Avionics Maintenance for the FA18 Hornet. I worked mainly in
the Software Support section. In August 1989 I obtained full-time employment with AWA, who
at that time were contracted to maintain the Hornet Commercial Test Equipment at
Williamtown. I worked for AWA for 12 months then in 1991 my husband John and I were
blessed with a daughter, Nicole. After having Nicole I decided not to return to the workforce for
a while so I resigned from AWA and the Reserve.
John was posted to Amberley in 1993 and I went back to work in June 1994, part-time as a
tech on the base for ADI at the Base Calibration Centre. Unfortunately Nicole and day care did
not work out. She kept picking up infections and I also missed being with her so I made the
decision to become a full-time Mum.
After another couple of years back at Williamtown, John discharged from the RAAF after 24
years service. We returned to Queensland in 2000. I worked as a teacher’s aide in the library at
my daughters’ school and John as a contractor out at Amberley.
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I have just finished reading the latest issues of your magazine and think it is a great service that
you are providing.
Thanks Vicki – great to hear from you and that you’re still fit and well - tb

DFRDB/DFRB
Allan George got in touch, he says:
For those receiving a DFRB/DFRDB pension, it may be worth your effort to see if you have any
‘pre July 1983 excess contributions’ - it may be worth the effort.
I have been through it and it took about 6 months for DFRDB to do it but I found I had some
$3,000 excess contributions which resulted in a $4.00 tax free component to my fortnightly
pension which in turn results in about a net increase of $2.00 a fortnight and a tax refund for the
past 2 years of about $15.00 each year
There have been articles in the Pension Update Magazine – here is a link to one of them
http://www.dfrdb.gov.au/pensionrecipient/pen_upd.html
The easiest way to do it is to fill in the form D83 and send to DFRDB and they do the leg work.
The form can be found on their Web site
Good luck

Anzac Day – Melbourne
If you live in or near Melbourne and intend to march this
year, (and you should), the assembly point for RAAF bods is
in Swanston Street, adjacent to Little Collins. If you’re a little
unsure of where that is, Alan Gibbs has sent us a mud
map, you can see it HERE.

We heard from Keith Dudman who says, “Dear sir/s, I refer to your photograph of a group of
girls at RAAF Frognall (1956) in Vol 30 on page 3, your December 2009 issue.
First I would like to point out that the RAAF station was spelt "Frognall" not "Frognell".
Secondly, I don't think the first girl in the photograph was Margaret Foy, she appears too tall,
whereas Margaret was of a medium stature. Although the picture is rather grainy it looks
nothing like her. How do I know?? I was engaged to this lady from late February 1959 to about
C
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mid May
M
1959.. We met when she
s
came to
Ballara
at to do a Cipher
C
cou
urse in earrly 1959. I still
have photograph
p
hs of her at
a that period in 1959. I
used to
o spend th
he occasion
nal weeken
nd at Frognall
after she returned there.
m the left lo
ooks more like Marga
aret
The fiffth girl from
Foy, but I could be wrong. Because the picture
e is
not verry clear it is hard to verify
v
who'ss who.
I did have many photos of RAAF Ballarat in tho
ose
on days butt owing to my extenssive travelss and to my
y dismay, I lost them and the ne
egs.
halcyo
After I was disccharged in March 19
960 I joine
ed NCR in
n Sydney as an Acccounting Machine
M
Technician (in th
he early da
ays of data
a processin
ng) where I worked for 4 yearss.In 1964I went to
Scotland and spe
ent two years there with
w NCR. In 1966 I went
w
to Ca
anada and continued working
for NC
CR for another 3 yearrs, travelling into the U.S. to do many tech
hnical courrses.
69 I joined IBM and was
w traine
ed on most of their "Unit
"
Reco
ord Equipm
ment", (pun
nch card
In 196
machin
nes) and on
o a range of IBM 360
0 Main Fra
ame Comp
puters.
I came
e back to Australia
A
la
ate 1978 an
nd was a service
s
ma
anager and
d administrration man
nager for
a comp
puter comp
pany and somewhere
s
e in those intervening
g years, I have
h
either misplace
ed,lost or
accide
ently tossed them ou
ut. I do ha
ave some prints som
me where and if find
d them I will
w send
copiess of them to
o you.
Kind re
egards.
D
Keith Dudman
Ex RA
AAF Ballara
at
(Thankss Keith – we’vve made the changes as you suggestt, now, can anyone help us
u ID girl num
mber 1 – tb)

eard from FSGT
F
Marrco Brugn
natti who iss currently
y a serving member a
at 2OCU at
a RAAF
We he
Base Williamtow
W
wn. He sayys, “I am
now ca
alled an AVTECH
A
but I was
RADTE
ECHA beffore the Technical
T
Tradess Restructture changed our
identityy.
o RADTE
ECHA Course 4/84
I was on
at Lavverton. I re
ead your magazine
m
with interest on a regular basis.
age 5 of Vol
V 30 you
ur writer
On pa
suggessts that "today’s RAAF
aircraftt mainten
nance blokes are
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only pre/after flighters and refuellers". I can assure you that this is not the case. It is true that
most deeper level maintenance has now gone over to contractor but techo's in the SQN's do far
more than just flight servicing and refuels. We also do removal, inspection, installation, testing
and troubleshooting on all aircraft avionics, airframe and engine systems. We do engine
changes, tank entries, wiring repairs and a whole range of Armament tasks.
I am not sure who you spoke to in Townsville but I want to let you know that the majority of
modern day techo's do just as much work which was done by "enthusiastic" airmen years ago.
Thanks. Marco Brugnatti
(Thanks for putting us straight Marco – it’s good to know that the job is still a challenge and that there is still a great
deal of satisfaction to be had in ‘getting the job done’.
Steve Hartigan wrote, he says: I have received a request from a Robert Cross RCB (Rifle
Company Butterworth) Committee member for information about RAAF helo operations in
Butterworth during the period 1968 to 1989 which includes the CT insurgence. The information,
if possible, is to include names of our chopper crews and
particularly if they were involved in a hostile environment.
Robert said in his note to me: The nature of my enquiry is about
RAAF Choppers being based at Air Base Butterworth or
Singapore, what years, purpose etc did they ever assist downed
RMAF aircraft by local CT's? We know A2-506 and A2-509 were
there in 1981, and may have assisted in a downed by local CT's
RMAF Chopper?
This information is in order to support a claim for active service by the Army to the new Labor
defence and Honours Committee. The full (predominantly Army) submission is available under
member downloads however you have to be a current member to access it. If anyone has any
information would they please email it direct to Robert Cross or you can contact him on 073352 4612.

Bob McInnes wrote, he says, Caloundra RSL Sub-Branch has been working to get A2-1022
aircraft back and display it more appropriately. It now seems that we have a replacement
aircraft available. This aircraft recently had a sudden stoppage, but our people are confident it's
repairable and could be displayed in place of 1022. We
expect to have it by the end of the March and work will
commence then.
SO!!!, if any members of the 9 Squadron Association
would like to help us do an E service on this aircraft, we
would appreciate your technical help, on a volunteer
basis of course, as we don’t have any money with which to pay you. We’re especially keen to
get some former aircraft metal workers, painters and airframe fitters.
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This project will be carried out on the Sunshine Coast so persons living in this area would be
able to visit the job site easily..........However, that is not meant to exclude anyone who wants to
be a part of the project. We're not about to refuse good help. If you can help, or want any
further info, my phone no's are 07 5491 2691, 0411 292 546.
Thanks.

We heard from Jake Romijn (ex 9RMT), he says: “In the photos on page 3 of vol 30 my wife
recognised Julia in the course 5A photo. My wife
worked with Julia (front left) in Canberra (at the time
Julia was a Clerk G) and said that Julia always wore a
wig. Also her surname is Grzchowiczk (not sure if that
is the correct spelling).
At the time my wife was a Clerk A by the name of
Marie Julliarat. (nee Wood). Also, in the 61 Rad Famil
course Vincino's name is Ray and he is the older
brother of George. Last time I saw Ray was on the
Telstra JORN Project (Did that ever get off the ground?? –
tb) when Ray was working for Telstar Systems in
Melbourne about 1993. Hope this helps..
(Thanks Steve – tb)

John Laming wrote to say he was most interested in Bill Dixon's memoirs in the latest issue
of the newsletter. He flew with Bill on many occasions at 34 Squadron on Dakotas.

We heard from Simon Burns. Simon had lost his training records from Radschool Laverton
and was wondering where one might go to get copies of them. He said he had tried RAAF
Archives which he says directs you to their site www.naa.gov.au but he said that site is for
people whose service must be at least 30 yrs expired. He says he’s having no luck elsewhere
and wondered if we could help. He said that Defence Archives suggested that he write to:
Airforce Career Management Branch
Defence Personell Executive,
Dept of Defence Canberra 2600
and wondered if we had any names and/or contact numbers there.
Well, we didn’t, so we flicked the problem over to Allan George who once again came up with
the goods. SO!!! If you’re in the same boat as Simon and want to get copies of your records,
go to: http://www.raaf.gov.au/contactus/servicerecords.aspx
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Jim Lander wrote, “Hi. It seems there is still
plenty of interest in the Radschool maintenance
flight (1986) photo I sent in some time ago.
The lady far right, front row, is Sgt Margaret
Hemsworth and she was NCO I/C the library.
Also, middle row second from right, is Cpl Ian
Gartner”

John Mackesy wrote: Although the Caribou no longer grumbles through our skies, its avionics
live on for a couple of ex-service collectors/amateur radio operators. There's a Collins AN/ARC73 VHF nav/com box (operational), a Collins 618T (operational), an ARC AN/ARN59 and an
AN/ARC-51BX (work in progress). There's also ex-Herc and Neptune equipment, all
operational.
One of us is an ex-RAAF Radschool graduate and (Viet Nam-era) Caribou man, the other exRCAF/CAF. We can write about the equipment and supply pictures, if you're interested. Rgds,
John Mackesy VK3XAO (ex-RCAF)
Sure John, love to hear from you – especially on how you got that 618T to work, and you forgot to say who else is in
your group and from where you operate …..tb

Norv Simpson wrote: Howdy, browsing old issues I came across
Kev Rosser's article on Sale in Volume 25, Page 11. I was a Sgt in
the workshop at the time 69-72. Guess he wouldn't remember me
as I was a Tels Tech and the first Groundie in the Airie's workshop.
I racked up heaps of flying hours trying to sort out the HF AFSK
system on the HS748 trainers. Lovely work environment they were.
Caused a big stir when I got F.Sgt HDA when Peter Meneer was
on leave.

Al “Stevo” Stevenson, who was on 70 Teleg and lived in the
very English and picturesque small town of Westbury, which is
about 35 klms west of Launceston, in Tassie, moved back to
Scotland recently. He says shortly after he arrived back in the UK,
he had a medical problem which put him out of action for a while,
then he got snowed in and lost all power. (But it’s great to be back tb???) He says the main reason he moved back to the UK was
because his wife wanted to go back (isn't that the normal excuse).
He says we were both born in Scotland however when the wife’s mother died a year or so ago
that was the last of her rellie's living in Oz and she wanted to be near her remaining ones in
Scotland.
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Apart from the socialist government here controlling everything it is not too bad. When I left
here in 1962 I hated the cold and everything but now days you just don't seem to feel the cold
as everything is central heated and double glazed. Even when you go to the shops you have to
peel off layers as the thermostat is turned up to max.

The follies which a man regrets most in his life
are those he didn’t commit when he had the opportunity.
Stew Bonett writes, he says, a
group of ex 38SQN blokes have
a Caribou (A4-173) at the
Caloundra Air Museum and are
trying to restore it to the exact
specs of the format of those
35Sqn had in Vietnam and they
need some assistance. What
they need are some photos of
the flight deck of the Caribou as
it was back in the late 60’s, early
70’s before all the electronic stuff
started to creep in. If there is
anyone with any photos of the
flight deck and/or insides of the
Caribou, would they please
forward copies to David East via
email.
(We had this photo, at right, but we’re unsure of the vintage. – tb)

Mike Gaham, who was at Radschool in 1971/72, recently wrote to the Air
Force News and sent us a copy, he says: “Since my retirement from the
RAAF in 1993 I have maintained a subscription to RAAF News and its
successor. This has enabled me to keep track of personalities and events
in my employer of 23 years. I’ve seen friends who were “boggy” pilots rise
to command and two of them take the Chief’s job. I’ve been able to follow
equipment and policy changes, some lamentable but mainly for the good.
Looking through the March 4 edition I took a rare foray to the sports
pages.
To my surprise one of the pictures (right) was a “blast from the past”.
There was the original RAAF Canoe team with a 19 year old AC Gahan in
the front of canoe three with LAC Carpenter, both RADS EDASSTs. I
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remember the lead team of FLGOFF Don Brooks (RADS ADMINO) and SQNLDR Ross
Clelland (Base CATO).
Arthur Skimmin (HQSC) is in one of the other canoes but the other three names escape me
with the passage of time. The picture originally appeared in the “Age”.
Its reappearance brought back fond memories of the comradeship of the 1971 team and our
strong support from the ground party during the race, we did it in fine style with cooks, PTI’s,
General Hands and even a RAAFPol – and not so fond memories of the cold mornings training
on the Yarra and the Murray heat and flies during the race. It is pleasing to see RAAF teams
still involved in the Murray marathon”.

We heard from Terry Blake, he writes, “Howdy, I was passed the info on the site by Kerry
Allen. Enjoyed reading the different stories which certainly brought back many memories. I was
at Radschool in 1967 on 11 RMT. How do we contribute stories or photos??”
Easy Terry – just email them into us – and why not join the association, it’s free and you can do so HERE - tb
.
Kev Rosser says he’s still stuck out in the wilds of
Western QLD, Hughenden specifically, and anxiously
awaiting a Dry Season. It seems to want to keep raining
this year. Care of the ex cyclone in the Gulf, it rained all of
the Easter break and absolutely persisted down at
daybreak yesterday (Tues 6 Apr 2010). Probably more
than 200mm. The nett result is "do not go off the bitumin"
This is black soil country!
What are you doing out there Kev?? – has to be a story and a few pics in it for sure - tb

Pat Seymour wrote, he says, “Howdy, It was suggested that I contact your organisation by an
RSL advocate who thought you might be able to help. I am chasing the weights of some RAAF
comms and ATC equipment. I am chasing the weights of component drawers of QUAD Radar,
AF/GRT 805 UHF Tx’s, Equipment racks used for mounting equipment in ATC Tower Radio
rooms, communication stations and air transportable ATC control and comms systems, ATC
multi track tape recorders etc for weight lifting purposes. If you can help it would be
appreciated.”
Can anyone help??, if so, get back to us and we’ll pass on the info to Pat – tb
I have kleptomania but when it gets really bad, I take something for it.
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News and Reunions!
WRAAF Reunion.
Rosemary Coleman is the Secretary of the Brisbane Branch of the WRAAF Association which
is part of the RAAF Association Queensland Division. She says:
“The WRAAF Branch Brisbane is hosting the 2011 National WRAAF Reunion to be held in
Brisbane from 28 to 30 January 2011 at the Mercure Hotel, North Quay,
Brisbane. This reunion will celebrate the 60th anniversary of the formation of
the WRAAF.
Bearing in mind that a lot of WRAAF's married RAAF guys, I was wondering
if you could send an email out to your members about our reunion as we are
trying to advertise it as widely as possible throughout Australia.
The Reunion is for all ex WRAAF who served between 1951 and 1977, ex
RAAF servicewomen, current serving RAAF servicewomen and ex WAAAF
members. You can get further info from here http://www.wraaf.org.au or you can call Dianne on
07 3202 7625, Rosemary on 07 3879 4889 or Rosie on 07 3889 3728.”
You can download the registration form from HERE.

75 Sqn.
(We must apologise – someone sent us this story, but when our computer crashed we lost a lot of info and we don’t
know who to thank. If it was you, please let us know – tb)
On 16th May, 2009 about 35 ex-members of 75 Squadron gathered at the Mayfield (Newcastle)
RSL Club to commemorate the 42nd anniversary of Operation “Fast Caravan”.
“Fast Caravan” was the deployment of 75 Sqn from Williamtown, NSW to Butterworth, Malaysia
in May 1967. Twenty-three Mirage aircraft were involved as were Canberras from Amberley
and Neptunes from Townsville. These provided weather communications and navigational
back up en route for the single seat Mirage aircraft which were lacking in long range
navigational and communications equipment. Three Hercules were also used to ferry staging
crews and equipment.
A
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The advance party kicked off the operation with members and families flying direct to
Butterworth on chartered Brittania aircraft.
A day before the aircraft departed Willytown, two staging crews set off, one to Darwin and the
other to Townsville. Yours truly was in the crew that went to Townsville to see in, refuel and
see off the squadron on its way to Darwin and then follow on. Several days were spent in
Darwin checking over our charges before we were on our way again with 21 Mirages, two
spares being left to return to Williamtown. The Townsville--Darwin sector was pretty ho-hum as
all of us had been there and done that before – even had the T-shirt.

Members of 75 Squadron before departure.
But the next section involved the staging crew flying to Djuanda in Indonesia. Djuanda is near
Surabaya and in those days was pretty run down. The Indonesian Air Force had several MIGs
there which they tried to fly (for our benefit) without success. Just about everything that we
required for staging the 21 aircraft we needed to provide ourselves.
This involved several Hercules. We even required our own fuel pumps to filter the local Avtur
to our requirement. The Indonesian prime mover and tanker was a sight not to be missed. It
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was heard and seen some distance off by the roar of its enormous engine and the billowing
clouds of exhaust smoke.

23 Mirages on tarmac at Williamtown a day before the deployment.

The refuelling didn’t go without incident as mid-way through the operation the main fuel hose
from the Indonesian tanker into our pumper burst and sprayed Avtur everywhere.
Our departure to Butterworth was held up for about an hour for an inspection by the chief of the
Indonesian Air Force who arrived dramatically in a twin engined WW2 bomber. He was straight
out of a Paul Rigby cartoon characterisation of a yank pilot complete with firearm in pouch
strapped to his leg.
Some word descriptions:
Coffee, n. The person upon whom one coughs.
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L-R: Phil Holden, Bob Saxton, Stix Chambers, Graham Morris, Max McKay (all radtechs)

Our aircraft created quite an impression as they were all sparkling with fresh paint and polished
radomes. They arrived and were dispatched for Butterworth without incident with one notable
exception. The canopy on one aircraft which couldn’t be locked down by the pilot at the end of
the runway required outside assistance from a large sergeant framey who cycled to the runway
end and leapt aboard the Mirage to sit on the canopy and lock it from the outside.
We followed the Mirages to arrive late evening at Butterworth only to find that the mess’s
evening meals were finished and no provision had been made for our late arrival. There was
animosity at Butterworth toward the newcomers, created no doubt by some members of the
advance party who had planted images of Big Jim’s Flying Circus as FEAF’s first mach2
Fighter Squadron.
Big Jim being our name for our popular CO, Wing Commander Jim Flemming.

Abdicate, v. To give up all hope of ever having a flat stomach.
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The ladies who accompanied us to a life in Malaysia,
L-R: Sandy McKay, Margaret Morris, Sue Holden, Kel Chambers

L-R: Jim Robertson, Wally Jolley, Eddie Owen, Dallas Priester, Les Rush, Hal Webber, Des
McGrory, Keg Glendenning
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ZCZC.
The Djinnang Association will hold a “monster” reunion on Saturday May 29th at the Public
Service Club, Stevens Lane (off George St) in Brisbane City. Doors open at 2-00pm and close
again at 9.00pm, plenty of time to tell a huge bunch of lies. Entry is only $10 — and there is an
evening meal at member’s rates available on-site. If you intend going and you
haven’t informed the committee yet, please do so HERE.
There will be a “This is your Service Life” presentation of one of our early
members following the AGM.
For those who live out of town, affordable accommodation within easy walking
distance can be found at:
Chiffley on George (over the road);
Lennons in Queen St Mall
Sebel Apartments. 5—10 min walk
Hotel Ibis
Explorer’s Inn
Royal on the Park
Hotel George William (YMCA)
Oakes North Quay
If you are driving to Brisbane, make sure that the hotel has a car-park, some don’t.
Bargains can be found on www.wotif.com or www.lastminute.com. Be there, or you’ll need a
chit…
7 Line feeds
NNNN

Interasia.

Dan Nebauer, (SQNLDR Retired – ex ENGAERO) is a director of Travel Agency Interasia.
Interasia specialises in travel into destinations such as China, Vietnam, India, Cambodia, Laos,
Malaysia, Thailand, Borneo, Burma, Nepal, Bhutan, Japan, Korea and Taiwan.
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He says that all ex service members would be offered attractive discounts over our retail prices
so next time you’re considering a trip overseas, give them a try – we think you will be pleasantly
surprised.
Go to www.interasia.com.au and check them out, recently they were awarded the prestigious
award of “Best international wholesaler” by the AFTA.
They are situated in Melbourne at:
InterAsia Tours & InterGlobal Tours
4/33-37 Heatherdale Road
Ringwood VIC 3134 Australia
Tel: 61 3 9873 7466 Fax: 61 3 9873 8470
But you can book from anywhere in Oz – just give them a ring or email Dan on
dan@interasia.com.au
Interasia is a trading name of L&D Corporate Pty Ltd.
Lic No 32527 ABN 83 106 792 590 AR 270085

Esplanade , v. To attempt an explanation while drunk.

RAAF Ballarat reunion.
2011
A reunion is proposed for 2011 NOT 2010 as previously advised. So if you are planning to be
alive in 2011, and are
interested in a FINAL reunion
please respond so we can get
an idea of how many are
interested. By doing so you
are NOT committing yourself
to attending. We know from
last time that disaster can
strike at any time.
We will canvas activities you
may be interested in later.
Just getting there may be
activity
enough.
Please
advise changes of email,
change of postal address etc.
We know 2 years is a long
G
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time in network affairs and I had a lot of bouncing emails last time.
If we can get the numbers like we got in 2008 (right) we will be very happy. I haven't contacted
any of the snail mail members as yet, so if you know anyone who might be interested please let
them know.
Email is radschl.reunion@gmail.com
Doreen's email is marsh.doreen@gmail.com and phone is 02 9560 8486.
My phone 0416 099 464
Phillip Marsh

RAAF Amberley Aviation Heritage Centre.
Back on the 23rd February, 2010, Caribou A4-236 was officially handed over to the RAAF
Amberley Aviation Heritage Centre at a
ceremony held on the base and attended by 3040 people. The OC of Amberley, Air
Commodore Sawade (right) accepted the
aircraft on behalf of the Centre.
Past members of both 35 Squadron and 38
Squadron lined up for a photo which was taken
by the RAAF photographers.
Click on the photo for a bigger look at it.
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